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THE SKYLAB CONCENTRATED ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION PROJECT
CONTRACT T-4714B
P. M. Kuhn, W. E. Marlatt, and V. S. Whitehead
In conjunction with SKYLAB measurements, data were obtained at
Earth's surface, in the boundary layer, and from aircraft, to be
used to improve understanding of radiation transfer within the
atmosphere.	 Measurements	 included total	 net radiation, albedo
and temperature of the interface, atmospheric profiling of atmos-
pheric
	
radiative flux and	 layer cooling, and aerosol	 density,
size,	 and distribution;	 total	 extinction coefficients were
calculated.	 Instrumentation for observations 	 is described.
Data from radiometersonde observations, and the computer listings
of the data are	 included	 in Appendices.	 Models for computing
atmospheric IR transmission are compared.	 Spectral estimates of
planet albedo are given and compared with SKYLAB observations.
Performance of models is evaluated, and recommendations are made
regarding the need for further studies.
1.	 INTRODUCTION
Participants in the SKYLAB ConcentratedAtmospheric Radiation Project
(SCARP) utilizing the Earth Resources Experiment Package flown on SKYLAB
were Dr. P. M. Kuhn of the NOAA, Environmental Research Laboratories,
Dr. W. E. Marlatt of the Department of Earth. Resources, Colorado State
University, and Dr. V. S. Whitehead of NASA, Earth Observations Division of
Johnson Space Center.	 These were joined in the Phoenix field measurements 	 -
by R. F. Pueschel of the NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories.and -
L. Edwin Williamson of 	 the White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico.
1.1	 Approach
The ultimate purpose of the project was to arrive at a more complete
understanding of radiation transfer within the atmosphere, 	 including the
-. contribution of aerosols to this transfer. 	 Intermediate goals were as	 3
follows:	 i
1.	 To acquire data giving a comprehensive description of the
atmosphere's structure and composition over sites of _differing 	 -
radiation properties for a variety of air masses. 	 Our measure-
ments were taken at the surface and at levels between the surface
and the spacecraft to support the SKYLAB infrared spectrometer,
G.x and scanner measurements of selected sites.
2.	 To acquire and implement several models of radiation transfer
for both visible and thermal regions;	 and to test these models
against observations.
i3.	 To apply the result of these tests to improve models for the
variety of existing air masses and atmospheres.
Data were acquired in two related experiments, in which a variety
of measurements were taken (1) at the Earth's surface and in the boundary
layer, and (2) from aircraft. A number of existing radiative transfer
models allowed for varying air masses and amounts of wet and dry aerosols.
It was anticipated that other investigations could make use of the data
base acquired. Hence the experiment was declared an open one and other
investigators participated on an exchange-of-data basis.. Among them were
Ed Williamson of White Sands Missile Range and Rudolf Pueschel of NOAA's
Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry Laboratory. Data exchanges occurred with
EPA which provided a lidar in the first field effort, with the Texas Air
Control Board for data acquired in the Houston area, and with other SKYLAB
investigators.	 J
To acquire the desired variety in the data base, sites were selected and
data acquired onshore and offshore in the vicinity of Houston, Texas, to
provide a warm moist clean and a warm moist dirty atmosphere over Whito
Sands Missile Range, N. M., (both sands and the mal pads) to provide extremes
of surface characteristics for a clean dry atmosphere; and over Phoenix,	 1
Arizona, to provide hot dry clean and hot dry dirty atmosphere. Other sites
surveyed (San Francisco, Four-Corners, and St. Louis) were not used because
of operational constraints, primarily those of weather.
1.2 Acquisition of Data
Each field effort differed somewhat from the other in the type of data
acquired as the investigators attempted to apply the experience of the
preceding effort. Description of a typical exercise follows.
1. Personnel and equipment were moved to faci 1 i ties nearest to the
points of the field effort about three days, prior to the scheduled 	 l
SKYLAB overflight. -Last minute changes to the operation plans were 	 1
made.
2. Two days prior-to the SKYLAB overflight a low key field effort was	 f	 ,
initiated primarily to check out equipment and procedures. During	 i
this day one or more radiometersonde releases would be made by
r P. M. Kuhn and Associates. Surface meteorological and radiometric
measurements would be made at more than one site. The Colorado
State aircraft would fly at least one multiple level pattern`
between sites with sensor operating for general familiarity, timing,
and instrument test. This days' effort would be concluded by a;
general debriefing on problems and re-planning where desirable.
3. On the day prior to the SKYLAB overpass, a schedule was followed`
identical to that planned for the day of the overpass. The







(1) Downwelling and upwelling solar flux.
(2) Direct beam solar radiation and albedo.
(3) Total net ` radiation at the surface.
(4) Radiation temperature of the surface, sky, and cloud.
(5) Wind, temperature, and dew point.
(6) Sky cover (photographs).
(7) Radiometersonde profiles (temperature, dew point, up
and downwelling thermal radiation, and layer cooling)
each three hours.
(8) Interface temperature measurements from ground and
helicopter.
I: (9) Aircraft profiles from near surface to above the haze
layer (profiles of aerosol number density and size
^i	 distribution, upwelling and downwelling solar flux,
and,profiles of temperature and dew point)	 Three
times daily: early morning, at time of day of SKYLAB
overpass and late afternoon. If the time of day of
1	 SKYLAB overpass differed greatly from the time of
maximum surface heating another flight would be
attempted at that time.
4.	 On the day of the overpass, the same schedule was followed, with
the addition of the SKYLAB crew's participation.
	
Because the
ll SKYLAB data had to be acquired within 30 seconds, the crew had
I been provided photographs of measurement sites, to aid in recog-
nition and fast response when the spacecraft passed over the site.
SKYLAB data were obtained for us with an S190A multispectral
camera, an S190B mapping camera, an S191 spectrometer, and an
S192 multispectral scanner.	 The camera and scanner system were
pointed at nadir in the Z-local vertical mode. 	 The spectrometer,
however, could be directed to point at a specific site by the
y cl operator to acquire several
	 spectral	 scans.
	
It should be noted
that late in the planning stages for SCARP, the opportunity to use
k'
^
a helicopter mounted S191 spectrometer was accepted andP	 p	 P	 profiles
from near-surface to 12,000 feet were acquired for the same sites
as those observed by SKYLAB.
5.	 It was initially planned to maintain the same observation schedule
the day following the SKYLAB overpass as on the two days preceding
in order to take advantage of the established field deployment to
acquire data from more varied air masses.	 This was discontinued
about midway through the field program for efficiency in scheduling.
Exercises were then terminated about 24 hours after the SKYLAB
overpass with only a single, or at most, two flights by the
Colorado State University aircraft and one or two radiometersonde
releases on that ;day._ The exercise was concluded with a>review




2. , SURFACE AND BOUNDARY LAYER EXPERIMENT (NOAH)
P. M.







The Barnes PRT-5 radiometer was used for measurements of the interface
temperature at the various SKYLAB sites.
	 It consists of an optical unit and
an electronic unit with interconnecting cables.
	
The optical unit compares
the amount of energy emitted by the interface with that emitted by an inter-
nal, controlled reference.
	
The electronics unit converts the comparison.into I
a voltage that can be recorded or read on a front panel meter. 	 The detector 1,
is a hyper-immersed thermistor bolometer in a reference temperature cavity.
Lenses restrict the spectral interval measurements from 8-14 microns. 	 The
instrument accuracy is 0.5C and the response time varies with the setting of
an adjustable bandwidth setting from 5'to 500 milliseconds. 	 The field 0
view is approximately 2°.
Effective radiance (N) 	 is defined aseff
R
xN	 =	 f	 N	 d^,,	 (1)
eff	 o	 Rpk	 BB
i R







The radiometersonde used for soundings of the atmospheric temperature,
' pressure, relative humidity, and hemispheric radiation flux profiles, looking
upward and downward at the various SKYLAB sites, was a combination of the
Suomi-Kuhn Economical Net Radiometer attached "piggy back" to a standard
balloon-borne radiosonde. 	 The-radiometer is a double-faced hemispheric
bolometer with broad-response blackened sensing surfaces at night, white
in the sunlight, shielded by two thin polyethylene membranes. 	 The sensors
used were rod_'thermistors with precalibrated constants. 	 Flux evaluations 	 l
are made for-0.5-micron spectral 	 intervals to compensate for the irregularity
of the blackened surfaces. 	 The unit is attached to a radiosonde in a
horizontal manner with a sequencing device enabling the data from the radi-
ometer to be recorded in se quence with that of the radiosonde. 	 These data
from the balloon-carried radiometersonde are transmitted by a 403-11Hz trans-
mutter to a ground receiving location and recorded on a strip chart. 	 At the
White Sands and Phoenix sites, the transmitter was a 1680 MHz unit.
The frequencies representing, temperatures were recorded and changed to





ref " Rref^w	 (2)




where Rref is the resistance of the modulator equal to 44.9 kilohms and
Fref is the frequency of the modulator at this resistance equal to 190 cps
r	 or 95.0 frequencies on the strip chart record.
The flux at any pressure level, looking upward or downward, may be
`	 obtained by the equations
a
F+ = aT t + A[-ki(Tb -Tt )/D - kt(Ta
-Tt )/ d ] + xd Tt/dt,
Ft = aTb +"A[+ki(Tb-Tt)/D - kb (Ta -Tb )/d] + Xd Tb/dt,
f
and Fnet = FT - F+'
Since A, B,	 k i ,	 k t , kb , a,
	
D. and d are all defined constants, it
remains only to measure the parameters Ta, T t (top plate temperature), and
T 
	 (bottom plate temperature) to determine the radiant fluxes with the
predetermined lo ng term based on the time, t. 	 Once the net radiative flux
is calculated, an additional term may be computed, that of the uncompensated
atmospheric layer warming/cooling (W). 	 It may be expressed as
g	 (Fi-Fi-1)
W = -	 x 1440	 (3)
C p
 Pi -P 1^
°- where g is the acceleration of gravity, C	 is the specific heat at constant
.a pressure, and 1440 is the number of minutes in a_day. 	 The error of the
instrument is 7 watts per square meter.
i
2.1.3	 The Net Radiometer
x The Suomi-Franssila-Islitzer Net Radiometer was used for _measuring the
net flux of radiation energy through -a surface parallel to the Earth's surface -
,- at the SKYLAB sites. 	 This instrument has a'specially designed vane in the
is nozzle throat and an electric heater to furnish a`sensitive control over the
ventilation so that the cooling power in each side of the plate can be
equalized.	 The sensing range is from 0.17 to 80 microns from a sensor con-
t silting of a glass plate wound by 360 spaced turns of copper and constantan
=r' wire to form a thermopile after proper plating and blackening.
	 About six
percent of the entire surface of the blackened sensor is also coated with -
a strip of highly reflective white paint to compensate for solar radiation.
The resistance of the thermopile is read directly from the calibrated sensor
and is recorded in millivolts.
	 It is capable of measuring total net radiation







The Model 2 Eppley Pyronometer was used to measure the incoming solar
radiation and albedo at the SKYLAB ground sites. 	 This is a precision
pyronometer incorporating a fast-response, wirewound, plated with copper/
constantan, temperature-compensated thermopile and two miniaturized hemi-
spheres of WG 7 glass. 	 It was calibrated against standards verified against
the Eppley primary reference group (Eppley-angstrom electrical compensation
pyrheliometers) which maintains and reproduces the International Pyrheli-
ometric Scale in the United States.
2.2	 Radiometersonde Observations
During SKYLAB Phases II, III, and IV, 28 radiometersonde ascents were
made before, after, and during the overpass times of the satellite laboratory.
They occurred in the oil fields near Rosenberg, Texas;	 at White Sands, New
Mexico, at both the lava area and the sands area; 	 in the desert near Phoenix,
Arizona;	 and finally in St. Louis`, Missouri.
	
At the last site, no SKYLAB
measurements were made, but our data are included. 	 Table 1	 is a list of the
ascents with comments.
2.2.1	 The Data
In Appendix A are the data plotted by 	 CRT unit of CDC 6600 of the' a
ascents.	 Air temperature is denoted by T, upward radiant flux by	 o, down-
ward radiative flux by	 V, net radiation flux by 0, warming/cooling by C,
and humidity by M.
	
Here langleys/min may be rewritten cal cm-2min-'.	 The	 k
computer plots the humidity in gmkg- 1 , using the radiation scale.
Appendix B is the computer listing of the data in Appendix A. 	 Column
2	 1.headings are provided and again ly/min is equivalent to cal CM- min-
The relative humidity is in percent. 	 In flight number one, only, the
radiative flux profiles are _invalid and only the pressure, temperature, and
moisture profiles should be considered.
2.3	 Thermal Radiation Calculation Model, Program Radiance
The infrared radiation' transfer program RADIANCE has been developed and
modified to include ten options, all involving use of the radiative transfer
equation.
	 The program takes into account transfer through aerosols, the
latest measurements of carbon dioxide, water vapor, window regions, and
ozone. -Therefore, radiance and irradiance may be determined for any infrared
spectral interval to one inverse centimeter and at any angle either to
include or to exclude aerosols or carbon dioxide.
	
It may calculate black-
body equilibrium temperatures, spectral
	 intervals, weighting functions,
brightness (apparent)	 temperatures, net irradiance, and profiles, or it may	 :n
be inverted to infer water vapor_at specified levels when only the tempera-	 -_
a tune profile is known. 	 Appendix C is a logic flow chart of the program and








Table 1. Radiometersonde Ascents
No.	 Date	 Location	 Time	 Weather/Clouds	 Comments
r	 s.
1 Air temps only6/04/73 RNB 1300 CDT
it
it	 7
^; 3 6/05/73 0537 CDT
5
6/05/73 1713 CDT
6 6/06/73 0855 CDT 5Cu
7 8/07/73 RNB 1715 UT 5Cu 2Ac	 2 Ci
8 8/07/73 2212 UT 35 ¢ Cu 7 Ci t
9 8/08/73 0146 UT 9 Ci Ni te 	f
10 8/08/73 1438 UT 2 Cu 30,	 1	 Ac	 120, 1	 Ci	 !'
11 8%08/73 1600 UT 4 Cu Overpass
12 8/08/73 1937 UT 4 Cu 30, 4 Ac 120, 2 Ci
13 8/09/73 1516 UT
14 8/09/73 BUC TWR 0835 CDT
15 8/11/73 W.S.	 LAVA 2138 UT
16 8/11/73 0000 UT
1.7 8/12/73 1432 UT
,r
18_ 8/11/73 W.S.	 DUNES 2130 UT!t
19 8/11 /73 2400 UT
-:
u 20 8/12/73 1437 UT
21 9/06/73 PHX #5 0800 MST 0 Ac,	 Ci
22 9/06/73 1015 MST 0 Ac,	 Ci
23 9/06/73 1405 'MST 0 Ac,	 Ci
 .
24 9/06/73 1900 MST 0 Ac,	 Ci
25 9/07/73 0800 MST Clear
r 26 9/07/73 1130 MST Clear
^w
27 1/18/74 ST,	 LOUIS 1250 CDT 5 Cc,	 Cs




2.3.1 Purposes of RADIANCE Program Sections
Radiance and irradiance. To determine the radiance and integrated
irradiance values over desired wavelength intervals, angles and specified
filters with input pressures, temperatures, and mixing ratios. This also
provides the integral water vapor and the carbon dioxide and water vapor
totals above or below the background pressure.
Black - body equilibrium temperatures. To determine the black-body
	
E	 radiance and normalized radiance for specified frequencies and filters over
an input temperature _range at specified intervals.
Spectral intervals. To list the radiance of each frequency of a band
at ten inverse centimeter intervals.
Infrared weighting. To determine the quotient of the differential of
the transmissivity for two levels divided by the differential of the natural
logarithm of the pressure levels printed for each average pressure and
temperature in a temperature versus pressure profile for each specified	 u
frequency and angle. Quotients are radiometric transmission weighting
functions enabling one to determine "penetration" depth for a,radiation
observation in the atmosphere. Output includes punched cards of average
pressures and quotients.
Atmospheric corrections to observed brightness temperatures. To adjust
the apparent or brightnesstemperature of the background or interface, for
specified intervals and angles. This procedure reconstructs the physical
temperature of the interface.
B nc^ ell method of determining aerosol contribution. To determine
radiance and integrated irradiance using two absorption coefficients in the
continuum at specific wavelengths following the method of Bignell (1970).
Aerosol. To determine radiance and integrated irradiance for specified
layers in an atmospheric profile for different types and sizes of aerosols
using a bulk volume absorption coefficient.
Net integrated irradiance and layer warming /cooling. To determine the
difference between the upward and downward irradiance, using the differ-	 j
ential irradiance to determine the warming /cooing'of a layer. _ Output
includes punched cards of pressure, temperature, and layer warming/cooling.
Water vapor inference. To determine the total water vapor burden above
the reference level and the mixing ratio at the reference level by inference
of the radiative transfer equation. To determine the relative humidity at
the reference level with respect to water.
Profiler._ To determine a temperature or humidity profile from aircraft
by measuring the radiance with assorted carefully chosen filters or at
different angles by inverting the radiative transfer equation and using
the already determined infrared weighting functions Output includes cathode
	
x	 ray tube plot.
2.3.2 Method of Development of the Transfer P1odelI
Determination of the radiance. The transfer of- .radiation observed or
calculated at a reference level, r, in the atmosphere 'is given by
y
Nr = - of
	 f	 ¢(v) B(v,Ta ) dT dv + f 2B(v,To )^ (v)T dv,	 (4)
1	 v1 T= 1. D	 ^1	 1
where v is the wavenumber,
T is the atmospheric transmission in specified spectral intervals
and, by the multiplicity theorem, is equivalent to
-TCO 2
'
T0 3 ^ TCTH 20	 ontinuum,
iis the response function of the radiometer including the filter
	
a^	 p	 9	 ,
i and detector transmission product,
B is the Planck function,
Ta
 is absolute temperature of an air layer,








With no atmosphere present Eq. (1) may be written, -
V2	 j
	^.	
N	 f B(v,T )^( v ) dv. (5)No
	 vl	 o
The Planck body radiation expression is given by




where a is equal to 3.741300-5 erg cm2sec-1 and b is equal to 1.4369 cm deg.
	 1
Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) permits -the additional solution of T, the
	
Ir	 equivalent black-body or brightness (apparent temperature) given by
f	




Where, in the usual sense, an atmosphere is present, No must be replaced by
_Nr from Eq. (1) and the solution proceeds to T, a brightness or apparent
temperature not equal to the physical temperature To given in Eq. (1). "T"
1	 is the required temperature of any interface.> The brightnesstemperature
¢	 1 ,.	 T, is adjusted to give the true, physical temperature, To, by radiometric




Addition of aerosols to model. (a) 	 Bignell continuum transfer model: 	
1
	
Water vapor continuum isdetermined as suggested by Bignell (1970) by using 	
the total absorption coefficient at temperature T and total pressure p (p,e)
by
k(T,p,e) = kl(t ) P+k2(t) e 	(8)	 f
where k l is the absorption coefficient at unit total pressure for foreign
broadening and k2 is the absorption coefficient at chit partial vapor
pressure for e-type absorption. (b) Particulates transfer modeling: The
transmissivity of aerosols may be determined by
l
-ln T	 K f dz	 (9)
where K is the volume absorption coefficient, and z is the height of the
layer specified.
Layer warming/cooling. It has been determined by Robinson (1950) that
the use of radiance measurements at 52.5 degrees off zenith in calculating
the irradiance or flux closely approximates the value of integrated irradi-
ance over 0-90 _degrees. The use of this angle then makes simple and
inexpensive the computation of the net flux and consequently the atmospheric
temperature change for a layer. The layer warming/coaling may be given by
AT
At = (- fig) (op) (1440)	 (10)
p
where F is the net irradiance (cal cm- 2min- 1 ), p is atmospheric pressure
(millibars), Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and 1440 is the
number of minutes in a day.
Water vapor inference. The following equations show the technique by
which water vapor may be inferred from observed radiance.
The modified equation (1) for downward radiance only is Given by
	
N y = f2 fl	 (v) B(v,T(P)•..)	 9T(u(p) 'v) dpdv	 (11)
	
V  pr	 Op
where u is the optical mass of water vapor. Here the downward radiance is
measured, the filter function is known; a temperature profile above the
reference is assumed by using the sounding of the nearest high altitude
observing station. The altitude of the reference point (pressure) is
known, and finally the frequency band of the radiometer is known, having
been selected to be in the water vapor band. Consequently, the only unknown
in Eq. (8) is the water vapor optical mass.
Radiance may vary by changing the optical mass since
T	 T(w,k)	 (12)	 Pr











An iterative method is then applied to equation (8) with a different
value for u, until the difference between the observed radiance and the
newly calculated radiance is minimized. This may be expressed as
(N+o - N+c ) < E	 (13)
where a is the noise equivalent radiance of the radiometer.
The optical mass varies with the reference level mixing ratio q o in
the mathematical, approximation for u. This may be expressed as
P
u = 9	 f	 q dp 9p	gopi Ap.	
(14)
Pr	 r i
Here g is the acceleration of gravity; the subscript "r" refers to the
reference level, and 'a is a power law exponent. By carefully choosing the
value of a one may assume a constant mixing ratio or, as experimentally
determined, a more realistic_ profile for the mixing ratio.
Profiling. Tne method by which the temperature or humidity profile
from aircraft may be inferred utilizes the fact that the frequency of the
filter or the angle of measurement (x) may be varied, thereby varying the
level of the atmosphere from which the radiance measured originates. The
upwelling radiance observed by the radiometer is a function of the atmos-
pheric temperature and humidity profiles.
The radiative transfer Eq. (1) may be rewritten as
	




Here x refers to the frequency or angular characteristics of each
observation.  (x ,p ) is the atmospheric transmission between the aircraft
pressure level (pry and pressure p, and po is the surface pressure. B(x,p)
is the Planck radiance and is given by
	







where C 1 and C2 are Planck constants. dTap' ) in (12) is called the
weighting function.
Program RADIANCE uses a direct iterative method to obtain the inverse
solution of (12) and (13), and the process is repeated until convergence
between the observed and calculated radiance is achieved. This may be
expressed as
[E(N(x
,pr)calc - N(x,pr)obs)2l2 < e 	 (17)
_where a is the noise equivalent radiance of the radiometer. Rapid convergence
is obtained by using a `modified Newton-Raphson routine.
l J.
a:
2.4 Infrared Radiation Observations and Calculations in the Atmosphere
2.4.1 Background
The SKYLAB field phase in June, August, and September of 1973 in the
Houston, White Sands, and Phoenix areas provided a unique opportunity to
conduct infrared observations and subsequent calculations of the trans-
mission ad absorption properties of haze and middle altitude clouds.
The observations used both an 8.0 to 13.0 um downward looking chopper
radiometer and an upward-downward looking radiometer (4.39 to 40 um)
attached to a standard radiosonde.
One aspect of this research was to observe experimentally and analyze
a volume absorption coefficient together with related optical properties of
dust and middle tropospheric clouds to permit a simple solution for bulk
radiation transfer phenomena. Since a detailed, moderately high resolution
(1.0 cm- 1 resolution) radiative transfer approximation program, RADIANCE,
has been in use by the authors for several years, and since it being con-
tinuously updated, it is only necessary to add these additional absorbers
to the existing solution once their radiative character is determined.
This in-situ method of determining the haze and cloud optical properties
is different from other methods and therefore can provide interesting
comparisons.
For the :radiometric transfer calculations, the simultaneous radi
ometersondes provided profiles of the free air temperature and humidity
profiles. In each site the measurements were made over nearly homogeneous
surfaces in order to provide a nearly uniform interface.
The upwind and downwind locations chosen from some large source such
as
andPaltostratus l clouds. In l eachocase, tthelbasesnands
	 both
tops were distinct.	 i
2.4.2 Some IR Radiative Properties of Haze and Clouds
Platt (1973, 1974) as well as Kuhn et al. (1974) and Kuhn (1970) have
investigated and reported their results concerning some of the optical
properties of cirrus, -contrails,. and middle altitude clouds. Preceding , 	 r
much of this work were the efforts of Hall (1968) in determining a physical
model of radiative_ transfer in cirrus. The general agreement, at least
insofar as the volume absorption coefficient is concerned, is very good, 	 r
The investigationof middle altitude cloud radiative properties was prompted
by a desire to compare these results with previously reported results of
Platt (op. cit.) on middle latitude clouds. 	 }
The monochromatic emissivity of a haze layer or a cloud layer on the
basis of continuity is defined as









where K (km- 1 ) is the volume absorption coefficient and AZ"km) is the cloud
thickness or depth. We now define a bulk absorption coefficient, KAa,
covering a small spatial interval, Ax, from 9.5 to 11.5 ^tm hereafter symbol-
ized as K(Kuhn et al., 1975).
To facilitate comparisons, Table 2 lists the haze and/or cloud physical
properties with the symbols employed by the authors on the left and those
of Platt (1974) on the right.
Table 2. PhysicaZ.Properties*of Atmospheric.Absorbers
'Th i s work 	 Platt
Z	 h
Optical Thickness : Au	 f	 KAZ	 to =	 j	 dh
z=0	 _ h=O
Vol.	 Absorp.	 Coef.,:	 K(km-1 ) a(km-1)
Cloud Thickness	 :	 AZ(km) h(km)
'
Thickness vs. e	 KAZ = _in0-e) TA =
	
In(1-e)
2.4.3	 Methods of Analyses
a
_ Consider a haze or cloud 'layer of thickness	 AZ, and optical thickness,
KAZ, as in figure 1._
N2	 N222	 __
__22 Figure 1.	 SzymboZic atmospheric haze
f( Er)Nc	 it rN22 Zayers with arrows depicting up-
welling IR radiance.	 Here-T











The radiance transmission (I-c) is given by	 l
T - N2+ 
-NCB' -r, (Na ^ -N C)	 (20)
-	 N2 2t -NcT	 J
and the radiance emissivity is given by	
l
N 2+ - N 2,^j+ -p (N2+ -Nic )
1
c
N C + -N22fi	
(21)
where T, e, p, and N al.l represent parameters over the small wavelength
interval AX. Thus we treat a "bulk" T, p, e and K. The errors in the	 f
determination of the absorption coefficient are based on a radiometer noise	 J
equivalent radiance of 2.35xlo- 6w cm- 2 sr- 1 . This results in an average
error of * .05 in the transmission or emissivity, T and e, respectively.
The error in the volume absorption coefficient from (2) is given by 	
1
dK = 07 dT	 (22)
From Eq. (22) and from an average error of.±0.05 in transmission, the average
error in the volume absorption coefficient, K, is ±.009 km- 1 . The flux or
irradiance emissivity is required in place of the zenith emissivity for
radiative flux transfer and IR cooling calculations. Elsasser (1960) shows
that the flux emissivity, ef, is approximately equal to the zenith emissivity, 	 9
e (our observations), of unidirectional radiance from a column of optical 	 (	 1
depth, KoZ, 1.66(KoZ).	 1
In these equations N+ is the upwelling radiance (w cm- 2 sr- 1 ), p the	






ame levelasp °2" l but2 isa	 2	
layer
the upward radiance
in a dust-free or cloudless atmosphere. For shallow layers Nlfi may be used
in place of N22+ in Eq (20) with only a small error. However, in deeper
layers (>1,5 km) N2 2 + must be employed. This necessitated a profile in a
haze or dust-free area or outside of the cloud.
2.4.4 Results	
{
Haze. Average values of the haze transmission calculated from observa-
tions entered in Eq. (20) the volume absorption coefficient, K, and the
optical depth, KoZ, are summarized in figure 2.These observations through	
-iEq. (19) provide the curve of K. The optical thickness,'KAZ, is calculated
and appears at integer values of the geometric depth of the dust. The mean
value of K is 0.042 + 0.009 km 	 However,, the rms deviation is only
0.0035 km- 1 .	 I	
i
The smooth nature of the transmission and more important of the ab -
sorption coefficient suggests a uniform distribution of the atmospheric
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Figure 2.	 Haze transmission, volume absorption coefficient reZative to haze
depth and opticaZ depth.
	




The narrow range of variations i,n these optical prop-
' erties is in contrast to the much wider range of variation in clouds.-	 Haze
IR properties are an order of magnitude less, numerically, than those of
middle clouds.	 The assumption is further made that the dust particles are
uniformly less than a micron in diameter.
Middle Clouds.	 Table 3 lists the observed and derived optical prop-
erties of tropical middle altitude clouds and may be compared with the prior
research of Platt (1974). 	 In fact the cloud observationsand calculations_
were made as a result of Platt's excellent work with his lidar.
In the last two sets of As values, the large values of K, the high
emission, and the strong absorption indicate thatthe clouds were composed'
of large numbers of supercooled water droplets.
	 It is also evident that a_
mixture of ice crystals and water as well as various particle densities
causes the , range in the values of K.
	
However, there is a tendency to relate 	 t
moderately deep, ice crystal clouds with K values <1.0 km- 1 and shallow
s dense altostratus, water droplet clouds with K values >7.0 km-
1
.	 They are
apparently composed mainly of ice particles with some supercooled water drop-













Cloud Type	 (km)	 Height	 Temp	 e
	
km)
	 (°C):	 T	 N	 K
As-Ac	 1.5	 6.4	 11,8-	 0.42	 0.58	 0.58
As	 0.6	 6.25	 -11.0	 0.63	 0.37	 0.77
As	 2.0	 6.4	 -11.8	 0.25	 0.75
	
0.69
As-Ac	 2.0	 6.2	 -10.0	 0.23	 0.77
	
0.73	 I
As	 o.4	 5.7	 - 7.0	 0.04	 0.96	 8.06






`Calculated from Eq. 3 as an average of ten observations of Net, N22t and
N t. 1
2.4.5 Calculated Cooling Rates
Atmospheric Haze. The NOAA RADIANCE program discussed in Section 2.3
has provisionsfor computations involving various aerosol layers such as clnO
or haze, providing the volume absorption coefficient is known.
To calculate cooling rates through a haze layer, a temperature/pressure/
humidity profile over White Sands, New Mexico, for 11 August 1973 was input
to the RADIANCE solution. Figure 3 is a plot of the results, which provide
calculated IR cooling rates at the midpoints of each layer in the !:haze and
a corresponding haze-free and cloudless cooling rate profile.
The computations of infrared cooling show the cooling to average only	 l
0.009C hr- 1 throughout the haze layer. An absorption coefficient of
0.042 km- 1 , as determined from observations, was used (Fig. 2). This cooling
may be easily balanced by solar warming in the layer. This cooling rate
would hardly alter the dynamics of the haze layer.
Middle Clouds. Radiometersonde profiles through middle altitude
altostratus and altocumulus clouds furnished the RADIANCE calculation input
to determine cooling rates through these clouds. Absorption coefficients
from Table 2 were employed in two examples with calculated cooling rate'curves
appearing in figure 4. The curves are labeled, cloudless, K =0.77 and K=0.8.
Cloud bases and tops are indicated for the two calculations.
3
Moderately deep clouds with K<1.00 exhibit calculated cooling rates of
up to 0.23C hr- 1 , not enough to alter the cloud stability. in contrast,
shallow dense clouds of water droplets with K 8:0 display calculated
cooling rates of approximately 0.15C hr -1. Such a cooling rate could have
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Figure 3. Catculated IR cooZing in	 Figure 4. CaZculated IR coo Zing
haze_, 11 August 1973, 2130 UT,	 through thin and deep middle clouds,
0 over sand dunes, White Sands, 	8 August 1973, 1937 UT over
New Mexico.	 Rosenburg, Texas, oiZ fields.
2.4.6 Conclusion
It would appear important now to combine IR cooling rates for atmospheric
absorbers with solar heating to complete the radiation budget analyses for
both cloudless and cloudy and hazy atmospheres. Also the bulk radiative,
transfer approach employing a volume absorption coefficient determined in
the atmosphere for non-gaseous absorbers and combined with a mass absorption
coefficient (CM2g-1) for the gaseous absorbers provides a simple and rapid
computer solution. In cloud or in haze, scatter of radiant emission was
assumed negligible but the nature of the observations would appear to validate
the use of the experimentally determined absorption coefficient in the
presence of haze or cloud. A classification of absorption coefficient in
relation to various cloud types and depths as well as to various haze or
dust layers could now be attempted from the large amount of data available.
Further, sufficient simultaneous haze and cloud composition and IR observa-
tions exist to attempt this classification as input to radiative transfer
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Figure 5. Profiles of surface temper-	 Figure 6. Calculated brightness
ature from helicopter airborne,	 temperatures.
observations, and as caZeulated with
a transfer model, using EZsasser's
table (KE), Smith's table (KK^S)),
and this study's Phoenix bulk co-
efficient (KPHX)
C	 i
The special effects of a heavily dust laden atmosphere on the magnitude
of the bulk total extinctioncoefficient for the 11.0 - 11.1 um spectral
interval are evident after a review of figure 5. This figure illustrates
calculated and observed brightness (apparent) surface temperatures as-a
function of height over Rainbow Valley (Phoenix, Arizona). The differences
among the calculated and observed profiles clearly demonstrate the necessity
of obtaining "K" for a unique area.
Figure 6 illustrates the calculated brightness temperatures at 10.0 and
12,5 um and at 8 to 14 um. A computation using 11.0 to 11.1 um gives a
curve close to the satellite curve. It also agrees with calculations made
with the Phoenix area determined total extinction coefficient.
Figures 7 and 8 show the sites of the measurements used in figures 5
and 6. Figure 9-summarizes the varicJs bulk total extinction coefficients
employed in calculations. K T for this paper provides the best results when
compared with S-191, 11.0 - 11.1 um channel. Note that v(cm-1) is theE	
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Figure 9.	 TotaZ extinction coefficients (CM2g-1) according to BigneLL (KB),
Kuhn utilizing Smith CO2 tables (K(S)), Xuhn utilizing EZsasse,r CO2 tables (E),
and this study (PHX).
2.5	 Absorption of Tropospheric Aerosols.- 	 Urban and Rural Aerosols
of Phoenix, Arizona
The infrared optical properties of aerosols around Phoenix, Arizona,
were studied to evaluate the effects of the interaction of atmospheric
particulate matter with long wave radiation. 	 This was accomplished by
collecting aerosols on membrane filters at 500 m msl
	
that had air asperated
through them at a controlled rate.	 A Gardener fine particle counter was
run concurrently.	 Filter samples were then analyzed for particle sizes by
a scanning electronic microscope.	 The aerosol absorption coefficient was
calculated according to Mie theory.
	 By measuring the aerosol 	 layer trans-
mission, the bulk total extinction coefficient was determined. 	 Further
calculations show that at 10 pm wavelength, more than 95 percent of the
infrared extinction is caused by absorption. 	 The imaginary part of the
infrared refractive index of 0.47 for urban and 0.19 for rural aerosols was




2.6 Discussion and Conclusions of the Surface and Boundary Layer Experiment
This field program, under EREP SKYLAB overpasses of selected sites, was
designed to achieve three primary objectives:
1. Provide in-situ balloon-borne radiometersonde observations of
total (infrared plus solar) upward and downward irradiance (flux)
from the surface to 35 km for comparison with and verifications of
selected atmospheric radiative transfer models. These results
were correlated with the S-191 broad-band data.
2. Determine the mass absorption coefficient (cm ? Iq-1) in the atmos-
pheric window (8.0 to 14.0 um, 714 to 1250 cm- ) by direct
relating of S-191 11.0 to 11.1 um (900 to 910 cm- 1 ) hrightness
temperature observations to surface and helicopter radiometric
observations in the same spectral band.
3. Provide interface (air-surface) observations of net total radiation,
net total insola,tion reflected insolation, downward insolation
and albedo for calibration, ground baseline, and comnarison with
S-191, S-192, airborne, and balloon-borne radiometric observations.
Conclusions relative to the first objective were that the balloon
radiometersonde, a device flown successfully since 1957, does provide a
comparison for radiative transfer models that is at least as accurate as
the models. Deviations of radiative flux and intensity calculations are
due to inadequate knowledge of real atmosphere transmission. The SKYLAB
S-191radiometer was vital in providing correlative atmospheric long wave
intensities (radiance) in the center of the atmospheric window region.
Relative to, the second objective, it was possible to determine the
mass absorption coefficient of the atmosphere over at least the Phoenix site	 j
in the 8 to 14.0 pm (714 to 1250 cm- 1 ) spectral band and in the 11.0 to
11.1 pm (900 to 910 cm- 1 ) spectral band by combining observed S-191 bright-
ness (radiance) temperatures with balloon radiometric and helicopter
radiometer data. This results from in-situ field observations requiring
the S-191 observations is important in that it provides parameters required
for proper atmospheric radiative transfer under a typical desert southwest
atmosphere under summer conditions.
The third objective, that of providing ground baseline observations
for S-191 and S-192, basically a data-base effort, was also achieved:	 j
3. AIRCRAFT EXPERIMENT
	 _«
3.1 Comparison of Models For Computing Atmospheric Infrared Transmission
Various models were used in describing the primary differences in
transmissiveness of gaseous constituents of the atmosphere. Among them
t	
were RADIANV of Colorado State University and RADIANCE of the NOAA,




radaiation transmission including ozone, aerosol, and continuum as well
as water vapor and carbon dioxide transmissions.
These models were then compared with SKYLAB infrared spectrometer
data. It was shown that all models are capable of computing atmospheric
absorption and emission from the earth's surface to within 5 percent
accuracy. The models are described in detail in Renne and Marlatt, 1975.
3.2 Spectral Estimates of Albedo and Comparison to SKYLAB Observations
An application of the "adding" or "doubling" method has been made for
homogeneous atmospheric layers composing an inhomogeneous atmosphere
(Rainey 'and Marlatt, 1975). The lower layer was assumed to be composed
of silicate particles of complex refraction index 1.55 - Oi corresponding
to a wave length of 0.5 um. The particle size distribution was measured
on site. The upper layer was assumed to be a gaseous layer scattering
light in accordance with Rayleigh's phase function. Radiance Values were
computed for a planetary system composed of the described atmospheric
layer overlying a Lambert reflecting ground. These values show a fairly
good agreement with the SKYLAB observations given a reasonable knowledge
of the scattering (or reflecting) properties of the atmosphere and ground.
3.3 Conclusions
This field program at aircraft level was designed to determine the
accuracy and applicability of_a number of radiative transfer models for the
atmosphere by comparing.values from the models in conjunction with observa-




	 Note that the transfer models studied covered basically, the same
frequencies of the spectrum as were employed in the S-191 and S-192 SKYLAB
radiometers. In fact the 11.0 to 11.1 pm (900 - 910 cm- 1 ) band of S-191
t	 was basic to transfer calculations in thi:r atmospheric window region,
providing interface brightness (apparent) and physical temperatures. The
S-192-data provided the areal background imagery for verification.'
The results of this study were: (1) Each of the models tested was
able to compute the long wave radiation emitted from the earth's surface_
to an accuracy of 5 percent of observed radiance. (2) The models were
all most sensitive to input parameters, especially surface temperature,
water vapor and ozone. (3) Particularly in dry atmospheres, all models
tended to overestimate the opacity of the atmosphere in the 8-14 um band-
pass.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS DERIVED FROM SCARP
The SKYLAB Concentrated_ Atmospheric Radiation Project succeeded in
utilizing radiometric observations from the SKYLAB Earth Resources Experi-




and model of radiation transfer within the atmosphere by employing in-situ
satellite, aircraft, ground, and balloon-borne radiometric observations.
Specifically an attempt was made to determine the applicability of a variety
of radiative transfer calculation models computing radiative flux in air
masses of different character, i.e., varying amounts of wet and dry
aerosol burden, varying interface types, and varying temperature and
humidity profiles.
The method of comparison was one of obtaining in-situ SKYLAB S-191 and
S-192 observations, aircraft and balloon—borne profiles of upwelling and
downwelling radiance and irradiance, and ground-base observations of net and
total infrared and solar radiation. Having temperature and humidity
sounding profiles under the EREP overpasses, we ran the transfer calcula-
tions in both the solar and infrared spectra and compared them with the
in-situ observations. The field data for comparisons were good and these
data sets are available for_furtheN research, either as computer plotted
graphs in this report or as card and/or tape data sets. Printer output is
also readily available. From this basic effort one may conclude that,
direct observations are superior to present transfer calcOlations, and
this is because of a lack of knowledge of complex atmospheric transmission.
This comparison of several existing infrared radiative transfer models
under somewhat controlled conditions and with the above atmosphere ob-
servations of SKYLAB's S-191 and S-192 radiometers illustrated that the
models tend to over-compute atmospheric attentuation in the window region
of the atmospheric infrared spectra. Add to this the variability of radiance
calculations from the different models, all with identical input data, and
one is led to the conclusion that much further research on in-situ atmos-
phieric transmission observations and calculations is a necessity. This is
further evidenced by inaccuracies in satellite temperature and humidity
profile specifications from an inverse solution to the transfer equation.
In this connection atmospheric transmission functions for at least the
Phoenix summer atmosphere appear to have been determined,
A basic recommendation for future studies would be to employ the SCARP
accumulated satellite, aircraft, and balloon platform acquired data in an
attempt to determine atmospheric, broad-band transmission coefficients for
the Phoenix and Houston areas. This could be accomplished from the data
set on hand and could serve the radiative transfer modeling community well.
Such an undertaking could be undertaken for little more than computer costs
and some salary budgeting.
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r I 849.1 6.0 19.1 6.7363	 0.7311 6.00F2 -4.7 15.354 90
! Cb'.2-7.0 1 u .J2	 G -3.7 i	 li 80
111 8.1 4 .1 810 17.9 0.7378	 0.70E6 0.0311 - 2.7 12.610 77 s
0:o y 3S-- i7.^^,381 -2^ 12.083 7B^ ..
759.8 10.4 15.0 0.72'83	 0.6801 O.OL83 -2. 2 1 0.842 75
-733 .8^ _11.^^ 13:0 ^,	 ^_G.r2c8	 0.00l: O'. 061 3 _ _2.0 '9.680 76
7^7.5 12.3 11.1 7099	 J	 640,^c 1.06 4 3 -1.6 8.273 70
13.0 9.6 . 7 L 140. 62 69 0. 0 --1.4 6.627 60
660.7 14.0 8.2 G. 6954	 0.6186 0.07E8 -1.8 6.0 51 59
`640.7 15.7	 F'^tS O:E^912	 C	 'IS 0t4 L A8.37- -2.3 6..121
l _621.2
-
lb .0 1 0. ":8++6	 0. 593 0 C	 691 6' -3. 1 5. 959
62-
67
X97.?.' 17 a 3:4 0..740	 Q.56, -2 O.:SG 'L9 -4.3 4.919 62
c74.1 3_a.0 0.5 0•E:6G3	 0	 b3:7 0.1246 -6.4 4.390 59
. 1 -3. .6y[ 0.14b3 -8.3 2.	 4 4
9 2	 c -7.5 3.7245	 u. 4 ^	 7 0.1746 -9.4 1 .92A 4 7
_	 w._533.4 _-_..Z _	 :.0.6119	 C.. 42,14 _ ..	 _0. i9 05- 7.3 -_._0.930 30
518.7 22.0 - 14.8 0.6 03E3	 0. 31994 G. 20 69 -3.7 M
504:1	 23.0 -17.6 -It.oi75 g	0.393E 0.2.129 -1.1 M
4')C.6 2	 0 -19.4 0.6033	 C.3922 6.2280 0.9 0.496 5
452.2 25.0 -22.5 0.570	 0.3736 0.2014 0.8 0.116 8
i^- Lb 3	 2 ^= cs. 4-S-G : r7T-.-37 2^G 2 9	 0.3	 0.105 9-
e 432`•0 20.3 20.7 .653	 L)	 376 0.1977 1.5- 7.212 21	 -
s E., - -418
	 .5-- "26,;Z-1	 '"•6	 70^-0 1 4-0 9F22-
-406.4 .;0.0 -29.6 0.55Fi	 0.36E9 0.1882 2..1 0.181 21
: 31^J ., -S1.w ..w33	 0.3651 .1634 .1 0.146
e^ 333.3 32.0 -33.5 0.:434	 0.3625 0.1819 2.2 0.130_ 21
r
}. 370.7
__.	 33.- 	"" -	 3 - t. X374 -"0 '361.3	 0:1761 ^^2 1, 0.114 22
3:7:1 3-.3 `	 -37.2 0. F299	 0..,cr07 0.1692 1.6 0.105 23
343:2 ^c. , - 1^ J - 38.8 C. =2 L .3y-0.	 8$---0';'1"b 55 . G.'1 0.093 24
329.9 36.0 --G .5 0.5213	 7.3:34 0.1679 -2.8 0.093 27
304.5 3A-0 44.'8_ 0.5310	 - 0.3351 0. 19 E0 - 12.4 0.08 2 34
:. •4" 292.3 .`0 '5549	 '0:3221-0:2329
250.4 L,C.0 -':9.5 0.2706 -15.2' 0.052 34
1 2oy:G ` -41.	 u^ :1	 4
9.7770	 0.3164_
0:5923' - u.2929 x.2995- 3
2i8.8 0 0.5927	 0	 2830 0.3096 -6.5 A
971 ^' .^T u`. ~ ^ 37	 0i:. 9-0:33 -1. 8




45.0 54.5-7.5812--0. 271+- G.J°ir98 3-3 =A-"
1'13 225:G »6.0 51.3 Z. 5J 19	 0.2675 0.3041 2.5'' A
217.8 --L7.0	 - 35.2 _0 563^-O.2610_„0:'3228' "0:0 A
K 210.1 48.0 -61.1 0.5772	 0.2725 0.3016 -2.0 A
s r i °, t• , 3 .50 .0 -61.1 3. 576»	 0	 2624 0. 31,+0 4.9 ! A
187.7 `"i:G -,-	 59 '-5J.5e24 -15 .2427-6:31'97` T.4 "A
'
t 182.2 52.0	 _ -57.4 0.56`)3	 0.2 ,+13 0.3284 -11.0 A 1
176 . q 3 .0 '- = Iii s i-iT: 57 i 5 `- : 2 3 r-	 0': 'a 4 i3--` 12 :- ._
. rIi 172'.2 ,4.0 -58.2 0.52332	 s: 0. 2256 0.3547 -10.1 !s =
! 160.5 :6.0 -58.5 0.5867	 G. 2218 0.36-9 -3.3 A
s









1FILTER40 ^ADICI'ETEi2SONU:^RUN FOR G NU	 » 6	 JUN 1973' :	 OPUS: 6
PRESS TI-E T-AIR• F - U" F - U N F- NET COOL 0-11IX R-HUM
(h'IW (U	 G	 C) (LYINM LY/HIMI(LY /KIN) (DEG/DA) (GM /KG) (PC)
1016.7,_0 22.3 7	 t3 C.7241 -0.0892 0.0	 ; 15.106 9 1
990.5 1.9	 ! 4L.0 L'. 5978 0.7229 0.12:1 8.1' 10.2 1j6 69
964	 1
..H .`_ 0.71U5' 0.61	 9 -0.1249 1.810.090 71 937.7 . 2.0' 15 .4 3.;522 1.6779 -6.1258 0.4 7.964 72
09.9 4.0	 ', 13.4 0.5467 0.6756 - G. 1269 0.9 6..40 4 7 5__=
382.$ 5.0 13.1 0.F6ti7 0.o^70 -U. 1323 1.7_ 8.635 78
95E .7 6.0 12.0 0.56 9 2 0. 71 19 - 01 4 2 8 2.4 9.2 6 4 83_
830.9 7.0 Slav :.5754 0.7323 -0.1569 2.7 7.940 76
804.1_ 8.10
.-
_11.G. 0.5793 0.74 0 41 .70.1705 . 2.;3.._9:441» 82
• 777.1 9.a 9.7 0.5693_ 0.7474 -0.1781 1.9 8.532 88
751.0_ 10.0 8.2 0.5575 0.7417 -0.1842 1.5_ 8.725 95,<
725-.9 11.0 6.8 0.5516 0.7433 0.1917^ 1.3 8.564 100
702.4 12.0 F. 0.5466 0.7459 -0.1993 1.6 7.653 95:
I 679.1 13.0 4.5 0.;351 0.7437 -0.2086 1.0 6.219 80
657.1 14.0 2.4 0.5144 0.7220 -0.20 76 0 .6 4 .680 64
634-.7 1	 0 C.4 9.4912 G. 6987 -C.2074- 1'.-0 1.587 27
__.6 I L. .3 ib.0 1.0 3.4797 6.6886 -0. 210 7 2. 1 1.71 2 29593.8 17.0 -1.8 U. 4920 U. 7079 » -0.22 r_0 2.3 1.727 30
576.0 18.0 -3.2 0.476B 0.7112 -0.23 4 5 2.8- 1.629 a1
559.7 19.0 -4.3 0.4735 0.7143 -0.2408 2.3 1.551 31
5 4 4. 6 2^'. 0_' -5.2 C.47 Q 9 '0.7155 -3.24 L E) 2 . 4 1.4 71 30
528.3 21.0 5.9 0.4E-+4 0. 7170 - 0. 2526 2.5 1.400 30-
511.9 22.0 -7.1 3.4569 0.7178 -0.26G9 2.1 1.425 32
495.9 13.4 -9.6 0.4 L 93 0.7164 -%.2n71 1.3 1.286' 32
440.3, 2 ». 0; -10.4 0..x25 0.7086 -0.2no1 0.5' 1.171 32 `.
465.7 25,.0 -12.1 U. L355 01 70 22 -0.2667 0.5 0.969 30
453.9 26.a -13.7 C. 4309 0.6986 -0.2678 1.5 0.347 28r
442.5 27.0 ' -156:3 0.4295 0.7024 -0.27.29 2.2 `- 0.757 29
_ 430. 9 28.0 - 17.1 0. x. 2 36 0. 7 033 -0.2797 2.0 0.697 29
'V- 416.0 29.0 -18.7 .0.7021- 0.2932 1.4 0.609 29
400.9 3-0.0 -20.2° 0.4131 0.6966 -0.2855 1.1	 : 0.566 29 j
395.7 31 .0> -21.5 0.;40 62 0.6955 -0.2873 1.0 0.498 28
372.0 32.0 23.2 L. LO r2 0.6951 U. 2909 0.9 0.•.46 29
357.7 - 33.0 '^ 24.9 -0: 4GC3^0.6932
_
-C.2929^-0.7 0.3',$9 287
344.7 34.0 -26.7 0._3971 0:6909 '-0.2937 0.2 0.355 28 _- _.1
332 .1 - -35.0 -Z8.8 0.3932 0.687 -0.29 6 1 -0.2 U.299j 28
32C.7 36.0 -3G .9 0.3902 0.6323 -0..2921 -U.1 0.251 28
309.8 37	 G - --32.7 0. 3,974 0. 6796 -0.2919
 0 .2 0.232 28
299.7 --"-30
33	 U - 34 .4 0	 38 3'' 0.677.3 - 0. 2936 0 .5 0.198 29 `.
.3 0..__ 3E.5i0 38C9 . 0.67 5 6 -02948 0.7 0.167 23





41.0 40.4 0.38 p 0 - 0.6774 -0.2974 1.7 0.121 28^
258.5 42.0 -41.9 0.37 50 0.6766 -0.3016 2.6 0.109 28
` 246.7 43.0: -43.2 0. 3705 "0.o770 -0.3065 3.5 - 0.097 29
239.0 L4.1 45.0 0.3661 6.6785 -0.3124 4.7 0.087 29
°
__ ._... 229.2_. 4.5.2_ :.- 4F .5^ J. - 3 5 35 `O. 0798 -- 0.3213 5	 2 _.---	 0.376 30
219.9 41b. 0
 7.8 0.3492 0.6804 -0.3322 4	 0 0.076 3_1_
210.7 4 .0^^
-49.1 7.3454	 0:6842 -0.3387 1.0 0.0E5 X31 z:	 j
202.5 4E^.0 -50.6 0. 35 62 0.69C7 - C. 3346 -1.6 A"
' 195.7 49.0 -51.3 0.3704 0.6978 -0.3274
-3.0 A'
y 
190.<1 50.0 51.8 0.3786 0.7061 -0.3275 -3.3 A
183.8 -51 .0^ 51 9 0.6823 0.7078 -0	 3255 -4.1 A 4-
17 7 .1 52.0_ 51	 9 0.3879 - 0. 7U 5 9 0.3179 -5.0 A
a 169.9 Fo.0 __ 51.6 ^t.3522 0.7017 = 0.5054 -4.4 A
" 163.3 5...0 -51.1 0 3946 0.,'012 -0.30E6 -2.5 A
156.6 r:. - 5 	 .6 0.3930 0.699 6 - 0.60 55 -1.4 A i	 r
150.4 56.0	 : -52.3 0.3569 :0.6964 -0.3055 -2.1 A
-5 0 .1 0. ,^9i.^` 0'.0932 -	 .3.025 -3.3l	 _ 140.0 <8.3 -505. 0.3941 0-.61920' -0.2979 -4.9 A135.0 .9.Z-SZi9
	 0.3973-U0914 -0.2941 -5.4 A Y




226 0. 6 1E7--'0.284' -3.5:
I 120.0	 E2.0	 54.6	 0. x-052 0.6867 L. 2815 - 1. 7 Af, 114	 092^u.-6921 -u.2832 -G.5 A
110.2	 o4.J	 -5c.1	 0.4125 6.G949 -0.?82 4 - G.3 AiZ6.T 0^.7
	
-in. ^L•.^1G9	 L.G^J^D -U.2819 -1• 3 `
n 101.7	 bf	 7	 -55.7	 0.4123 0.693E -0.2813 - 2.1 A
-44'^97.3	 6 7. ^"`.__..^5 .7`^ 0. 41 0. 69^3ti= 0:. 27 i19 -3.5 `p
93.8	 68.0	 55.8	 0.4171 1 0.6933 -0.,2762 -4.6: A





























1FIL(f' 4 EU FAf)I^NETc. p ;OMGf PUN FOR itld3 7	 AUG"'1973" OPU
Yn
S'	 7
` P•+c,S ss MT T-AIR F-Ufa F-riti F -I.i.T COOL -H IX R-HUN
0111) (t Il.) lDEC	 C)(LY/h11id) (LY/t11N) (LY/P'IN) ibrG /O A) (G;,/KG) (PC)~
U 1 3.) 0.Q 29.5 1.1210 0.6136 0.:073 0.0 1 6.4 57 64
993.7 1.7 27.6 1. 13tH C.t,6G6 -0.4i 63 9.1 1'1.527 66
972.3 2.0 25.6 1.13 4 9 0.70`"13 6. +256 14.5 16.984 80
948.4 -^- 3.0 23.4 -1.1318 0.7676 0.3643 16.1^19.44e^ 100 -_
926.4 4,0 21.5 1.11 Q 1 0.8L76 0. 2 g 13 1:'.3 17.288 100
905.1 5.0 1°.7 1.0940 ^.5618 C.232Z 10.0 14.212 87
M 842.5 6.0 18:0. 1	 06225 0.8544 C. 2C 111 4.0 11.763 80
864.0 7.0 16.6 1.0554 6.8323 0.2181 -0 2 10.078 74
. 842.9 8.0 15.4 1.,u542 0.8267 0.2295 0.7 9.947 74
-^	 f}18.8 ' _
 9. J _._.-_14.1 ...1, 0532-._ .	 .__.U -. 8296 _(,,.2243 3.0 9_ .713 79^
w 791.8 M	 10.0 __ _12.6 1. 0212 0. 8245
_
0.1918 4.6 8. 916 77
770.0 11.0 11.2 98d 15 0.8169 0.1646 -	 3.1 x.312 -- 76'^
x
750.4
,w 12.0 9.6	 -'0.9620 0.7976 0.1645 -1.3 7,439 74
730.6 13.0 6.0 0.9530 0.7712 0. 1818 - 6 .7 6.724 73n 711.4._._14.0. 6.8 0.95250.7465 _0.2066 -11.4 6.416 73._s
691.6 15.0 5.6 0.9692 Q.7126 0.2560 -14.3 6.064 73
b71.0 16.0 4.4 0.9927 0.6753 8.31 74 -14.5 5.786 74
" 650.5 1T.O 3.3 1.0127 0.6402 0.3725 -11.0 5.405 72
k 6_30.5 18.11 2.1 1.0300 0.6335 0.3965 -6.6 5.233- 73
610.0 19.0 0 .8 1.0531 C. 6446 0. 4G 85 -3.4 4.640. 69
589.2< 29 .9
-0.8 1.07 F8- 0.6613 0.4145
-2.5 4.156 67_ -
0 -2 .3 1.10 3 t;. 6-$-20 0. 421w -4.2 3,194 56
552.9 22.0 -3. 2 1.1428 G.7095 6.4333 -8.4 2.48.9 46" 
535.9 ~^ ?3.0 - --4.5 -1.204$ -_.	 . _ -_-..^6.7416 N - ,_0..62 -15.7 2.077 39
519.2 '24.0
-6.b: 1.2722 0.7550 '0.5172 -23..0 2.446 55:
533 0
	 25.0 -8.1 1.3584 0. 7549 6.60 36 -27.7 3.115 76
486.7 26.3 -8.8 1.	 387 C.753C C.6857 -28.7 3.453 82
470.3 ..._ .27.0 - 0.9 1.:171 0.750' -9- ..--O. 16 -L'3--- 2-- ., 87.__:0 75
1 453.5_ 28.0 -11 .6 1.5740" 0.741 0 0. 833 0 - 1 8. 9 2.2 9 9 6 6'-^ 437.4 29.E -13.4 i.c^94 0.7324 0.8770 -11.9 1.777 56
421.7 30.0 -15.3 1.6186 G. 7275 0.8911 -6.4 1.788 65
407.2 31.0 -17.3 1.bibG 0.7238 0'.9972 -1.5 1.510' '61 v
393.0 32.0- --19.1 1.6155 ` 0.7104
 0..9051 3.3 1.174 54
378.9 33.3	 ' -2D,8 V1. G8 G2 0.6983---6 .8880 9'.`2 0.963 49-
363. Q 34.0 -22.8 1.5468 0.6918 0'.8549 13.4 0.711 42 X
347.9 :^.0 -25.1 1.5030 C'. 6953 0.8076 15.1 0.398 28
332.2 36.3 -27.7 1.732 0.a969 0.7713 16.0 0.299 25`
318.3' '- 37.0 -30 .5 ; 1.4265 0.6945 0.7320 16. 0 0`.260 27
305.0 38.`0 - 53.1 1.3868 0.6926 0..66942 16.6 0.2 20 2 9
















IFILTE,PCO	 9AJIh'Ic.1E^ZS	 NV	 RUN	 FOB	 kNli	 AUG	 19 7 3_	 OPUS	 A	 _--
'"	 P aF SS	 T I Pa	 T -A IR	 F-U P	 F - J M	 F-,N c.T	 COOL	 O-11 IX	 R-HU4
(ML-1	 -WIM	 (DI G	 C)lLY/MTN)(LY/IIIN)(LY/I'IN)	 (DEG /DA ICGM/KG ► 	 (PC)
t	 1013.8	 •3.0	 29.8	 O.E80	 6.72C4	 -0,0336	 0.0	 14.346	 55
9,52.q	 1.^	 30.1	 0.6603
	
0-.-b QB	 O.u105	 -873	 17;704	 61
955.6	 2.•:	 29.1	 0.6491	 0	 6359	 0.0133	 1.4	 17.341	 66
933.0	 3 0
	
?6. 8	 O: i;3r2
	 0 6211 J. U'1 ^1
	 ^ 1 J ^ 17.719^
	 73
914.4	 4.0	 25.1	 0.6272	 0	 6138	 G. 0135	 -1.6
	 16.5E+0	 76
_.....897.0 ^ 	 S.C^-_23.5	 G. 6410'L'.613'J_0.028013.389^65t,	
676.7	 6.3
	
2 1.9	 I;. E3 d9
	
0.6163	 0. 0326	 -1. 9 	12 .325	 65853 77.L
	 2.^3 0.62 i9	 C ^H 7	 O.C u 32	 -1.3	 11.32w	 6
830.7	 6.0	 1A.6	 G. 6156	 0.5752
	 0.3404
	 -1.1	 10.699	 64899.8	 9.0_17.8`..0.6100	 0.6019	 0.'64 b0^-0.7 - 	9.720
	
64_-__
?	 790.9	 10.0	 17.4	 0.6034	 0.3523	 O.G510	 - 0.3	 11.288	 68
_._.	 ..	
_









	 15.9	 0.590)	 G	 E7468	 0.0432	 3.6	 10.748	 7 1
734.1	 13..0	 15.1	 .;9 20	 G ,. 53 i9	 0.0:41
	 -1.5	 10.408	 71
Y	 717.3	 14.0	 13.9	 0. 59 G4
	 0:5323	 C.0581	 - 2.5	 9.099	 69
<	 792. 7"`15.--12.4	 0.-59256.5262
	
-6.06E3	 -2.D~8.531	 66^






	 4941	 0.0732	 -1.3
	
8.727
	 71658.4	 18.0	 9.8	 0.5536	 0.477'4	 6.0762
	 -0.9 '	 8.42 0 	 75
`-6-46 .6	 19.1	 8.1.	 C. :418	 0.4616




	 J. 5429 	 0.,o24	 0.0805
	 - 1.5	 7.743	 81E10.0	 L'1.J
	
4:4'-D.	 424	 0.461	 0.4807
	 -2.?	 6 ^ou^-73




511. 0`- 23. ±'	 l.i	 u._511 1.4512
	
J. C939	 1.Q' "i. 824	 1
^a	
---




541.7	 2.6.0	 0.7	 C.5271
	 0.42:0	 0.1021	 - 1 .8	 3 .522	 4726.,
	 177'^,.^41'Z'7-0. 1u 9J	 -1.3
	
692	 65515.1	 2p..J	 0.6	 p •5J55	 C, 4C 27	 G. 10 "66	 -0.8	 5.621
	 725 C.H	 -29.0	 a.5-0. L 9^3J	 J 1923 t71067	 =1.0	 4.097	 58^




e^	 4 31 . 	 .44d 3	 66	 X219	 -4.4	 2.9	 9
462.7	 32.0	 -2.9	 0._491;5	 0.35:7
	 0.1349	 -3.7'	 4.147	 62
-	 -- 







	 0.1433	 -2 .5	 4.118	 66428.0 	 3=.6 -	 -5.2!G.47E2 -0.3278
	
0.1485 .____` 2.5
	 3.843	 .^..63Z _
416.9	 36.G	 -5.9	 0.4692	 0.3154	 0.1538	 -2.2	 3.539	 60	 a
4?	 37.9	 -	 _	 L, . 3Z1.1	 4	 -2.6
 0	 45 1-7	 U	 2968_	
3 94 . 4
	 38.0
   .__	
-9 .3	
x,	 '4 ...0.285 0
	 0 . 17 G4
	 -5 .7	 2.118 42
	j450.	 57	 0.2
	
3b	 0.1820	 5.6	 1.651	 35
_.	 365.3"°'	 41.0	 .. .11.8
	 U. <5 c60.26 L1^ 0.1^ii5
	 -3.5-2.083 	49-___
355.2	 1.2.0	 -13.4
	 0. u 5 09	 3.2% 0 8 	0.1951	 -2.3	 1.980,	 51
it	 -+4. 3 	41 .0.442	 L.'4	 4	 v1	 44	 -2.6	 .1^






	 -17.G._ {;.4377	 "D. 22 GM_ ..0.2124- = 5.0._,..1.'203	 39
314.0	 4b.0	 -18.3	 G. 4337	 0.2133	 0.2204	 -4.8	 1.046	 36
306.1 _.__-47.0	 _19.2	 i5, 4263	 0. 2U i1	 0. 22 52-	 4<	 339	 34^__.
<	 297;7	 48.0	 -20.3	 0. ,,2,4	 J. 1997	 0.2317
	 -3.6	 0.606	 23
23$ .3^3 L. 	= 2 .hG ^Zis -C X9-`0369	 -13. 9	 li .




_""268.7 . 	 .:_. 51.0__	 22.9__0 :1094..,._O.i5lBT-x.256.4_	 -	 -4.^8._	 ..a.306_	 13Y	
260.3	 52.0	 -2:5.7	 0.4032	 0. 14 F	 ` 0.2531
	 -4.0	 0.311 0
	13
i..	 253-•0__^_..3.0	 -'20.8 - L. 3933 ` D.1335'^0.2648	 -i:9'-0:294	 15
2.5 .5	 54.0	 -26.2	 3.3935
	 0.1270








0.2478	 3-.5	 a.243	 16
. °	
- _ _ - 2 21:8""` ."7 : 0` ^ = 3 i :`i`0 : 3"G'FT-`0:13 Z-`O :-ZTil e -= f :._J ._.0..	 -2`._
2.13.1	 X8.0,	 -33.0	 0.3421	 0.0915	 0.2566	 -6.1
	 0.304°	 27
`_ZDS	 _-3r+' i_ 0 34',1"U: U 6 US
-`0^c b 4,5	 - ,	 u . .5 u 9-`Z9__
198. 1	_	 60-.0
	 -35.2
	 0.3509	 0,0734	 0.2775	 -9.3	 A
45	 REPR4DUOIBILITY Or THEPAGE IS POORr	 ORIGINAL
;
192.1 61.7 - : 6.6 0. 35 b4 0.67;;6 0.2878 -7.0 A
194.9 62.0 -3b.9 0,3631 0.0695 0.2936 -5.4 A
178.2 FA.0 -41.2 0.3626 0.6651 0.2965 -5.8 -A"
1 7 1.4 t	 0 -Y '3.5 0.3673 0. J62u u. 3f, 47 -8.0 A
1u6.1 65.0 -45.4 U..33	 1 0.66S7 0.3144 -8.3 41,
6b.0 ,.,.7.2 0.1951 0.3267 ._.._-5.2 A
152.9 E7.0 -48.2 0.39 u5 0.9671 0.3294 -1.1 A
145.0 68.0 -118.9 0. 38 76 C. 06C9 0.3267 2.3 A
1 36.7 F, 9.9 -49.3 J.-3763 ^0.057.-0. 32 12 3.0 A
130. 9 ' 0.G -5C.1 0.37 25 0. 65 E7 0.3158 -0.8 A_
127.6 71.0 -51.6 0. 39 1 5 0.3624 0.3160 -9.6 A
126.1 72." -52.8 0.3951 0.9637 0.3314 -1b.8 A
123.9 73.i -53.4 0. 4C 12 0.0633 0.337.8 -1C.9 A
121.0 7-t.0 -53.4 0.3996 G.0626 0.3373 - 5.3 A
116.8 75.0 -53.9 0.4030 0.0628 0.34C2 -5.3 A
112.2 76.0 -54.3 0.41b2 0. 06 L3 0.3459 -7.4 A
108.1 77.0 -54.5 0.4160 0.3638 0.3521 -9.0 A













99.8 80.0 -55.4 0.43 119 0.0750 G.3649 -7.6 A_
97.E 81.^ -'3 .5 4405 C. 0761 0.3645 -8.0 A
93.8 82.0 -55.4 0.4427 0.0685 0.3741 -7.4 A
90.6 83.0 -55.7 0.4435 C.0654 0.6781 -4.4 A
87.5 84.0 -5b.0 0.L486 0.£709 0.3777 -0.9 A
94.3 85.6 -55 .9 0.452'3 L,. J7$6 0.3744 -1.9 A
91.5 o6.9 -55.5 0.	 574 0.0791 0.3763 -5.0 A
_._ 79.2 87.0 -ac^d.__-0.L^91 0.,0767 0	 3823 -6.1 A
77.5 89.0 -56.5 0.	 6L9 C. 08 C5 0.3843 1.6 A
75.7 89.6 -57.'0 0.4676 G.08	 2 0.3824 13.7 A
73.9 90.0 -56.9 0.4649 0.0691 0.33757 16.0 A
72.L 91.7 -°6.8 0.4604 0.0949 0.3656 6.7 A
70.3 92.0 -56.7 0.4649 C. 0967 0.3662 -8.4 A
68.4 93.] -56.7 0.4730 0.0972 0.3757 -23.8 A





-	 PRESS	 TIN=	 T-AIP	 F-UP	 F-ON	 F-NET	 COOL	 Q-MIX	 R-HUM
(0r-G^"`CTtCYim NMIY/MINitLY/MTNi4ZO^G/OAIIGM%i^01
1015.0	 0.0	 25.5	 0.6486	 0. 64 bb	 0.0020	 0.0	 19.001	 92
.41 . 7-1-u	 u . ^i1 T3-70--.Th 74	 -15.7	 18 . n
950.3	 _ 2.0	 24.3	 0.703L 	U.5935	 3.1095	 -4.3	 17.-40_-^87
^._	 _.	 v	 _._	 _ __._...	 _	 .
923.2	 '33^ 22.3--0.7a^3h1	 0.574	 0,1217	 -2.G^15.127	 B1^
696.q	 4.0	 20.0	 0.E935	 0. 5625	 0. 1310	 - 1.0	 13.7 70 	 8 4
067.6	 5.0	 17.4	 u. 
_
E869	 0.tia4p 	0.1303	 -0.0	 11.037	 75._	 -_.	 _...__. .	 --`	 -.---	 -
e»C.3	 6. 	^ 15.7	 3.67;2	 6.5476	 0.1276	 3.4	 9.047	 75
815.6 	 7.0' -IL . a. G. E6^2^ J.5415	 0.12~38	 - U . 0	 9.961	 74
7 ?1.2	 9.;	 14.2	 0.o552	 0.5279	 0.1274	 -0.4	 9.635	 75-
705	 12.6	 J. 6519	 0.5193	 0. 13 26 	 8.396- 69
7 4 0	 11.0	 5.6456	 0.5143	 J. 1313	 -0.4	 7.976	 72	 j
716.5	 11.1	 n.6	 u.a393	 C. 5078	 0.1315_ -0:7	 6.912 ` 	64	 3
69L.3	 12.0	 a.l
	
C.E3Jw	 0.49 3	 0.1352	 -L 3	 6.276	 63
6'2.9c"1";'y	 CF 47x9	 0.14:1	 -1.4	 6.151	 71
651.9	 1 r	 4.2	 J. 6070	 0.-587	 0.1483	 -1.4	 6.222	 78
629.3	 It,	 -	 2.6 -- 0.6013	 0.4500-0.15-14	 -1.3 5.361	 72
°A	 637.1
	





'	 595.1	 !r' .0 	, -1.2 .._0.5905 _ G.42b4-- 0.1641	 -1.2	 f44-52-	 q
565.3	 11.;,	 -2.9	 C.5814	 0.4 1 L 3 	 0.1671	 -0.8	 4.069	 7 3
'	 5 +6.T- q .c	 - ^-.	 .57^^	 40,7	 0.1672	 -0.6	 2.S1,Z	 42
w ,	 527.7	 2L.0	 -6.1	 J. 5645
	 0.3959	 0.1686	 -0.3	 3.4L3	 73
508.3
.
	21.0	 -7.5--o .  5560	 0.582	 0,1725	 -1,;-j-. 9--E, ),4 	 -y3^
490.1
	 22.0	 -9.0	 0.5-61
	 ^i.3681
	 0.1780
	 -1.9	 3.555	 89
r	 _..	
.	
-.9 _472.7 ..__`.. 23. -	 . -=10.9	 ^^.5392V'C.353J~0.1852
	




	 0.1917	 -1.4	 2.966	 96Zi371^^c^
	




-16.9	 0.5195	 0	 3237
	 0.1957	 -2.5	 2.104	 87
L .€	 L'15.4.--2"	 36"73	 -. 2075
	
-3.3	 1.3ci5	 84
349.3	 26.0	 -20.0	 0.5094	 0.2913	 0.2181
	 -3.1	 1.909	 93
---- ._3.72.d-y29.0 A^	 -_ 21.._ 9--U.5
.
044	 C.,?7eK
	 G. 22E7 	 =2'711.581	 90






	 0.4893	 J. ?517	 3.2381	 -3.1	 1.u42	 76





310.5 -^ 	 33.0	 - 29.9	 b. 47 E5	 0.2189	 0.2577 --3.9 -"0.660 -	62









-36.0	 J. 4551	 0.166:4	 0.2867	 -3.6	 0.329
	 48
`-'_.'^ L56.J-
	  3 7 -^,	 U -44 80	 0.1497r 3	 - 0.9	 0.2874
243.1	 38.0	 -39.2	 0.4323	 0.135'2	 0.2970	 2.7	 0.271
	 50_	 ^_ _ __2 51 .0 -"^ 3 9 . (l' 	 "l:1 1°-' "u : 40 46`"`" 0 : 12 t 3 _` 0.28 44°T'^"6.1- 0 2	 -
-^,	 2i8.7	 i.0	 4s.	 i
50	 56-
=-.'	 9	 0. 37 C6	 0.1044	 0.2662	 8.0	 0.224	 E0
__..	 206.:.	 _.	 .1.D - -47.8`-_^ -341-9	 '0:09	 2465- 	 0-.f-65--66-
1`74.1	 =+2.G	 -52.6	 0.32 L2	 0.0929
	
0.23i3-	 1U.0	 A
9	 -- r3. J	 -51 .3	 G.M4	 0. 10	 6	 0. 20b8	 ic.7
tt	
_S fi 7.3 .: _ _ L 5 - .0.._ .__-`n f : 8-'1J : 30 -0 . i 1-95"__0 . i^39-








1FIL.TC'NFO PAOTM' TERSONV RUN FOR Rld'1 8	 AUG 1973 OPUS 10
i	 PRSSS TIM'.•' T-AIR F-UP' F-ON F-MiT COOL 0-14IX R-HUM
(M(Il (ffIN) MFG C)(LY /MINI (LY /IIIN) (LY/h IN) (DF.G/DA) (GP /KG) ~-4(PC)
1016.4 0.0 29.1 O.E'8-5 0. 1)u •S -U.22 1.0 0 .1 23.310 8 9
995.1 1.J 2o.i. 0.,840'8 C.Vbi -G.J3 1,3 -35.7 29.441 94	 `.
... 9:7.2 Z.J 24.1 C.8355 0.85- L -C.Q1 ti0 _ -3.3
_._
17.654 88
933.8 3~.0 _22. 8 3.	 2	 2 0. 6342 -0 	 CG90 -2.7 14	 991 80
910.9 _4.0 21_.70.8201 0. _120 3 -G	 jO u2 -2. 1 1 3._9_4 3 7 8^
885.3 5.0 ^^ 20.3 D.8253 0,8151 0.0131 -1.4 12. 5 13 72
- 8 59.2 6.'J 18.8 G.8239 6.8081 0.0158 -0.6 11.825 76
832.8 7.0 17.2 0.9074 0.7952 0.0122 0.3 11.553 75'j A08.1 R.0_ 15.7 „ 0. 79 06 0.779E 0.0-iu9 0.2 -8. 862.. 65_
783.2 9.0 13.7 C.7704 0.7635 0.0069 -G.1 8.506 67
f „759.4 10.0_
_	
11.9^_J.77Q0 0.7551 0.0149 - 0._2__8.148 70
M 734.6 ' '11.0 10.0 0.758Ei - 0.7463__G _. 0125 -0,6 7.614 72
,710.3 12.0 8.1 0.7465 0.73 L O 0.0125 -1.1 7.446 77
687.1 13.0 6.6 0.7425 0.7213 G. 0212 -1.5 6.730 76
r^
_664.7 11..'J 4 .9 C. 7403_0-.71- 24G , 032 9 - 1.3_ 6.62 8 78^
642.3 15.0 3.4 0.7415 0.7038 0.0327 -T1.6 0.457 87
619.7 16.0 1 .9 0. 7328 0. 59150 0414^1..7 6.692 91,
597.0 17.0 0.6 0.7274 0. 63 i 0.0 ,,70 -2.1 6.244 92
575.3 18.0 -0.7 0.7248 0.66M 0.G588 -2.5 5.10. 80
556.2 19.0 -2.1 0.7214 0.6599 0.0625 -3.1 4.587 77i
538.6 20.0 -3.8 0.1200 0.6433 0.C767 -3.1 4.138 76
521.4 21.0 -5.1 0	 7200 0..6320 D 0881 -2.4 3.593 73
503.3 22.0 -6.0 -G 72J7 0.6277 0.093i -1.1 3.2C6 64
X485.7 23.0 -6.9 0.7206 0.o257 0.0909 -6.7 2.206 47
i. 468.8 2L.0 -8.6 0.7205 0.6281 0.0924 -1.5 2.362 55
452.7 25.0 -10.5 0	 71 c3 0.6173 C	 0981 -2.9 2.099 55
436.2 26.0 -12.5 0	 7120 0.6019 0.11[3 -4.0 1.841 55
420.2 27.0 -14.b 0.7098 G.56 3 0.1214 -3.7 1.556 52
404.7 28. 0 - I t) .7 0. 7 1 L3 0. 579_3 0.1359 -2.3 1 .259 50
^--389.3 29.0 -18.8 1.7146 G. 5797 C. 1348 -0.9 0.788 35
372.1 30.0 -2C.7 .0.7131 %.5791 0.1340 -C.6 G.8b1 43
356.3 31.0 -22.6 0.7069 0.5738 0.1353 -2.0 0.657 39













- 30..5 3..0 31.2
-33.4





- 0.236 30292.3 36.9 0.7038 0.53 G5 0 .1734
280.3 37.G -35.8 0.7067 0.52OC 0.1867 -2.4 0.199 30
269.7 38.0 -38.3 _ 0. 7074 0.5111 G. 1963 .5 0.159 31^
258.8 39.0 -4G .9` 3	 70 b5 0.51?7 0.1898 2.5 0.127 30
247.3 41.0 -43.3 0._7050 0.5275 0.1775 3.6 0.10 2 3 0
235.8 41.0 -46.1 D.i083 '0 '.5359 0.1704 2.1 0.085 31
225.0 62.0 -48.6 0.7131 0.5435 C. 1696- -1.9 0.065 32
215.3 43.0 -50	 9 u. 7153 0.6429 0.1735 -7.7 A
206.? 44.0 -52.9 0.7199 0. 52 i0 0.1930 -10.3 A
198.9 - -	 45.0 _ _-54'.0	 3.1229' 0.5017 x.2212 -8.2 A tr .
189.7, 46.0 -55.4 0.7240 0.5027 0.2213 -4.3 A
180.3 47.0 -57.5 0.7223 0.5324 G. 21ri9 -3,4 A r
172.2 48.0 -	 -59.8 0.7232 u.µ976 0.2261 -5.1 A
164.3 49.0 -60.8 0.7326 0.4889 0.2437 -7.3 -A =a	 _^
156.8 5u.0 -62.3 0.7370 0.4913 0' . 2 ,456 =4.2 A149.5
-
:1. 0 -64 .4 J.7439 G. ,4863 G. 2576 1.0 A
143.3 52.0 -66.5 0.7451 0.4999 G. 2453 11.8 A
136.7 .J -68.3 0.7416 O. SC37- Q. 237.913.4 A
129.7 `.4.0 -69.7 0.7347 3.5543 0.19C5 7.9 A
KK M
124. 55.0 -b9 .5 0.	 343 0.5254 0.20 59 F. A
118.2 56.0 -68..0 0.7 384 3. 5186 0.2196 -9.7 A
_..-.. _112.r^^_ 7._D -65.9- 0.73-91 Q -. 5164 -__ ._C. 2227 -6.4 A
r 99. 2 59.G -64.5 0.7504 0.5164 0.2340 -3.3 A Y
94 µ_ bu.G  7503 0.5115 0.2444 -10.7 A
90.3 61.0 - 66.0 0.76 46 0.5117 0.2529 -11.5 A87.3 '62.0 -oE.5 L 0. 7661 0.5071	 0:2590 -10 ._6^_ A






iFILTERED kAUI0METE ;2`bGUUc RUN FOR RN9 8	 AUG 1973 OPUS 11
PRESS TTP"[ T-AIR F-UP F-OM F-NCT COOL Q-.4 Ix R_-HUM
(M9) (MINI (7FG	 G ► lLY/h1IN) (LY/MIN) (LY/MIN) (DcG/OA) (G'I/KGI- (PC)
- 
1014.7 0.0 33.1 0..7_173 0.,'011 0.Ulr2 0.0 23.990 83
919.J 1 25.G U.K031 0.721L, J. 0817 -15.0 14.524 76
963 . ._12.C , 21	 0 1.7816 0.7179„J.G637 1.7 „- J4.08v, 86
937.3 3.0 19.r U.i6 -7	 T 0. 7178 0.049b 6.9 13.305 86910.8 _ 4.0 17.7 0.7675 C_: 71 b3_ 0.0512 -2.110.71 2 77^
896.5 S.G 16.2 0.7699
:
J.70 C5 A.t3693 -4.1 9.704 75






-0.1 8.085 70794.5 9.0" _	 it .6 _0.7749 TG. 0738 V...O. 1011 !__fb.0 _-{ 7.643 _ _70`
_ ,771.31Ow .0 _-iG.1-_0.7638 0:65790.10,9 -J.3 7.1 . 95 71748.0 11.0 6.6 0.7595 0.6501 0.1094 -0.46.719 71
726.1 12.0 7.2 0.7569 0.64?.2 G.1088 -0.0 6.596 74







4 G.b335 D.1C78 0.6 5.772 74664.8 16.0 3 .- 3_ 0 .._ 73- _.____-0_ . .. _03_11 -...m_G. 10 53 0 .4 5.9 4 0 79
646.3 16.0 2.0 0.7279 0.6290 0.0989 0.0 5.369 80
626.5 17.0 0.7 0.7227 0.6185 0.1041 -0.6 5.~26 82
605.0 18.0 -0.4 0.7176 0.6096 0.1080 -0.7 5.256 86
5133.3 19.0 -1.9 u. 71 b7 0.6053 0.1114 -0.4 4.401 76
564.2 20.0 -3.3 0.7092 0.6020 0.1072 -0.4 3.845 72548.2 Z1.0'^=47 0.7056 0.59490. 11 C'7 -1.0 3.510 72
532.3 22.0
_^_ -5.6 0.7006 0.5855 0.1151 -1.4 3.260 68515.5 __.23.0 -6^.4^OE.979 0_.' 5­765 p 0. 1218 -1.0 2.8.76 61
497.E 24.0 -7.6 0.6926 0.5711 0.1216 -0.7 2.553 58
48r,.5	 25.0 -9.3 0.	 883 U.5b69 G.121w -0.7 2.143 54
a,l
463.7 26.0 -10.9 C. 68 b4 0. S6 G5 0.1257 -1.0 1.768 49on, 447.7 27.0 -12.6 C. C846 0.549 0.1298 -1.1 1.737 53
429.7 28.0 -14.5 -0.6836 J. 5522 0.1313 -1.5 1.680 57
415.1 29.0 -lE.lt7.fHi1 0.5471 0.1340 -2.4 1.413 54
1 493.2 30.0 -17.7 D. 67.91 0.5363 0.1429 -2.9 0.967 41392.4 :^1.0 -19.2 . b774 0.5261 G. 1513 -1.9 0.983 45
378.2 32.0 -20 .6 0. 07 48 0.5219 0.1529 -0.9 0.778 39
361.0 33.07 -22.3 G.6689
_0.5190 _0.1499____'-0.67-.0.623 35 '
343.6 34. r, -24.5 0.b681 U. 5138 0.15 43 -1.4 0.523 34
330.3 35. J ' -= 26.4 O.u674 G.5038`J G.1'585 x-3.2 0.442 33
319.2 36.0 -28.3 U. 6646 0.4984 0.1663, -4.0 0.318' 26
307.1 37.0 -30.2 0.6662- 0.4870 x .1792 -3.6 0.2:9 26
294.1
_. 
39	 0 -32.5 0.6725 0.4878 .1846 -2.8 0.225 26
283.5 39	 C _	 ,._-34.8 0.6790 0x4940' 0.18.6 -2. _2_ ^ -0.17 -0 24
27 4 .740.0
. __.
_ -36.3 U.68C5^0.4902 0.1903 -2.4 0.148 2 5
264., 41,0 -39.3 0..6,419 0.4859 0.1959 -3.4 0.134 26
252.3 42.6- -41.7 0.6904 G.4b99 0.2GC5 -4.9 0.100 27
240.3 43.0 -43.9 3. 70-85 0.49 b4 3.2122 -7.1 0.088 25
229.7 :4.0 _.7 U. 7273 0.4969 0.2304 -8.5 0.067 2 4
220.1 4F.0 -'7.5 0.7388- 0.4400
_
0. 24 87 -9.3 0.055 24
211.3' 46.0 -49.6 0.7391 G. 4832 0.2558 -9.1 0.055 26
202.6 47.7 - -51.7 -- 0.' 75 LQ 0	 4773U.2727 -9.6
A.
193.1 48.0 -53.5 0.7661 0.4774 0.2887 -11.5 A
183.1 -,49.0 -54.9 0.79:7 0.4779 0.3078 -13.0 A
174.0
_...	 __.._
F0.a -56.8 0.8096 0.4784 0.33,2 -.15.4 A-
cr 166.2
_	 _ _.r te
51.0 -58.0_
_-
x .5367 .0.4814 0.35-+3 -17.7 A
158.7 F2.0 -50.7 0	 8577 0.4310 0	 3767 - 18.8 A
150.9 `53.0 -61.00. H813^0. w77 0.40 36 -20.5 A143.4 54.0 -62.7 0. 90 E9 0. ,779 D. 4290 -21.1 A''
1 .<. 0 -64.3 0. 9 3 9 8 G.4	 24 0.4	 3 -18.8 A
130.2	 a6. 0 -64. 6 0. 9653	 0.43 63 0.4790 -14 .1 A	 J
12 -63.3 0., 97 'L2-0.48e6 0.4855 -7+9 A
118.5	 58 .0 -62 .5 J.97 50 	 0..+867 0.!.8 8 3 -5.8 A
112.3 - 9`'	 ,; -01.4 _0.9791
	 0.48,0 _ 0.493 -4.7 A




j_..	 ..._g9.9 _-_ _61 .-0 _ _.--- b0 .9 --	 _..-	 _.._0. ?81ei	 0.47 59	 0.50111 1.7 A
94.4 62.7 -61.6 3.,818	 0.4856	 0.-961 5.8 A
99. 1^_E3.0 -61,o •7. 97?5^0. ' 4:U9d	 0. b
9	 .9 64.3 - 60.3 C...9'69.9	 •.c..!:84.5	 0..	 8.53 11.1 A
- +3tlT`f^.tl- -^8.3 0	 5r,0
	
0:»,x:94 -3t .4756 1	 0 A
77.4 66.0 -56.7 J.9394	 0.4761	 0.4633 18.1 A74'3.__.F7. g.^:6 "5-- 05260	 0. 4 773	 0.4507 16.2 A
69.9 68.^ -c6.7 9. 92 s2	 0.4840	 0.4422 14.0 A
64 9 6 9.0 = :7.0 '--11.92'16 0.4879
	
0.4336 16.4 A
50.3 70.0 -56.6 C.9052	 0.4819	 0.4_183 19.0 A
'56.9 71.0 - 156.1 0.9911	 0.4896	 6.4015 20.4 A
54.0 72.0 -5^.0 0.8863	 0.4928	 0.3935 20.5 A
50.9 73.0	 -53.9 0.8828
	 U.4956'- 0.3871 22.1 A
48.3 74.0 -53,1 3...5676	 0.4944	 0.3732 28.0 A
45.7-*--75.0"_--52:4-'.8514 0 492 1	0.355 89 27.0 _ A
42.9 76.0 -51.5 o. e402
	 0.b9 7 0	 0.6432 18.9 A
40.4 r -50.3 U. 5437	 0.50C 00.3402 4.8 A
-	 38.6 _73. 0 - 49.1 '0.8364
	 C. 4'323	 6.3441 - 1 .9 A
37.3 '79.0 -47.T_O.bZE9 _0.4773 D.3496 1..2: A
35.7 80.0 -47.0 0.8143	 0.4729	 0.3413 38.6 A
34.1 8- 1 -. C BG07 O. w785-- 0. 3222 49.0 A
31 .9 82.0 -,+5 .4 0. 79 UT	 0.4926 	 0. 3 21 43.7 A
- 03 -44.4 0. 791.3	 0.49	 a	 0.2943 31.6 A
28.7 84.0 -43.5 0.7913	 0.5030_ 0.2883 20.9 A
27.3 -St, -42.3- .	 -	 -- -3 .` u.7914	 C.^O%9 "	0.285 15.1 A
25.6 86.0 -40.9 0.7902	 0.5093	 0.2809 13.2 A
__
24.5-i.0^ -=39.7 -^----- ._._0.786	 0.5068	 0.2787 12.9 A
23.7 81 0 -38.5 0.7785	 0.5024	 0.2761 15.5 A
23.1 59-0 -37.4 U.77 10 	 0.4962	 0.2749 17.1
22.1 90.0 -36.7 0.7636	 C.4926	 0.`2710 10.6 A
20:7 91.0 -31.3 O.1	 0.4931	 0.2697 9.5
1 9 .3 92.0 -35.P, U.7 670	 0.49 51 	 0.2679 7.2 A
17.8 93.^ -35.4 0.7	 96	 6.5037	 0.2659 7.5 A

























PRESS TIf'E T-AIa F-UP F-ON F - NET COOL_ Q- liix R - HUN
^~- (M,LI (MIN) -(OEG -dl	F( -!	 (LY/P 1R)(LY/MINI (0EG/DA) - ((^M/KGI (PC)--
iG13.1 0.0 31.5 0.7024 0.6964 U. 0120 0.0 22.381 89
990.6 1..^ 27.6 0.8470 0.6489 0. 19 d1 -48.6 17.194 72
X64.9 2.3 25.6 0.8343 0.6371 G.1972 -0.9 15.755 73
937.2 3.0 23.1 0.8187 Gr6275 0.1912 1.2 14.364 76
904.5 4.0 20.8 0.80 ,+5 0.624J 0.1805 1.0 15.056 87
875.1 5.j` 19.3 0.7946 0.6180 0.1766 G;4 14.712 92
8-#9.5 6.3 17.6 0.787 .4 0.6094 0.17b0 -C.3 11.695 76
622.9 7.0 15.6 0.78:13 0.59E4 0.1836 -0.8 10.976 81
795.3 3.0 13.7 0.7811 0.5968 0.18~3 -0.7 11.501 94
767.7 9.J 12.4 0.7824 0.5915 G. 1 1 t:9 -C.1 11.359 92-"
740.0 10.0 11.1 3.7778	
-
0.5867 0.1911 0.8 9.282 83
713.3 11.0 9.2 '- 4. 76F6 0.5838-0.18id 188.658 84
689.0 12.0 7.2 G.7635 0.5938 0.1696 1.
.
8 7.754 83
667.0 13.0 5.4 0.7602 0.605-8 0.1634 0.1 6.909 83
645.9 14.0 4.10.7814 0.6170 0.1645 -3.7 6.783 84
625.1 15.0 2.5 0. NO2,3	 ^U.6203 0.1821 - 8.1 7.006
=
-92 -
605.3 lb.0 1.4 0.8370 0.61'1-8 0.2262 - 1G .6 6.190 89
585.5 17.0 9.2 9.8678 0.5959 0.2720 -10.5 4.75 y71^
565.3 19.0 -1.2 0.8844 9.5841 0.3002 -8.0 #.510 72
545.2 19.0 -2.6 0.8958 0.5727 0.3232 -1.5 4.297 75
525.7 20.0
-3.9 0.9095 0.5743 0.3351 8.4 4.01,0 72
506.1 21	 '! 5 4 G	 9084 U.6^79 G	 28 2
487.3 22.0 7	 4 0.89 1.5 C. 7123 0	 1.822
	 - 2 0.2 3 .00 6 65
469.7 23.0 -9.0 3. 14 82b 0.77.7 0.1069 12.5 2.476 61+T
453.0 24.0 -iC .7 0. 8828 0.7740 0. 10 b8 1.1 1.994 52
437.3 25.0 -12.5 0. 8 y 33 0.7593 0.130 -°.7 1.789 51.
422.7 2 6 .0 -14.5 U. 90 81 0.754 4 0.15 36 -4.0 1. 59 5 5 4






_ ._... .__,_...._..0.9341	 `0.78(-4 O.i 4 77 2.5 1.122 50376.9 29.0 -20.3 U. 93 c5__ _G. 3032. ..^0._13. ._,33-. - _0_..-8. 0 -_937- 45-_
360.1 3^_.G -22.2 0.932:9 0.83"	 7 0.1322 -11.1 U. 656 37
342.7 31.0 -211.8 6.9180 0.713 0.17E7 -25.6 0.428 28
326.3 32..J -27.4 0.9139 0.62930.2846 -37.1 0.x+22 34
3312.1. 33.0 -29.7 X8.9172 8.5031_ 0.4140----37.-7-- -.- 0.313 -30'-
299.8 34.3 -32.1 0.9247 C. 442 O.L935 -26.8 0.214 24
299.0 35.0 -34.7 0.91 E3 O.v064 0.5099 -12.6 T 0.228 -32^
275.7 36.0 -37.2 0.9182 0.5910 0.5192 -6.1 0.231 LO
2	 . 7F,4 37.7.9046-:55.2 ^ 0.37E2 0.5284 -8.1 0.218 44
255.7 33.0 1.0 0.90,9 0.3652 G.5397 -14.9 0.199 47
247.9 39.0 -42.7 0.5254 0.35(-3 0.5686'x-23.8 0.183	 -`- 50 --
239.2 40.0 -44.90.9664 0.3598 0.6065 -33.6 0.153 51
228.4 41.0 -47.0 1. 04 47 0. 3733 - 0.6714 -46.0 0.117
^..50 _
?16.6 42_.0 -50.8 1.1656 0 . 3945 0.7710 -57.4 A
234.7 43.0 -:53.5 1.3232 0.4153 0.9129 -59.5 A
194.3 411.0  -56.0 1. L7 F4 -0. 4339 1.0425 -41.5 A
.. 184.7 1.5.0
-	 _
-78.6 1.5503 - O.45A4' 1.11919-=5.2 A
176. 101 *,3 -60.6 1. 52 E1 3.49:3 1.6343 25.3 A
168.3 47.0 -61.8 1.1179'5 a].522G 0.9576 31.0 A




	 -61-.9	 1 5GC1	 0.5536 0.9 a-65
	 4.8	 A
-	 147.9 - 50.0	 -66'.5	 1 5699	 0.5611 0.9408	 5.0	 A
141.3 51.0 -07.3 1 48.9 0.5619 0.9240 8.1 A
1 34 .5 F2.0 -67.7 1	 1,789 0.5606 0. 9175 5.4 A
d. 127.2 53.0 - 67 .7 1	 +.739 0.5601 6 7138 1.0 A
120.3 5L,.0 -67.6 1.4783 G.5584 0.9196 z.5 A	 j
114.9 5 50 67.6 1. 4.7 67 0.?5
	
3 0 .9174 9. A	 aa
109.8 56.0 -67.9 1. 46 15 6.5597 0.9018 16.7 A
104.0 57.0 -03.0 1. 43 99 0.5632 0.87o7 13.9 A
98.2 58.0 -67.8 1.4251 0.5632 6.8619 8.0 A
` 93.2 .9 .0 -67.4 1. 4322 0.643	 O. 6719 4.3 A
89.1 60.1 -66.0 1:4228 0.5545 0.8682 5.2 A
51
B4 * 9 61 .0 -63.6 1.40f0 U'.5490 0.9563 5.8 A
80.7 62.0 -61.3 1.3972 C. 5,4 C; 0.8509 0.8 A
76.3 E,3.0 -oC.8' . 1. 1. 023 0.0'42o 0.8597 ^. 2.2_^ A
71.8 64.0 -c1.3 1.3998 0.5360 0.9638 12.3 A7.7"- :: 6 + =02: -31---t. 3?r9^b. ^3>3Wlb. 1411^36: ~ A
64.G 56.J  -6	 2 1. J
r.
^5 C.53^lE 0.8159 42.7 A
60.6 ._767.0 -61.8-1.3241.T...C.542.4 0.7816 43.1._..	 - A
57.2 68.0 -61.2 1.3013 0.5391 0. 762 2 3 0c 1 A
^- 54.0­6 9 . 0 '-- 27 94 3.53cH 0.7437 5.9 A
50.8 70.0 - 5 8.4 1. 28 u4 C. 53 0.7514 -14.5 A
-477.6 1.0 -:7.4 1.298,3 0 .5206 0.7714 -24.0 A
44.7 72.0 -56.2 _1.3067 0.7193 0.7874 -11.2 A
TV'42.4 ^73.0^ 5.3 1.295L^ G. 5095 0.78.2 17.6 A
40.2 74.0 -55.1 1.2755 &.5071 0.7684 49.2 A
38.1­15.0 55.0 1. &563 " -0. 1110 0.7453 63. B A
35.9 76.0 -53.5 1.2292 0.5122 0.7170 64.5 A
3.9 77.0 -51.2 1.2	 40 0.5IL9 0.6931 47.5 A
32.1 78.0 -49.3 1. 19 11 0.5091 0.682U 21.9 A
30.4 -79.0 -48.5. --L-19 6.8 k
28.7 80.0 -48.5 1.1893 C. 3021 0.b872 12.9 A
27.0 '81.0"--48.2	 1.17rt3 G. .4 q 7L 0.688 oZ.l A
25.4 82.0 -47.7 1.1635 0.4973 0.66 62 46.9 A
93.0 -47.4 1.1	 25 0.6003 .u522 46.6 A
22.5 94.0 - 47.5 1.1423 0.5025 0.6397 3 4.4 A
. 1.13 . 53 • • .:C.5U -1.0 O.o3E3 31.2 A
20.0 86.0 - 44. 3 1. 1 317 0 .491- 6 0.6341 28. 8 A
17.6 89.5 -42.4 1.1116 0.45fi4- 0. 133 24.0 A
16.2 d9.0 -42.7 1.1054 U. 4991 0.6063 3.0 A
-4e . U	 U U. 493 ,,a- 6093 Z12. U -x-





i1FILfEREn RADIOt'ETEPSONOE PUN FOR	 RNO AUG 1973 OPUS 13
PRESS. 7 , It1F T -AIR_ F-UP	 '_- -9N__F F -NET	 -a^ COOL	 _ , _O -M1X .^ R-NUM_
(M H) (NIN) (OcG	 C)(LYi 4 1N)(LY /MIN)(LY7MIN) (OEG/OA)(Gt±/KG1 (PC)-
^.^ p1016.5 a.G 31.5 3.7024 0.8013 -G.0989 0.0 23.160 90
992.1 1.0 24.1) 0.°1C3 0.81?? -0..3 626 -16.5 18.283 91
9 50.5. ^'2.J 21.8 0.°C69 __G.79"2 0.0117 -0.3_ 14.742 85_
922.3 z 0 -i^
A
20.3 0.7931 0.7.913 0.0121 -C.5 12.259 75'-
894.4_ 4.0  19.0 0.7818 6.7739 0.0079 0.0 8.839 56
i 867.7 5.0 s 17.1 _ 0.79520.7733 0.0120 0.2 8.646 61^
8"1.4 6.0 15.2 9. 7 833 C.771- 0.6115 0.2 7.8b1 62
816.3 7.0 13.5 0.7764 0.7702 0.C-061 -G.2 6.844 56
792.0 8.0 12.2 0.7710 0.763: 0.0075 -1.5-^ 6.241 55
769.0 9.0
_
IC .7 0.7633 0.7459 0.0174 -3.5 6.046 57
7'.5.7 10.0 9.2 0. 7516 • 0. 7159 0	 '0377 -4.9_ 5.236.54
722.5 11.0 7.3 0.741,7 ~ 0.6797 0.0E 20 -5.1 5.636 63
699.7 12.0 5.3 0.7336 0,6512 0.0824 -4.3 5.417 67
677.0 13.0 3.3 3.7260 U.b321 0.0932 -3.3 5.058 71
l 654.0 14.0 1.5 6.7178 0.6142 0,1036 -2.3 5.277 80LL
632.3 iF.0 -0.2 u. 7113 0.5907 0.1147 -1.3 4.786 79




^591.1'--- -17.0	 -- - -3'. 2 ^'- O.F910 "'0.'^BC9
._.->	 C. ).1 u7 _1.7 4_.174 81
571.2 18.0 -4.o 0.68C9 0.58u9 0.1000 2.0 3.661 75
5 1,3.2 19.0 -6.1 0.b764 0. 5634 0.0930 1.7 3.214 73
535.6 2C.0 -7.6 U. 1:7 r-3 0.5842 0.0911 1.3 3.175 78
517.1	 ^21 0 8.8 0, 6773 0.581+4- 0.6889 1.9 3.099- al^








'- C.5 y 78 _	 _.0.6925 , _w-2.3 -2	 11 71
462.2 24.9 -14.2 O. 685 0. S 9r-7 G.C978 -3.6 1.367 67 - 1
4^4.R 25.0 15.3 0.c8	 3 0.5730 Q. 1123 -3. 1.638 65
.Is
428.2 26.0 17.7 0.b8 17 0.56'4 0.iZC3 -1.8 1.408 _	 62
411.9 27.)- 19.6^ii.bloti^t.55o7^0.11^9 - 9.9 1.164 58M
396.7 28.0 - 21.7 3. E755 G. 5561 '3.1193 -1.1 1.05 5 61
379.8 2^.0 -23,9 O.E786 0.5740 0.1246 -2.3 O.y08 61
364.4 3,.0 -26.1 9. 68 u5 0.5 ,+74 0.1335 -4.0 0.706 56
j	 ^Y 349.5 31.0 -26.3 9.681, C.>38; 0.1434 -5.7 3.534 50
335.4• . 32.9 -3^_.4 0,6893 0.5272 0.1620 -7.4 0.41i 44	
_^..i 321.7 33.0 -32.5li7.F9C0 0.5174 .__ 0. 1816 -- -8.0­0 . 335 43
309.2 34.0 34.8 0.70F3 G.5G35 0.2018 -8.4. 0.287 43
296.8 35.0 T -37.0 0.7096 6.4963 0.2133 -8.4 0.222 41 j
285.3 36-1 -39.0 0.7174 0.4823 0.231 -7.9 0.396 21
273.5 37.0 -41.3 0.7264 0.4771 0.2453 -6.7 0.066 17i 261.3 38'.3 -43.7 0.1372 0.4742 0. 2E S0 --4.5 0-.063_ 21













236.9 43.G 8.5 .  0.7476 C. 47 1. 7 1 _ 0.2728 -1.7 0 .032 17
i 2'45.2 41.0 51.7 0.74b2 0.4722 6.2740 -1.3 A
213.8 42.0 -54.3 0.7428 0.46:5 0.2773 -G.2 A
203.0 -3.0 -56.8 0.7419 0.4632 0.2767 1.3 A
193.3 44.0 -78.8 0.7387 0.4665 0.2721
__. 3.•2_ A,
194.6 45 C -60.3 0.7357 0.4699 0.2658 3.2 A
176.3 46.0 -bl.9 0.,'328 0.4747 0.4582 1.4 A	 -
^' 167.9 47.0 -63.9 0. 73 R1 0.4763' 0.2618 -1.5 •A
160.1 48.0 -65.0 0.74 L3 0.48u3 6.2646 -4.6 A
t 151.6 43.0 -65.4 U. 7615 0.4882 0.2733 -6.3 A
I 143.7 50.0 -65.8 0.7760 0.Y913 0.2847 -7.7 _A	 - 1
I 136.6 51.0 -66.8 U.78^2 6.4902 0.2941 -8 9 A i
130.0 52.9 -67.9 0.7904 -6.4869 0.3035 -iG.8 A j
123.3 T 53.0 -~-08.7 0.7973 0.476°, 0.3179 -10.9 A1
116.7 54.0 -k9.0 -0.8072 0.4735 0.3336 -8.7 A
I! 110.2 X5.0 -68.3 0.8	 18 0 .- TO-5"J 1. 13 -3.1 A
f 101•.0 :6.0 -b7.4 3.81c2 0.4761 C.34Ci 2.9 A11
't _ __99.0 _`:7.'7 _ 	 -_	 --66.8	 j.-8165'0. 4q 79 --00	 3306 6.4 AAwr.
t 94.5 78.0 67.7 0.8257 0.5003 0.3253 5.5 A
V^ 90.0 59.0 -68.8 0.8317 0.5101 0.3216 3.9 A
85.3 60.0 -68.6 U. 8342 0.5113 0.3229 4.6 A a
1.
4 53 OFEI?RO^VCIBI.I^ZI'Y




-66.3 ..	 J. e270 7..1'73 (.3167 ^.....6.6
76.8 62.3 -64.4 0.8216 0.7112 0. 31 J5 9.0 A
_. 73.0_,_.. 63.1 -64 .0 0.81 16 , 0.5159 0..90 38Y- 8 .0 ..---A-
6819 6a.L -64.3 0. 91 b2 0.5100 0.2982 6.9 A
X4
.4-^:tali i^^ rt 8.' G1 c^U.2948 04
58	 4..066.0 -64 3.8067 0.5194 0.2874 6.5 A_
52.8-E7.G•- °e~32 ^• J. 8U23^3.5212- J.2811 7.1 A
45.8 63.0 -o2.i 0.7960 J.5233 0.2725 9.6 A
40.8 69''' -c1 .4 0.7916 0.52E3 s. 26 b6 12.7 A
37.8 73.0 -b0.6 0.7815 0.5291 0.2524 15.9 A
S5.0 71.0 -59.6 0. 77 G6u	 52;2 Q. 24:4 15.0	 e A
32.2 72.0 -58.0 0.7600 3.5199 0.2401 10.7 A
29.5' -"73.0 -- ^ -56.2 '-- 3s 7541 "• ^G.5172 i G 2303 12. _0- A
27.2 74.0 -54.6 0.7 1,92 0.5173 0.2319 16.7 A
_24.9 ,-.	 5.-0 --52.8 J.7424 -0.:18' 4 0.2240 24.0 A
22.8 76.0 -51.4 0.7414 0.52 -9 0.2135 28.1 A









E1FILTEI+EO F.A01CIg tTERSONUF FUN FOR HUC y	 AUG 1973 OPUS 14
PRESS Tim T-AIR F-UP F-014 F- Nr_T COOL Q-MIX R-HUN
thitil ti1IN`) 1D1:6	 C ► (LY/HIN) (LY/0IN) (LY/0IN) t0tG/DA ► (GM/KG) (PC)
1013.7 c 25.3 0.6747 0	 61151 -0.0164 0.0 10.629 53
993.6 1.0 23.2 U.b834 O.Gb 1 0.0183 -8.4 14.473 79











O.OG55 -0.9 - 13.1704 80
_933.6 4.0 26_.6 3.F7^1 0.c679 0	 00 73 1.2 9.89 1 59912.3 5.0^ 19.8 L.6u69 0.6631 0.,;039 2.1 10.116 63
891.0 6.0 18.0 0.F446 65 C-3, -0.0117 2.5 9.452 64
` 871.2 7.0 16.5 G.b337 O	 6554 -0.0217 2.1 8.688 65
851.6
.8 .0_- _i c ;3 0.62`4 0.6,+61 -0.0238,. 1.2 8.151. 62_
832.3 9.0 14.2- 0.610 _^0. ?4 L0
-
• O.U250 1.0 ~ 8.
'
 705 71
814.2 1).^ 12.7 G. F;Ob9 6.6360 = 7.0.291 1.4 7.488 66
797.9 11.0 11.5 17.5996 0."63 44 -0.0348 1.8 7.189 67
781.7 12.0 10.4 3.5911 6.6311 -0.0400 1.9 6.807 67
765.2 13.0 9.3 G.5325 0.6276 -0.;,451 1.7 6.302 66
749.2_ 14.1 8.2 0.5747 G.62t 3 4-G.^G6 1.1 5.498 60
-733.7 T 15 ..7 6.9 ^0. 5677 0. 6206 - 0. 0529 0.5 5.215 61
r %18.2 16.0 5.7 G	 5644 0.61S3_- 0.0569 ^0.2 5.852 73
j 70,3.1 17.0 4,G 0.°591 06103 _b_ 0.3 5.552 71
698.9 19.0 4.2 x.1542 .6u73G. -0.531 7.5 5.16,+ 68









-- 646.9 -21.0 0.9
-_. _.
0.5420 0.53;9 0.0529 -0.3 -13y. G 65
633.2 22.0 -0.3 0.5365 0.5917 -0,1,552 1.1 3.850 65
619.9 23.0 -1.3 0.5287 0.:873 0.0586 1.6 3.643 65
606.9 24.0 -2.3 0.511.6 0	 6803 0.0637 1.8 3.590 67
594.2 25.0 -3.2 0.5052 0.57!5 17.0663 1.7 3.635 71
592.0- 26. 0 -4. 2 0.4947 0 .5657 -0. 07 1 0 1. .6 3. 1 37 65
559.8 27.1 -5.3 0.4896 0	 5022 0	 0727
_
1.8 2.760 61
J 557.1 2>7.J -6.2 0.945 0 7519_ G	 0774 1.42.802 65
" 544.1 29.7 -0.8 0. 4798 G	 616 -C.1818 1.0 2. 13?0 69
530.5 3J.0 -7.5 0.4779 O	 5599 0.0821 0.4 2.401 58
C 517.9 31.0 -8.6 0. 47 b3 0.5573- -G.GF)10 U.8 2.222 57
506.6  32,C -9.9 U. 4710 U	 5533 -0.0823 1.7 2.265 63	 j
495.9 33.0 11.0 0.46173 U	 5,+98 0.0895 2.3 1.820 54
I 493.9 34.0 - 12.2 D. 4 524_ _0.5459 0.0944 2.3 1.695_ 54412.3 ^6.y . 13.5 0. 4449 ^ 6.5722 6.0973 1.5 1.454 51
r	 1 4b1.8 3C.0 -1 4 .8 0. 43 67 0.5378 -0.iG10 0.3 1.319 50
452.0 37.0 -16.3 0.4311 0.5317 -0.1005 0.0 1.22, 51
44.1.8 36.0 -18.0 0.4292 0.5289 -0.0997 0.0 1.084 51
432.3 3'7.7 -19.6 0.4288 17.5271 -0.0993 -0.3 0.956 50
*
 424.0 46.0 -21.0 0. 4294 0.5263 -0.0969 -0.8 0.788 46u:
^ j. 417.0 41.0 -22.4 0.L275 G. 5231 G.095b 0.6 0.621 40	 j409.8 42.0 -23.7 0.4212 0.5172 0.09`0 2.6 0.,+57 33T
472.1 43.0 -24.8 3.4111 0.5138 -6.1027 3."9 0.398 31
394.0 44., -25.7 0,4004_ 6.5105 -0.1101 3.9 0.379 31386.0 45.0 ^--26,5 0.3914 ^0.5058 -0.1144 3.4 0.3.56 31
378.0 46.0 -27.4 _0.3844 0.5OG9 0.1165 3.7 0.338 31'
-~' 370.0 47.0 26.21 0.3764--0.494 -0.1228- 4.6 0.321 31	 I
362.0 48.6 -29.0 0.3684 0.4991 -0.1307 5.8 0.302 31	 d
iFIL4- ,-0 PrAOIOM E TERSONO - PUN
	 FOPS	 WSL i1	 AUG"	 19, 3 - OPUS -15 `-
P 'I F SS TIME T-AIR	 F-UP	 F-0N F - N -T COOL O-MIX R-HUM
^.__..-(MC).-^_(^'IDli •._ cOEG	 C^iLY/Pt I^JI-TLY%hIIPi) 7LY /^ iN^(6:.GlOAi (Gh^/K^l..^(PC)^
873.1 0.0 54.0	 ;.93 ,,1	 0.9556 0.0835 0.0 1:3.011 42
0 :5' 2.0: 23.3	 0.91.6	 C.783^ 0.1320 -2.2 10.319 45
-^779.4--- "3 : ^^3'9:5-^: 90 .: ^5'yt^ 141.4 - '-' - 2.0 = 8:733 48 -
749.6 4.0 15.8	 0.4824	 0.7296 0.1529 1.3 7.696 51	 1
- - 72C  . f^._»^ -5. 0 ---'.0
 : 0	 Ci b 657 5--0-. 71Fa5 0". T ^ 7^1 8--7.13	 1111- C .	 0-^ ►^ -
693.3 6.0 1G.2	 ^.8L97	 0.6914 0.1583 -U.4 6.5,24 57606. ' . 6- U	 0. 6	 .1 ,619= 0.4 --5.7zj-3--&b
5 41.9 8.0  4.7	 0.9242	 0.b6 L i 0.1601' -1.1 5.2+2 64619.5 9.0 .. 3 .2..,_ 0	 50 77	 ' 0. 6421_ ._ . 0. in ^ti-`- -2.3 _ 4:945 bay
599.2 10.0 2.1	 0.7939	 0.61L8 0.1791 -3.3 1.720 63
_.._.._578.9




-1.7 	 0.7835	 0.5816 0.2020 -2.3 2.185 36
`5S13. -,,.1	 u.77-7	-66757-12 u.206 3 -2.1 1.745 33
519.2 14.0
-6.1	 0.7726	 0.5593 0.2133 -2.4 1.515 33499.8 15.0-=7.5	 U.^6^9	 J.5,,F4 O.L245 =2.3 1.432 _32-
481.3 16.0 -8.7
	
0.7697	 0	 X375 G. 2322_ 1.7 1.335 32_462. 7 '- 17.0 -1C .7 ^u.7676
	 0	 5335 0.23 LL 3 1 .0 1.138
_
32'-`
I..	 444.3 19.0 -13.3	 0.7621
	 0.6263 0.23:7 -1.2 1.033 33495.9 1y.1 -16.2	 .	 36	 0.51: 4 U.2	 8 -2.1 .81 9-457.8 2C.0 -19.0	 0.7512	 0.5.128 0.248. -3.1 0.579 32390.3 0 -21:5i. r50-0 489'7 0.260€3.-^ 3­ 0 ...575 32-
373.8 22.0 -23.9	 G. 7479	 0.4772 G:2707 -2.7 0.483 32U:7"4^5 ^.yb8^^i2772 ^u`9-32-__
341.7 2r..0 -29.6	 0.7399	 0.»615 0.2783 -1.1 0.350 323"25 . 5 25.0 - 151 . I 	 U .. r. 1	 6. 45 27 85	 -1.4 0:2 8 2	 32-
309.5 26.0 -33.3
	 0.7333	 0.4489 0.2844 -1.5 0.242 32
-29.4
2 79.7 21.0 -37.8	 0. 7236 	 0 . 4301
	 -0. 2935 -1.5 0 . 171 32
2~3:2'-
252.9 30.0 -.43.3	 G.72f6	 0.4205 C.30^1 -1.8 0.108 32
-	 9. - i .	 -46.'T1..'r
	
L6	 U04i4e C.3 jr,5 -2.0 G.L83 J227.3 32.0 -49.3	 0.7192	 0.4110 0.3083 -1.5 0.062 32-214.0 ._._ J:3.J -' = 52.0 _u.i2ul-^i.4077 Fi:3114 _ __0.;.9 A- -
202. 5
 
34.0 54 .5	 0.7163	 0_. 4036 0.3128 0.5 A
4 z6.0 959.3	 6 .7039 U.3a13^ =U.3 A 1 179.2 -0.314u612 0.8 A
1 -El •U	 o./	 1	 . 3659 aloU -
158.1 39 .3 -64.0	 0.7029	 0.3839 0.3169 -2.5 A l148.9 _ _35.0 ..,^6b.23-.` 0.°:6"`^T'.3819 G.3ZbT-70 =^1.9 -^^_140.3 _40.0 0-6 g ..7 96	 3._3319 0.3278 -0.3 A	 11 fi.U' X1.0_=09'.4: 0.70 D -0 37 9 0'.	 67 0.2 A
121.8 42.0- -68.8	 0.69°3	 0.3703 0. 329 0.3 A
li3 .3 4 3 . n --b7--F-M.15­3 d 	 .JO 2, 0 . .32 b6 J.7
106.1 4,.0 -67	 4	 0.6860	 0.3604 0. 32 b5 0.0 A fl
_. 99.4 45.0 -66	 9 ­--L 6857 -_ 0_3628 0. 3229 0 7'- A:
92 6 46.0 -65	 2	 6.6882	 G	 3615 053267 1.8 A
85.947.0 ^	 ~6355 - O:o928 U. 3o 2o'T0.3302
79.9- ,,9.0 -62.2	 0.69`.9	 0.3638 0.3321 u.0 A
74.3 9. -bZ.o	 0.6961. .	 C .
69.2 56.0 -61.7	 0.6957	 0.3687 0. 32 i1 0.3 A
_._ 64.3 .i.0.
_..--6115-'u:E95^-U: 3696`-0.^284:^=1:.6. A"--_.:
59.9 52.0 -59.7	 3.6911	 C.3599 0.0312 -3.3 A55.6 =87:7--'3.b377` 0:3538'-`0:3339 =4.6 A_^"
51.7 54.0 - 9 5 . 8	 0.68	 3	 0.3 1.78 0.3365 -6.4 A
45.3 56.0 -52.7	 0.6851 	 0.3386 6.3472	 '' -6.8 A
- - 1;2 -
 
o' - 57 : J°-^ i : 5'^n^T.3--0:33 ^3-C .	 5 u A	 }lSj
-	
39.9 58.0 -50-5	 0. 6F, 16_	 0.3324 0.3431 -1.2 A
.
5	 . - . . ^3 2- : 2 A
35.0 60.0 -49.2	 0.6871	 G. 3367 0.3565 -6.7 A
56 9
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tlT'TS -155 £*-,D- .i[h£'0LOOL'C£'bh-0'1295. 0£
v500T-£*7s£'0£T+7£101569'0£'5l^-0'T99'Z£
i
1FILTE =FO (Aljf t)Mi.TERSO ► cUF SUN	 FU-	 W..L 11	 AUG 1973 OPUS 16
PPE SS T I m E T- AIP F - UP F-ON F-NET COOL O-MIX R-MUM(M C51* _1rI ►11 (OFG	 C1 'tLY/M1N1(LY /MlNl(LY /M1N) ZDEG/UA) (br./KGf _ (PC)^
873.7 000 43.0 J•7842 1,.7111 0.0751 0.0 16.629 47
A5G:0 i:y-TT	 Z7	 .12 3^3:^-A.4 y 1 	IT-8 2E .1 2 .7 24.1 O. IS193 0. 70 It G. 1177 2.9 7 . l! i0 34
_ - 801.2 3.01.7-^:y00b- 0.5473 G. 1129 1.1 7.3152 _ 36
778.7 4.0 PS.N C.7A25 6.6725 0.1096 C.5 7.067 44	 1_
758.5
_
5.0 16.6	 t.7bE7 G.457b 0.1`91T .17G-1.5 46'
739.9 6.0 15.1 U. -583 0.6471 0.!112 •1.5 7.055 48
-723. A 7.0 1.3.7 3. 0.62 +3 0.1213 -1.8 6 .664 49739.0 8.1 11.6 0. 73990.61 39 6.12c0 -1.5 6.290 51690.1 9.0 -- 9.3 - 0.73C5_ 0.6027 6.1278 =1.4 _ 5.661 53




11.0 -- 1-.3 0 -.%7 G. 5741_0.1432 = .2 4.767 59 --
621.7 12.3 1.7 0.7084 0.54 92 ► .1552 -4.1 4.379 6 36C	 6	 1 3 .j -0. ,,.:241 J.-T 4 -4.v 4.131 66
5 y 0.6 _14.3 - 2.0 O. E890 0. L j e 9 0.1902 -4.5 5.595 62
- -	 561.1 15.0 -4	 --0.2045- - a .0 --3.472 ----68-
5+0.9 15.0_ -6.3 59 04? G. -#538 0.2209 -5.6 20950 66521.3 -17.0
_
=8.f-u.E69^ .4259 -- 0.2434 =5.s- 2.u^9 52502.7
 18.0 -^e . 5 3. E 6:3 0. 4619 0. 2E 34 -5.4 1.22 2 3 3
4
-1	 .1 C. 6 .h4 -3 13 fT u.. 7 c .1 i.i a 1 30
467.5 23.0 -11.2 1.6516 0.36 L 2 0.2874 -1.v_1.J35 29
+- 450 :2 -
_
3512--0.2787 •1.5 0.9'6-- 29	 -434.3 22.Q -1:.4 0.5252 0.3424_0.2828 - 4.5 0.746 26
420.7 ---23.0 -- = 17.T^^u.6335-a:333;	 0.999 -0.+-- 0.066----	 23	 -
408.2 21- -15.8 C. 6E92 0.42Ft 0.3341 -5.7 0.165 28
-S 1-r q Z5.0 - 21.0 5- 70 u . 3 1-77 -0.3'1 _ 9 -3.3 0 . 479 2T-
3 it. .2 2E.^ -23.1 :.6422 -CC..311b C. 33C6 -1.4 0.+66 29
- 371.7 --- 27:0-=Z^:3-5104'13- Y•J^C y C.335 i3 -2.3-3.406 -----29-
357.7 28.0 -27.0 0.642) 0.2978 J. 3442 3. 1 0.3;4 30
--343.-8-`-Z^.u--=2 0 ^b3i 2- L.230 :3L 4B 14.0-7.31531-330.3 3; .0 -31.3 0.[737 6.2826 0.2911 25.3 0.245 2 9
3 17.2 31.0 .. a . L s4 d_1 0.19.4 26.3 3.214 29
354.3 32.0 -35.4 0.4119 2834_G. 0.1295 20.0 0.193 29
-	 -	 2'92.8	 - -33.0
_
= 37:2-- 3.001 G.2790 -U.12C5 - - 8.0-4.1b6--7-30 --
ZA2.0 34.0 -39.0 0. L C 46 Go 282G 0.1226 -009 00143 30
-	 271.6 - 35.0 -4C .5 J. 4056 -- 0.2911 0.12.9 -2.7---0.123---30
2'39.A 36.0 -42.8 O. -L O :9 0.2713 O.IS46 -2.1 a.1C8 3J
24'q .+ _:4. 9 J. : .1 3-0
239.7 38.5 - 47.3 J. 3531 0.259C Z.13^2 3.5 0.073 31
-	 2304 -- 39.D -=48.7'-lI.Z792 --0.2356- --- 30
220.3
0:12.16 --4.20.057-
40.0 -5C.6 9.3680 0.2550 0.1130 1.0 0.057 30
:1.0 =^2.6 ^u.36c4 _L -2455^.11:9 -3:i A
^
2
rr) 0^ . 9 42.J -=°.1 :.3714 6.2425 J.1294 -6.5 A4 3 .0 -5i.1 z J.Z34T 0..L4iz • A
143.1 -.0 -59.4 0.3719 0.1245 0. 15 23 -4.7 A
^- 1'0 .7 "-" 45.0' -61.5`D:373a --Q. 2213`043521 =36--^
158.3 4b.0 -63.1 0.3713 0.2146 091°64 -2.6 A
--	 160.F -	 _L7:0 - -E4.4 - D: -3724- --Ti. 2105 -- 0.1E 19 ---=2.8 - -- __ A --
153.7 L".0 -05.6 0.3763 J.211A C. 1642 -2.5 A
1.7 .6 r -n • 5 J . Jf 74 u • ZI -2=- u • I FS L 9 - ---A -
142.2 FC.0 -69.2 C.370 C.2372 J. 16 r9 -1.6 A
--- 135.7 -	 51.0 -69.2 --J.37C1-0.20C:-7t:1E57 - -1.4 -A -
129.2 52.0 • 69.9 0.3615 0.1917 0.1694 -2.9 A
-- -- 123.1 - r3.0 - --; 0 . 8- 6.35'14-'TS. 1857 - D:37^i =5.5 --
119.) 5r.0 - 71.6 3.36 4.0 0.ib21 0.1819 - 10.2 A
- 11Z.6 77• • w U.J 4• -1!) . 9
107.0 56.0 -7C.5 0.3935 0.1753 C.2683 -21.8 A
--- 171.2 - rT: T = F,9 :S-T. ^D 3T-^I77i 1--^ : 23TI-=X5:4 j
96.0 °_8.0 -65.4 C. 6235 0.16^4 0.2630 -25.1 A
-M" -: %j . T ---;-o7 -oj J. 4,)Z,5 .I	 y 1 -ZIT-I -A	 -
17.0 63.0 -66.1 Go 41.32 0.15081 0.2924 -11.9 A
58
u
93.0 61.0 - 6E.0 C.64bl 0.1489 0.2971 -4.6' A79.1 t2.3 -0ob P. 4466 0.1+73 O.t973 200
7+.9 43.0 -fi .A S.--+SG ' O. I li fl _ S. 29 it* -0.7 A
l	 ?107 64.0-64.6 0.4463 4 .15 70 G.ZbN 2.2 A
57.3 h5.0
_ 
64.6 b.45U3 C. 1661 0.20L2 -501 A
63.7_ 16.0 -62.8 C. 65:2 0.1614 0.2937 -15.1_ A
60.5 --	 -67-.4 -- - --60.7 0.4	 L7.46.1 0 .- -	 --0.132 ---0.3059---23.1 A
57.4
I
63.0 -59.6 0_.	 764 0.15°4 G. 3210 -25.1 A
94.6 69.0
_
• E9.4 4.4896 ^.1i35 0.3361 -22.5 A
52.0 'I.0-5501 0.69E7 0.1554 0.3»13 •19.8 A
49.4 71.0 57.0 4.1594 0.3439 -22.6 A
46.9 72.0 -A.2
7.5C83 -
J.52CO 0.1010 0.3590 -3+.5 A
44.7
-
7390 -5:.4 J. 5339 0.15N5 0.3753 -44.7 A
42.7 74.0 _ -54.5 0.!691 0.1527 __0.3964 -43._7_ A_
40.7 -	 7 y .3 -53.8
_
0.595 0.14'6 3.4119 -26.7 A
35.6 76.0 -53.3 0.F609 0.1458 0.-151 -7.9 A
u 37.0 77.0 -52.7 0.5':2 O.IaF4 0. I•C98 3.4 A







G.+:88 6.9 AI	 _3104 N0.0__-'3.1_- 3.5669 0.1594- C. 407+ -600 A
i^	 29 .7 -52.5 u..73f 0.1631 0.4096 •20.0 A
-	 ?8	 9..052
81.0
-42.4 0.5'147 0.IcCO 0.6187 -36.2 A_
26.4 83.0 -52.1 0.799+ 0.1664 C0+320 -53.0 A
2;.1 9410 -51.5 Uabl'9 0.16 4-9 0.4459 •68.0 A
+	 23.6 95.0
_





J	 22.6 86.9 -49.7__^.c414 1.1607 0, '6 0 A -72.6
21.2
-
97.0 -,8.7 3.65;4 U. 17 l4. 6..9I'D -56.1 A
20.0 68.0 -48.1 J.6672 G o 1601, 0. 5u' •34.0 A
19.0 89.0 -47.6 O.o1:l 0.1670 -29.5 A
18.1 a0.0 -46.7 3.6825 0.170
O.SC81-
G.5C74 -57.7 A
17.2 910C -45.7 0.6919 U. 17:4 0.5215
-
-9307 A
16.3 92.0 -45.1 3.71 79 0.172 7 C.51,52 -66.0 A
15.5 93.0 -44.6 0.7303 0.169+ 0.5609 -14.0 A
14.6 94.0 -43.o 17.7219 0.1699 C. 5521 59.8 A





IFILTERED RA7IO":TE4;ON1)5 PUN FOR NSL 1?	 AUG 1973 OPUS 17
PRESS TIr'L T -AIR F-Uf F-UN F-NET COOL U-MIX -HUM_R__
(M r )
	 - (PTNI (O	 G	 C11LY / 4INIILY / t4 IN) lLY / M1N1
_
 COFG/0A)TG4/KGI tPCI
87905 L.7 27.5 J. 1,614 0.6372 0.02.6 0.0 13.5 1"6 62
--- 917 : ^^.'7-1^^i.:73^3 -0 : o: •-^i 0 50A . 0-^ :, 2 e---T_3
7dE.9 300 16.7 3.7209 Ca 6176 0. 1C 32 -0.3 8.972 58
- t54.1►-"-'^:^--^..^-;;7Cn^'0.b3E2
-01?^^7 - G.9 7.951 - 56--725.9 E:.a 12.5 0.70.1 0.894 J. 11 f•2 - 1.9 6.922 54_
- 699.7---e.0 1^.--7.7L2i ^:5.^0.1272 b.3c3-fib
674.1 7.0 7.6 O.E993 ,.3623 0.1370 -2.4 5.459 564 .. .T-u.o ^^i-^;.'^:.fib-^ ^4'.^ -	 .it 4. a'T	 44-625.0 Sea 3.7 0.E916 Jo--)J52 0.1563 -2.+ 3.2L-5 41





579.9 ilea 0.2 0.69:3 0.5110 0.1744 -1.7 2.406 39558.1 - -- 12.: --- -2.0	 O. f:9»T-095061 _ 0.11h5 =1.3
_ 
2.527---- -43-
535.6 13.0 -4.1 0.E8,40 0.506, C.1832 -1.2 2.536 483. 1 ,, .0 -. 1 .4	 33	 Go181. .J89 43
4929° 1.. G_ - 7.7 O.U7 l ;,.4822 0. 1 y 19 -2.1 2.007 46474.2 -- 169x rbJC---C-2.;3 .f	 1.391 33---455.^ 17.9 -11. 7 J.E6590.4539 _0.2120 -4.2 1.224 35
--- 4 37.0 - 1 0 .3 _ -213.6 ti. -66-10_ '^ . , +4 -1 6. 22 80__=4.31.1,5 36-
4 21.5 19.0 -15.6 ii.E711 0.4Zi3 0.2428 -3.9 1.021 37
436 .1 lc. -17.5 •	 94 I., ^.	 511 • •9„9 36
39000 21.0 -19.5 J. E639 0.4112 5.2527 -1.40.709 34
- 313:3 32.0 -=21.6 4:6561-0.»92+- 0.2539 •1.9_ 3.531 26
3 :9.3 23. x, -2`.0 0.65,7.7 0.3393 C.2610 - 2.5 0.43'. 201
--- 3-3.9 -'L».0 =26.7i.648^^.37Eo 0.0719 -3.3 3.365---29-
330.0 25.0 -29.2 6.c.99 093709 J.27 1i0 -2.9 0.295 28
u - 31.4 r.-C-2 1v o, Z	 Z. 0.256 29-
302.4 27.0 -33.5 0.65Cb 0.3614 0.2894 -1.0 0.216 28
-- 299.7 -289x=35:8^:^z90^359b-0 0-.181 29




 '`=ti + : 6--^, t : 7- 35 6 2-0 : 2 9 i :ice-.-^0.112-6	 -29
252.5 -1.0 -43.2 J. 63 46 0.3547 G. 2849 0.9 0.101 30234.x- 72. w -45. 4u.3 ,. 0. 28Z6 0.9 0.080 21
227.6 33.0 -;.7.9 0.5337 C. 3537 O.ZALO -0.1 0.066 30210.5 - -3+.0'-- - SO.t- _- 2:6311 - 1,7.3516 - C.2'95 -- -2.1 - ---0.056 - - - 3D-
2^6.3 75.0 -:2.3 J. F3^1 3.142. 0.2577 -4.5 A
196.0 36.0 ---54.3 0.o29J 0.3305 0.Z990 i -».5 --- A --
195.7 37.0 -55.9 0.627) J. 3173 0.30°7 -1.9 A
-57.6 a. -32 55 S it  -.30 86 1. 8 A
1b5.7 39•C -0L.1 3.E253 0.3257 C. 2996 4.4 A
-	 157.0 -- 40.0 - -= 62.6- -L` .E233 0.3339 -0.2594 4.1 -A--
149.7 6.1.0 -64.8 096200 0.3343 0.2858 1:7 A_
142.0 42.7 -66.5 O.b1r-1 0.3242 0.28 b9
_
=0.3 A
134.3 4390 -08.2 J.E152 0.32:9 L. 2352 -0.5 A
119.1 &•5.9 -70.0 7.E192 0.3315 G. 2877 -0.3 A
11C.b LF.0 - - 69.6 -- 0.6225 -0.3338"- 0.2W---1.5 -- A ---
133.5 .7.0 -08.9 C. i , 2-.3 4.3326 0.2916 -3.0 A97.6 .*8.0 -67.9 --- 0. 52 i6 -- 0: 3297 u • 29 E9 ---3.7 - --A_---
33.1 49.0 - E6*9 O.E2E9 0.32Eo 0.30 C2 -3.0 A
85.1 51 .4 -64.5 ^.62 30 x. 3222 0. J 	 C8 -4.0 A
91.2 -52.0- 62E2---0:3226`0.3036 =7.7 -A
77.2 33.: -b3.7 6•i3 uO 0.3236 0.3124 -9.1 A
73.4 - 54., -E1.-9-- 0.6443 --0.3223 -G.321i-=4
69.6 5°.G -59.5 0.64,7 7 ,932',9 0.3218 3.7 A
O	 .J .O. U  •L U. • jj - .J
62.3 :7.0 -57.8 C.o518 0. 3.72 0.3046 6.9 A
- --	
-- 'S8 . Q -- -5 8 .O--=TT:T-T: F535 --0.4 o-7:30Zt7--_3.I- --	 A ---
55.2 E9.0 -56.9 C.E557 5.3497 0.3060 -6.2 A
-51.7-b;-.:-- t^..-b-U ESBo x:34 A --
48.5 61.0 -54.6 0. t-&.33 0.3459 0.3174 -0.5 A
60
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAI. PAGE I8 P"
U
45.6 F2.0 •54.3 4.f691 0.3167 0.3124 3.1 A
.20N F3.0 -54.. 0.6727 0.46#-4 4.3074 3.1 A
i! 4C.3 64.: 1 J. 6719 0.351 1 O.S1U4 0.6
_ _
A
17.f; Fy.^ •''R.6 0.57x0 0.35x: 4.3116 1.4 A_
.14.7 6600 -53.7 0.6735 0.3u-4 0.1041 6.4 A
11 .5 7.0_ ^• : 3.6 0 . 6 7 114 O ..f 7 3 J 0 . ' 0 51 10.5 AI
C9.5
__.
0.'..'. -^2.3 5.c772 0..>79-0 t. 29is9 15.9 MA
27.2 E9.0 _ `SC.0..._0.-- b6'n _ C. 37:5 ,_0.2922._ 715 A
25.2 7 0.0 -4 4 .5 O.Eo2i 0.3717 C. 2854 13.4 A
23.5 71.0 -47.8 0966*0 0.3719 0.2821 -2. 5 A _
-297 .7 72. -4791 ^.67J7 Co 3861 6.2847 -2b.1 A
21.4 73.0 --5.5 0.6786 0.3832 ii. 29:5_ 35.5  A
20.2 74.: -43.9 0.6823 0.3763 0.?060 -21.9 A
t9.1 75.0 -+2.9 0.6790 0.3711 0.3480 2.9 A
17.9 76.2 •42.6 3.c717 0.3711 C.3C36 14.9 A
16.7 77.0 -42.2 O.o679 0.47?E C. 2953 12.6 A
15.5 73.0 -41.8 C.E729 0.37'8 0.2970 -1.9 A

















iC.9 82.E -42.7 0.69=7 0.3939 0.3038 25.2 A











IFILIL V LD f AUI(it:TE2:.0An[ fU;d FOR ,1 :U
	 11	 AUG
	 1973	 OPUS 18P^!'SS	 1I ► '::	 T -Alc	 F - UP	 F -I; ti	 F -NtT	 1.00L	 Q -`1IX	 R-HU4
	
(MCI	 1.1I t.)	 10tG CI(LY/ m IN! 4 LY /nl ' ( I (LV /P1.t1 Or- G/UAI (GN. / KG!	 (PCI878.1
	 O.P.	 47.0




	 ^^-3L :3-i.s5 ^^:9M[i L:^7 C3 -=77.si3:7^-03b-806.0
	 2.0_ _ 25.4 1. 32 H6 4.8497_!`...789
	 - G.3 13.'39_
	 51
	
-	 -	 --	 ---	 -777.6 --^.Q	 21.b 1.li Q2 ^. 1143 C. 45 b9
	 3.4 10.157	 50753.6
	 4.0











	 1:.7 1.22 E1
	 C. 4237 L.4654
	 0.0
	




	 8.9 r. 2u61_0.7629 0. 4b 32
	-5.1	 6.151
	 57








iL.O	 5.9 1.2368 0.7651 0.4717	 coo	 5.385
	 56
5990e - ii.G -- 3.^ 1.1403 Q. 7389 O.L519
	
3 -0	 4.516	 -55 -
577.4	 12. 7
	1.2
	 1.13c3	 J. 70 S9	 G.430a	 2.S	 3.SE7	 53





-3.2 1.10:9	 G.67G5	 0.43.4	
- 2.0	 2.951





	 -6.3 1.0925 0.6392_0.:532
	 -1. 4
	1.873	 40485.v




	 O:cGE9	 0. &.530	 0.4	 1.51 6
	3645C .
	 ..	 -1	 ., ci	 C.	 1.320	 35
433.9
	 20.0	
-13.3 1.0423 0.5941 0. 44 P4	 -0.9
	 1.112	 35







-1.8	 O.d38	 35355.4 - -23.0	 19:9-1:.2-^•E-u`::5 KT-- 1 .461'4 --=4:3-- 0.727	 35-
3 70.6	 24.0
	 -22.0	 1.0129	 x.5..45
	 0. 4E: 79	 D.13	 0.625	 35
--75 	 5.	 . 4 ,o . ^ o Z Us I-E 34	 z 15T-^-35-
341.7	 26.0	 -26.3 0.1971
	 0.5525 0.45-6	 4.4	 00439
	 34
-3 28.;'- i7:-5-=2 :z►-C'-r+7'rl-x:532'-L .:^7S-ti-3.+Ly35-31°.5	 29.7
	 -30.4 0. SS n3	 0.5297	 0. -4193	 402	 0.343	 35
	









_2 A0.	 35, .9	 .	 u .3uia 'w . 4c' L5 -	 0.7	 a.221	 35-
265.9	 32.0







	 0.. --G. AC 02 - G. .7E1 
- 0.424G 
---- 0.152	 3- --
2.4.1	 34.0
	 -43.3 .1.8934 0.+71.6
	 3. 4i a8	 1.6	 0.1 21 	 34232.3	 35.0 -----46.1 
-- J : 9880 c.	 L.1 36 --- C.9
	 3052 ----- 34 -
221.6	 36.0	 - .8.9	 3.8757	 6..335	 0.4162
	 0.2	 0.. 072
	 34
_-Z1i_-	
-..)1 Z 0. p 7c 3 u. ^537 L . .1 o:,
201.3	 39.0
	 -53.2 G.8624 0.4470
	 0.4154	 1.0	 A
192.9 --39.G	 -55.2 --- 0.8556 -
 0. 4457__0.:134 
--0.5 -	 A
I% .8




A176.1 - - 4 1.0	 5a.2 -0. 8515 --0.:368--
 0 -. 4i L. 	 =1:4	 A
Ibb.9	 42.0
	 -61.2 0.8475 0.42% 0.4179
	 -0.2	 A





-E4 .y 7.8359 0.4276 L. 4120
	 2.'	 A141.2	 45.0	 -67.2 3.8•.12 --- 0. 4339
-
 u..0 73 - _ 2.0 -	 --A
133.0	 46.0
	





-70.2 G. 5433 0.43:9 0.:470
	
-1.4 ------^
119.5	 4A.0	 -7C.7	 0.8432
	
0.434.	 00-G85	 -2.9	 A
-TTZ.	 -?'J^ZirL^^J: ? Eo
	 4	 A--
175.5	 53.0	 -6 q .3 0.8337
	 0.413A U.4115
	 -3.8	 A103.9	 51.0---- -oE .6---O.82E6--.-.=..4038---D:L227-- -2.6 _. 	 --__A_---
96.0	 52.0
	 -tb.5 G. 8213
	 1.3979 0.4234
	 -2.2	 A39.9
	 53.0 ` -6F.8 0. 6155 - 0.3S45
-_ 3. ;2=0	 -2.4	 -A54.1
	 5403	 -65.6 0.8172


















	 -62.2 J• IS O 73	 0.3970
	 0.4160
	 11.0	 A5^ T 0? :O--II :III o'JT
 u : 40 tiI ^:4T, :Z7- - 1-	 -	 A
59.9	 60.0
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'THIN) c0°C Cftlv/mIN I( Lr /•+IN I(L7 /M!N)-TOE G/OAT-(Gn/"T--IPCI
6 ?7.1 0.0 3F.0 C. 7446 0.67°2 C.04)6 0.0 5.140 13
---15f:I--1. 735..-^:x+412- iT."372 . *Z4- zv-826.9 2.0 27 .3 C. 7372 C.64;7 -0.4 90571 35
-s05:i'-3:) 25.2`'.740-0:6746 -.:bSb-G-D. 3: 65 -=2:7--9.661 35--
7 054.5 4.0 23.1 C. 75S3 G.66E4 0.0859 - 4 .2 8 .5$12 38
- 763.e 5:0^- 30:9-0:7567D: us if. Y.i3n -3.4 8:36 41
744.0 6.7 141.6 0.7495 0.6397 C. 1101 -2.J 9.106 44
-7 ,24.0 42rJ 0.1153 -1.v 7. 9 L4 48
704.3 8.3 14.9 0.7311 006123 _0.1166 -1.5 7.670 51
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_611.! 12.0 4.8 ;,.6939 0.55;.6 u. 1391 -2.5 5.401 61
537.10 13.0 Z.2 0 .6876 Go7 _ 51i -3.7 4971-9 61
564.7 1&..G 0 . 4 3.68 J2 0 .5Jw9 0.17-3 -4.7 4.434 64
-- 544:5 1:.I -i.4- O_1697 E.Ol21 - 1.1876 -5.3 33-4$ 54--525.6 1E.0 •3.3 0.65P5 0.;.5 2.2 C.2074 -5.6 2.-.24 42596.9 17.0 -S.f x.6492
	 3.4252 0.2240--3.^ i.4L0 21
498.3 19.9 -6.5 1.0401 0. 1-015 0.2473 -4.5 0.919 19
-4-70.7 13.0 . 0616M-76 .	 h, 7 0.2 -3.8-- .8$1 1
444.2 2C.0 -9.1 0.L383 0.V of 0.2E C2 -311 0.813 19 437.9 ^1.^ i1.T 1. b3E9^.3539 0.2730 •2l -0.720 19_
422.1 22.0 - 1 3_.2 0.6313 C. 3491 0.2623 • 2.2 0.627 19
407.1 -^3.0 -15.9-'^.t2 r 2-0.3.L 6 D' 28 44 -1-.9 0.579 ZC
393.: 2..0 -17.9 ;.t-1c9 J:3.1.3 9.2626 -C.9 0.460 20
----377 - 6 0.3272	 1# -1.6
364.3 26.0 -228.5 0.603 0.3105 002938 -2.2 0.347 24
-749:6--27.I 24:T-G: 59 g7 u.3;ii^-0:f9a6--=i.^b.303 20
33504 24.6 -27.3 0.5976 0.2946 G.3030 - 106 0.258 203 217.T 29.T - 4.3-^ T9	 3d76 -1- 3(Y33 -2-.2	 Z1+	 26-
309.4 30.0 -31.6 S o 554-5 0.2736 0.31-.9 -3.3 0.182 21
-297..7-31. 0. 25 64 ..)191 -3.9 0.166 21
256.0 32.9 -35.1 u. 5763 C.24t-7 0.	 293 •2.60.144 21
-_- 274.2 --33.0 -37.2--0-573'§-0.24e	 0 .3335 =0.6 _ 6.123 21
262.9 14.0 •39.3 u.5712 0.2417 0.3295_ 0.5 0.104 21
-- 252.0 - $F.0 =+1.5 u.56b0 --0.2437 0.3246 -O.I 0.0417 - -21 
240.9 76.9 -43.6 n .46E6 7.2379 C. 3257 -3.1 0.073 21
-230. u. >00 _	 V u. 4G5	 - 4. 3 0.060 22
219.9 34.0 -4-.5 U.47C7 0.22;1 O.S499 -3.1 0.049 22
269.9 -- 39.0 ---- -= 49.9 0.5741--0.22i^- D.3524 ._-2..i 46-- 2
200.1 ^.^.3 •_52.3 1-.:760_0.2265 C.3*95 -C.8 A191.2_Z1 -0 .b-0. f736 0.2261 x.3495-2:9 -
192.7 -2.0 -5E.4 0.:756 0.2178 0.3578 -5.0 A
165.9 1-4.0 -0.3 G.5d42 C. 2J 91 0.3751 -4.6 A
-- 158.7 5871 -- Z0F9-0--3820 •2:9
1.9.8 46.0 -64.1 0.4853 0.2060 0.3853 - 1.9 A
-- l42.5 - :7.0 -65.8 0::822 --0.i9 -9--- 0.36+.5 --
135.4 $1.0 -67.1 3.5766 0.1926 C.38c0 -2.9 A
-v ._ - 5.z
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86.5 56.0 -66.9 J•5619 0.163! 0.4010 0.6 A
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50G.4 19. -6..5 7.4246 0.62(5 0.2025 •1.1 16219 25
493.7 20.9 -9.2 0.8277 0.6270 0.ZGC8 •0.9_1.090 25
-- - 467.^ -- 21.0 -10.7 Q•92i9 G.^.2'2 G. 201 L7 -1.3 -0.93 - --20
45107 2?.^ -13.2 :.52(2 C.b143_ as 2119
-1.5 0.789_ 26435.5 23.0 -i:."> 0. X214 0.6057 0.2147 •i.i 0.6ei; 26
419.5 24.3 •17.7 ;+ .8199 G.6J36 0.21E3 -1.1 0.713 31
4764.5 25.0 -20.3 dotJ 76 0.60u5 0.2170
-1.9 0.605 32
__389.? ?off:
-22.7 u.B:iZ C.Sdb i G. 2246 -2.9 0.518 33
375.0• 27.0 -2-.7 .d^9i 0.56 i 0.23.6 -2.7 0.462 33
^_ 350.f 28.0 -25.6 79 ?4 1,.:490 0.24034 -G.8 0.391 32
3x6.1 24.9 -26.9 3.78(1 J.5'73 3.2x:7 1.4 3.314 30	 j332 .9 30.3 - 3 1.2 3. 789 `I 0. 5595 0.2314 2.7 0.261 3G
320.0 11.0 -33.3 0.7394 0.	 652 0. 22 L6 2.4 0.223 31
317.0 32.0 -35.2 0.7895 0.5676 0.2210 0.7 0.194 31293.9 33.0 -37.2 0. 78 32 0.:6340 -.-0.2157 --- -1.7 -- 0.172 --- 31
291.4 3..0 -39.. 0.1-731 0151.71 0.2259 -L.6 0.139 31
269.7 35.G -41.3 J. 7613 0.5207 0.?466 -b.4 0.111 31
258.1 36.0 -.'.2 C. 753 Co 4-973 0.2580 -5.5 0.107 31
246.0 3'.0 -45.6 0.7603 Go 4915 0.2E85 -3.0 0.092 31
233.9 1.8.0
	 _ - 4R ,v 6.7621 0.+9 116_ 0.2E 75
-0.1 0.066 31
222.0 3Q.0 -50.9 C. 77:'S - 009 1 0.2664 1.7 A211.3 4009 -53.3_ G. 7816 0.5213 Co 2604 296 A201.7 1.1.0 •55.: 0.7839 - -G.527T - C.25^i2 3.4 -8-
1 52.0 42.01 - 5 7.5 0.7817 0.531 8 6.2499 3.5 A192.2 43. 2 -19.3 ,i .	 7 ov 0. X3':4 u.2,33 2.9 A
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1 3_8 .0 4300 - 5 7. 5 0. 7677 C. 5695 0.25 i2 -8.3 A
129.9 49.0 -65.8 9.7667 u. 4909 u. 27:7 -6.6 A
122.3 50.E -70.1 0.7677 0..63Q 0.2818
-2.6 A
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93.2 E4.0 -69.1 3.764-o 0.•922 0.2722 -0.6 A8	 .4 5-.c -06.5 J .7.,h2	 i...	 ,. 7 3.4746 -1.1 A82.6 Ffi.0 -55.0_ 0. 7659_0. *907 0. 2752 0.5 A
--- 78.0 ---57.0-- -63.b J.T635 Ii.4^i1 0.2T^4 1.2 -- -
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6	 .4	 . J 6	 0.76 0.2 A
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_1.6869 1._.82:: 9.11;~3 3.9 13.594 35
842.9 5.0 - -27.8 1.0668 ^J.829. 1..11394 2.7 99947 35
8 21.3 6.0 2:.7 1 .063J 6. 827 6 0.2304 1.3 5.563 3 4
797.1 7.4 23.2 ,1.6521 0.3175 0.2346 0.9 7.329 32	 r..^
771.9 e.0 2^.5 1.C343 C.8C14 . 0.2329 0.3 6..30 32
7'46.7 9.3 17.8- 1.C122 0.7892 0.1230 0.9- -- 5.832 34
7234^ 15.2 C.2243 1..3._5.728 _38
698.9 11.0 12.7 6.9846 -­ C. 761.3 C.2203 1.1 6.046 46
675.3 12.0 10.1 0.9708 0.75AL 0.2129 0.9 5.776 50
651.6 13.0 7.5 0.9572 0.75C3 C.2070 -0.4 5.536 55
_625.3 1..0 4.9 0.9472 C.2153-1.7 5.214 61
606.0 15.0 2.3 ^.93s5 G. 7078 0.?278 -1.9 _ 4.455 59
584.7 _ IF.0 0 . .2__C.9189_ 0.6945 __0.23•~--_-1.4 2_.877_ 43,__
564.5 17.0
-1.8 0.40 2b G.5o o2 0.2334 •1.to 1.609 27
5-5.7 19.: -3.3 1 * 6911 C.654C •'..2371 -2.4 1.280 23
°28.0 19.0 -3.6 J. 98.4 C.63°1 C.2452 -3.5 10195 22
510. J_ 20.0 _ -3.3 Jo8829 0.61 0 0 0.2638 •3.6 10164 20_
' 491.4 21.0 -3.. U.tl9^1 G.61G6 6.2735 •3.0 1.195 19
-	
474.2 22.0 _ -4.7_ ].1896 C.60 93 0.28:3 - 2.3 1.,181 19
456.8 23.7 '!•E.9 ].HeA5 0.67110 O.dtl65
-1.9 '7.952 19
440.2 24.0 -9.1 0.d823 G.^910 C. 2913 •1.7 0.863 20
423.9 2.3 -11.7 0ot738 0.;794 C.29ti4 -1.7 J.'32 20
477.9 2E.0 -14.5 0.87C1 Z.57C0 ;;.31.:1
-1.9 0.61-t 20_
3n2.1 27,,j -30 9..j 9661 Q. 5611 O.d0F' 6 -2.1 0.519 20
_377.2 
--
23.0 _-19.8 b.P647 0. 5S 35 0.3112 -2.3 0.45__1 20-362.7 - 2'3.0 -22.3 C. e5e9 0.5422 003167 -22 0.3	 2
348.0 33.0 -24.3 J.8542 0.53C9 0.3234 -1.4 0.333
20	 ?^
21
33-.7 31.0 -25.7 0.d,,	 3 0.5207 C.32b7 -0.6 0.297 21
322.1 32.0 -27.9 J.8427 1..521.2 G. 3225
-0.1 0.269
369.3 33.0 -3C.3 C.i3 ,^3 C. 511.6 0.5237 -0.2 0.236 ! 23
296.1 3-.0 -32.50.8326 >lEd_C. 0.3264 Col __0.2C3_ __23
253.8 35.G -34.1
_
0.82.4 0.1.952 0.3265 0.d 0.175 23
272.2 36.0 •36.2 1.8160 0.4955 0.3204 102 00146 23
201.1 37.0 -38.4 u. 0 059 0. 4 ,114 0.3185 G.5 0.122 23
?-9.5 3A.0 -_#C.7 0.60:3 C.48(6 0.3187 -0.50.lei 22_
237.6 35.7 -43.0 0.OJY7 G. 4794 0.3213 +1.4 0.083 23	 i
225.6 40.6 -45.4 C. 7 953 0.47C9 0. 	 4
 -1.9_0._067 22
214.2 41.0 -47.9 u.79*0 G .46C3___ 0.32	 7 -109 0.054 22
203.0 41100 3.7868 6..529 C.33t9
-1.6 A
193.1 43., -02.9 -T.-7 -SE-4 0.45C0 0.33:3
-1.1 A
19309 44.0 -56.3 7.7831 0.4476 0.3355
-0.2 A
175 .0 45.0 -- -57.3 - - x.7803 004~32 - 7. 33 72 0.7 .7
165.9 45.0 -50.3 0.7743 0.4 11 0.3337
_ _0.8 A
1:7.2 47.7
-61.3 0.7722 1".^4G9 C. 3312
-0.4 --- A
1*809 .49.0 -F2.9 6.'557 0.•572 G. 3325 - 2.. A
141.0 (.9.0 -6••.4 J.1665 0.~291 0.3404 -3.0 A
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125.2 F1.G -60.7 0. 7b 13 0..9160 ,'.3+47
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117.6 52.0 -67.6 0. 7559 0. .147 _0.3412 - 0.0 A
111.2 F3.3 -68.9 is. 75^1 0..102 0.3439 -1.1 A
10. .7 5.. -7C.1 0.7517 3.4)=2 G.S464 -2.0 A
;9.5 . 0 - iC. ..	 1 C.	 Ro 7 .0485 -2.1 A
92.5 56.0 -70.2 C.7418J.3920 0.3499 -2.6 A
-	 37.0 --57.0 - -69.9 x.1-49_0 *_ 3878 _x.3535- =3.3 A-81.7 59.0 0.7.389_0.3920 0.3569 -4.1 A
76.9 F =b4.b	 x.733 0.37 0 -1..3599 -4.6 -- A
72.7 6C.J -62.0 3.73C2 3.36E3 6.3639 -4.13 A
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
















67.7 6100 -60.7 x.7310 ' U.3b27 0.3683	 -' - 4.1 A --
03.4 E2.0 -59.6 x•73? 7 0.3612 0.3715 -4 .3 A5 y .0 ^3^.0 -58.8 :.73:3 0.3019 _- 0.3734 =4.1 A-
5S.9 14.0 -68.7 J.74LS 0.36n7 ;5.3761 -'t,.4 A
52:x-63:0-=.1+:^-7.T.3^'2^.:7'^4:^
49.3 bb.0 -57.3_ 5.74'0 0.3624 C. 38 46 -5.2 A
:0.4 	 67.J
_
-56:3 x: -41.8 _L. 3:47 - G.381U 8",j--O -.-_ A
43.4 FB.: -:S.7 i.74ni 0.36'1'3 0.3659 4.9 440.7 64.0 - 55.4 0.7491 Ii. SbA1 C.3tf1C 6.4j--	 - A	 -31 92 70 of -°. f. .7 0. 7486 0. 3727 0. 3700 q ,0 A
'35.8-T1.^ ^3.^u:7ZT^O:37C0^7i.3i.S1 w -5
33.4 72.0 -52.7 0.7 1-53 C.374^ G.37.8 3.1 A
31.1 -i3.0 X 31.5 '0.5433 _G•3731
	 0.3102 0
_ 
:5 A29.0 7 1-.0 -49.7 0.7351 0.3695_0.3712_ -1.6 A27.2 _ -75.0
_
-..7.8-V0-^3S9 - 0.3639 0:3720 =3.1 A25.4 76.0 --vL.6 0.7344 0.3615 0.3728 -4.1 A_
23.677: -46.0 0 i 0. 37 4o3 -5.*




79.0 - +5.1 '0.7435 _ 0.364- 9-6:3716 -6.5 _A
18.5 80.0 -44.7 0.71.43 Go36c1_0.37H8-11.3 A
17.2
_
A 1.3- --+w.2 u. 74- 0_ 1:3650 ^i..819_
 - 20•^
16.9 X2.0 -43.5 J•7507 J. 3522 6.3894 -36.0 A
. -4 3 6C;6 CoS967
-	 .4 A
13.5 84.0 -42.2 0.7645 C. 3614 G04J30 -35.2 A
12:2-65.0 -41.x-0.7T1^6.361N-^.^.096 ^32.^ b
10.9 86.0 -40.9 0.7777 6.3582 0.4194 -2.8.8 AtT:77g17- L.3S:o-3.4n =21.1 A
























tMIN!	 tt)'EG t:lilrinivitt.r /^i 'I1t1Y/MINI!
°.J	 27.o	 C. 7066	 0.7531	 • 0.01-65
107	 26.7	 J069'9	 0.7353 -6.C374
0	 2	 .4	 3.a9l^ti	 40.68A	 3.u1636.2___60-2.	 -
3.0	 23.5	 0.6939	 6.6529	 0.0410
_
400
	 21.5	 -O^t54-4	 O.o2-	 0.05')6
--6 .0 --	 o19.5- 	0.E7E5	 33.5949	 000818
5. 1
	 7.3	 G. iA59	 C.56 74 	 0 .6V 5
7.0
	 11-.9	 0.6519	 0.5484	 O.1C 35
^.0
	 12.1	 0.6377	 0.5325	 0. 1052
9.0
	
9.3	 ' G. 62t3
	 0.5104	 0.11 5 -





7	 0.46.5	 u.15 I.1^


















•3.7	 5.099 -- --29 -
-2.6	 4 .997_	 31
-1.?	 5.199	 37














3.5844 0.L2E3 0.1560 2.7 1.2.9 27
.









5-44.6 16.0 •9.9 3.°691 3.+476 0.1215 1.6 0.711 21___
524.5 170 • 116 _ ^.56E0 0. 4v 5G 0.1210 -2 1 0.6;4 21
53F.2 19.. 0 • 13.
.
3 u.5657 0.4261 0.1390 -5.2 0.595 22
49	 .2 19.0 -15.2 C.5b45 ;.3309 C.16.6 -5.8 0.539 22
467.7 20.0 -17.4 0.561+ 0.378G _0._163'. -4.7 00•043 21
---448.9 -- 21.'^ = 19.7 u. .539 0.361 0.1925 -3.6-- 3.382 21
431.9 22.0 • 21.9 0.5461 0.3-Ei 0.2067 -3.7 0.325 21





4;.C.2 24.9 -26.5 0.5393 0.33123 3.22E6 -4.3 0.240 22
34 1 .1 25.0 -28.7 0.5342 0.299 0.2393 -3.5 0.212 22
36'0.1 26.0 -3J.9 0.:282 C._2817 0.21-66 -2.5 9.175 22
351.0 1-7.0 -32.9 0.:213 C.27G9 0.2564 -2.0 0.151 22
337.A 25.0 -35.0 0.°_173 0.0663 0.25 1-0 -2.1 0.131 22_	 _
32°.5 29.0 -37.2 0.5169 0. Z5 E;6 0. G6 u3 •2.5 0.113 23
314.1 30.0 -38.9 6.:1 1-6 0.2489 C.2E:6 -2.7 0.095 22
302.1 31.0 -40.4 0.5089 u. 2344 C. e7G5 -2.7 0.086 23
245.7 32.0 -41.9 J.:C18 0.2253 0.27c5 -2.9 0.076 23
277.4 33.1 -43.4 0.49 L4 0.2134 0.2830 -3.0 O.Ob9
- _
23
205.8 34.0 --41-.9 3.4915 0.2619 0.2696 -3.1 0.061 22
254. q 35.0 -46.4 0.4862 0.1924 3. 2949 -3.8 0.6E4 23
2+4.3 36.1 -4A.0 C. 1-821 u.1813 3.3008 -4•b 0.050 23
233.5 37.0 -40.6 J. 1-823 0.1679 0.x120 -5.4 0.343 24
223.4 19.0 -51.3 0. &•787 0.15E7 0.3220 -6.0 A
213.7 39.0 y -52.9 004766 0.1459 - 0.3307 -- -6.3 --	 - - A ---
205.1 40.7 • 54.6 0.4755 0.1336_ 003419 -6.9 A
197.3 41.3 -- -56 - C.-729 - 0.1211 0.3517 ----b.6 - A -	 -
199.1 42.9 -58.2 0.4696 0.10 °4 C.36i4 -6.4 A
1N1.1 43.0 -59.9 0. 1-661 C.091 1- 0.3677 -5.5 A
173.? *+.? -61.- _Co4630_:.CdE6 C. 3770
--	 -
A
166.5 45.0 -6.3.0 0.4580 0.u784_ 0.37 y6 -1.2- -A
156.4 46.7 -h4.8 0.4533 0.0742 0.3791 1.6 A
150.4 47.9 -66.4 0.4497 0.0757 0.3740 --- - 3.2 --- A --
1 1-3.1 48.9 -67.7 6..4L4 r .J774 0.3690 3.6 A
130..6	 4.4.0 -68.7 0.4435 C.0787 0.3648 2.5 A
130. E 53.0 -59.70.4420 0.0798 _3.3622 -0.5 A
124.7 51. C -70 .5 0.4 4-11 . J 772 0.36 39 -3.1
_
A





u. •431 0.0676 0.3751--- 0 . I A
107.4 51-.0 -73.4 C..434 0.0594 C. 3740 4.7 A
101. 4 ..• .4 0.J o
i	 95.9 5609 -74.2 J. 4381 0.835 '0.3:46 6.6 A
{	 ---92.2 z7.7 =T4.-6-^.^J^G0:388-^^i.35C5^--7.8 -- A - -
88.7 59.0 - 74.9 0.4423 0.09EG 0.3463 6.8 A
^c
.'S- :9 -^ IT. 447-4 3 .13	 -C	 if a 4.6 -	 4 -





77 .5 ^-	 ; . 1 -	 ... 0.	 --700.1:3Ta_.0.3^G.7 "_`^.^ -A ..7.3.3., • .	 t,2.r0 -	 , cl 0.4554 0. 1L^l9 66.345.5 5.1 ---A -I
-• e9.0 • 63.0--`•- ^3.9__ if.L;E2_._0.i2^,5-' a•.329s--^-^----^.J e
64.7 64.0 -73.5 C.4541. #,.1.2 gr1 4.3259 3.2 A
-60.	 .5. -73:^ L -G tl	 u.	 1^`^:32i6-i:^ _ A
56.3 E6.0 -72.9 0.4613 0.13F2 0.3251 3.1 A__ 5 3 . A --c 7 ^ ^-=i 2 .3-C .-A 3 G--G . 1 . C 2	 i'O . 321 5.9
!^ 51.9 68.0 -71.8 ft. 4621 u. 1427 as 319* 7.9 A_ 50.3oy :0_=71:6- ;...o36-G :1^^9-x.3117 10.3 A
48.9 70.0 -71.2 0.46E3. 0.1498 C.S155 1103 A-
43.2 72.0 -7C.4 3.-bc4 0.1636 _0.3'32 11.3 A4G.3 _ 73.0- ' -69.9 304675 -0.1650 C.2S y 5 12. A




- 6? . 7 - Z:rb 74--- C.
 17 0 2 0.2801 d.a	 ----	 A
35.3 76.3 -08.. ,.4697 C. 1815 0.2651 2.5 A_
.
-o ^^G. id 9 6 .T














A28 . 1 --8 1
 : Cr-- be 6 7 . ^ 713-C, . 19 :1--^: 2 7 41--^ . 9 ----
26.7 82.0 -6t... 0.4721 0.19L7 0.2773 5.8 A
X5.3--F u. f- T 27 g o	1 0.2777 1 2.523.9 B4 .0 -^,4.6 0.4711 C. 195. 2 0.2719 15.7 A
_	 23. -3 ^^f5:0--=65 :: 	 :,. 14673- _0: 2022--0: 2t 51 11.3
22.0 8600 -65.5 J. 4652 6.2016 0.2676 3.5 A
-	 21.0 _^__7.^.0_=515- 1f: ^72^- ^. 2u 2c - a. 27 , ;3 12-.5 -A--
2G.0 -F5.4 0. 47(,4 6.21C1 0.26E3 37.6 Ad9.G
"t .1- z•ZT / 7	 •	 lj 7
18.0 9J.i -64.4 0..7 r-7 3.23t& 0. 1. 4 52 39.8 A
--17•D` _^-^ti27-0:249- -
16.0 9203 -64.6 0.4472 0.2461 &.2412 -16.0 A
--15.0_-X53.3-b^.^-'J.-.^iC6--Y.242C -G -2A -8y-=22:3 V-
I i. . 1. 94.3 .-0 4 .2 3. -930 G. 2.15 0.2:15 -16.5 A
-c4.1 J. 49t. U. • 401 0. 2517 -4. A
12.2 46.0 -64.0 0.!014 0.2485 G.2329 -3.2 A
- - 11.4 97.0 - - 04 . 0-3.F0 13 0.2503 G. 2510 -13.0 -	 A
L
iG.6 99.0 -b's.9 ►:
	
,i3 1.2488 0.2542 -3c .5 A
9.7 59.0 -b3.d J. t056 0.2.9 0.2601 -=0.3 -^ ---	 A
6.9 100.91 -63.9 9.5&98 0.238E 0.2713 -47.1 A
7.3 1C2.) -64.3 3.5146 C.25E5 '.2 7 81 25.1 A
173.3 -64.,*-- - 0:51E2 - 0.24°1 - O.Z681 54.6------^
5.5 1i I. - 64.3 u.:172 0.2583 C. 2: 89 67.2 A
----	 4.8 1^S,	 . -44.1- L. 5179 ._ 0. 2r. x.249.--51.2 A
3.^9_	 -1^:.-6.^.^! -63.8 6.:116 0.24,;0 26.5 A
. 3




 -63.4 0.t257 G. 2796 0.2461 -17.0 A
3.0 109.9 -63.3_ 3:5264-- G. 2830 0.2•.68 -_ 90.7 --- ---- A--
2.9 11C	 z -63.1 6.:262 Os 21 L-5 C. 2417 252.7 A
2. 4 111:0 -	 -63.1 - -'J:525Q.._0^ 2585" -ii23b5--302:4 A-





1FILTE 0FO FADIOMETER.0N0= Oun FOR Pm5 ;	 SEP 1973 OPUS-25
P17ESS TIDE T-AIR _ F-UP F-IN F-NET COOL O-MIX 4-MUM
(M P) IMIN) I icG Ci ( LY/MINI ( LY/MINi
_
( LY/MIN) (O,ti/OA) IGM / KGl (PC)
_____952.7 0.° 3Q.0 x.77 ..2 O.uJ21 0.171 J.0 12.846 35
925.: 1.: 30.4 J. 79&-S 0. 63 0 0.1£81 3.0 9.485 35
897.5 2.9 2797 1.79P3 4.6376 0916°.7 -1.2 9.645 36
















- --916.;; 5.0 23.4 ).792 006121 0.1872 --1.1 7.884 35
790.3 6.0 21.0 3.7944 ,;.5033 0.1911 -1.0 7.019 36
76'.7 7.G 18.6 J.79Cb 0.59 1-3 6.1964 -1.1 6.495 37
7.2.3 R.9 16.4 a.7834 0.5832 C.2LC2 •1.2 6.160 39
_	
71P.7 -	 9.0 --	 13.9 3.77,9 0.5703 0.20 1.6 - 1.5 ---5.603 40
695.1 10.0 -- 11_.1 J. 7682 
--





672.3 11.0 11 .4 0.7626 - 0. 5422 0.2265 -3.O -5.059 --49-
631.0 12.9 6.9 J. 7564 0.5205 0.2359 -3.3 4.947 53
629.7 13.0 4.9 0.7471 6.4986 0.2465 -390 2.986 35

















---545.6----9 -17.; -1.J 6.7338 ^.4r^1 0.21199 •-2.1 1.673 26
525.2 19.0 -3.5 0.7323 0.4393 0. 2q 30 -1.6 1.479 26
rG .8
	 19 .0 -..8 Z.7281 0.4J350 29 . 6 -1.6 1.266 26
97.1
-





2-10. --- - ­ -0.7233
_	 .._.	
--16.-*129 -	 -.3134 -----1.6 ---	 -391.0 - -27
451.8 22.9 -12.7 0.7192 0 o 4G S- C.31 35 -1.6 0.869 27_
-14.6-007129 0.399 C..Sic.9 -1.7 0.753 27
41. 6.7 2,,.0 -1:.9 0.70f5 G.3R37 0.3231 -2.0 0.721 27
401.9	 2`.0-1^. MT C.3 5^ j^	-2.1 0.646 26
385.4 26.9__ -20.1 0.7053 0.3701_ 0.3352 -1.7 0.496 25
369.5 2),	 0 -22.^G.i0:J C.36 L.2 J.342
_
-12 0.440 25
354.4 211.0 -21..4 4.7035 x.3623 0.3410 -1.
.
0 0 . 387 25
3J9.7 29.0
_
-?E•.6 .7G3o .3b :1 .343$ =C .6 0.331 26
3P6.3 31:a -2Q.1 G. 7017. J.35Z? 0.3469 -0.2 0.286 27
312. 31.G -3C.9 x.6978 L.s529 0.3 49 6.3 0.252 27
258.7 32.0 -32.6 0.6934 4.3507 4.3427_ -0.10.233_ 27
284. 01 33.0 -34.0 C.6886 Q.34f0 0.3426 -1.2 0.199 28
271.2 34.2 -37.1 0.6971 0.3374 _0.3497 •2.2 _06166 _26
255.6 35.3 -J9.7 O.t8t3 G. 3312 0.3551 -2.5 0.131 29 -
245.6 3c.0 -42.4 0.6870 0. 32 F0 0.361u -1.8 0.107 29
233.2 37.0 -4L..9 u. f: 864 0.3219 0.:.6+5 -G.7 0.085 28
221.0 38.0 --7.4 :.c8-9 C.^207 0..3642 0.2 0.0E9 28
210.3 39.1 -49.9 0.6829 0.:223 0.3666 - -- 0.7 0.055 - 28
194.4 (.G * G -52.7 u.t814 _0.3244 0. 36 C7_ 1.0 A_
166.3 1.1.9 -.5.3 ].6791 0.3191
_
0.3600 1.2 A
178.3 42.0 -57.7 0.6750 G.s193 -.3557 1.5 A
16 4-.4 43.3 -: 0 . 7 v. 67 IS 0. 310 0.3.26 1.4 A
160.3 +.4.G -61.5 0.tt90 0.3174 0.3516 0.5 A
1 F 1.1 45.0 -	 --63.2 0.66E0 0.311-7 0.3512
-	 .
-1.0 A
142.3 46 . ; - 6S .2 j. 66 39 0.311 : 0.35 29 -2.8 A
135.3 4.7 .0 -66.9 0.1643 0.JJ^7 0.3597 -3.4 A
127.7 v8.0 -67.8 0.6645 0.29 83 0.3 6 t3 -2.5 A
120. 49.0 -69.3 U.667^- 0.30(7 C.3b67 -1.3 A
112.5 59.6 -71.6 j.6699 C. 3043 . 0.36:5 - ..4 A
105.7 01.0 -71.6 - 0.E7
►5 .
G.3GE2 0.3602 ----0.2 A ---
99.5 52.0 -72.3 C. 67t9 0.30890_.3682 0 . 1 A
93.7 -- ! 3.6 - -72.7 0.E796 G. 3121_0.3665 0.6 a -
87.7 54.0 -71.7 u.i786 u. 3129 0.3657 -C.6 A
62.# 55.0 6cs .9 3. ES CI CoSi	 b C.Jor.5 -1.1 A
77.6 564 -E8.1 3.6872 0.3161 0.3711 0.3 A
73.0 5700 -6^.4^.6^0^ .3204 0.3666 4.2 A
68.7 58.0 -64.9 _3.6869 0.3233 C.56a6 5.2 A
64. X9.0
_
-c3 . 2 0.6800-^ .32 ^5 0.3543 3.3 A








b2.) -SC .0 :.0912 0.3.iZ7 r 11
	 2.4_ AC:3
	
` 50.3	 b3.0	 -6G.0^-J.cQ44-0.3Sp9	 565---3.2
	
A





_-41.1!	 E6, .0	 -5895 0.695.8 0.3344C.3574	 -12.9	 A
	


















7G.0	 -52.9	 G. 7272 0.3538
	 6.,i735
	 2.8	 A-








28.0 '-T3:0 =40.2 0.7421 0.3634 O.s79f	
-6.b	 A
	
26.2	 74.0	 --A.7 J. 74 b1 C.Sofc 0.3901
	 -102	 A
	




23.?	 76.3	 -r	 7-5
	
7.6
	 r.4	 0.372 s.
	 0..°,770
	 9.9	 A
- 1-6.5 i. 7 4-.-r- 0 .	 0 0 * 3-737	 9.9
	




-. F-	 ^.7^ai 1.371i ^5: 723 ---4.2	 A
	


























13.5	 85.L`^-•.J	 6.?b41 x.3931 G.37F0
	 23.6	 A
j 12.5 _ 46.6 -42.9 0.760 0.3968_C.3649 26.4 A
	
11.6	 67.0	 -42.0	 A
	
11.2	 8d•0	 .C.5	 3.7555	 0.4 y4.8	 0.36-7	 -0.2	 A
•	 •	 b . r	 O	 •	 • 0 ',4 	 -	 .	 T-
	9.9	 90.0	 -39.7
	 0.7723 0. 019 6.3703
	 -21.7	 A
	
--5.2 -z+i.7	 ;.D--6.374, =-9.9- 	A
	









	 v 0 .1.496 G .3776-51. 0
	6.1
	 96.0	





IFILT^ti ( J FAf204:.
	




















































































































T=RCChG_ FUr: FOit PM5	 7 S
- P 1973
T-AlQ
	 F -UI-	 F-0N	 F-LLT
	 COOLIO:G CIILY/MINi * ILY/4,NIlLY/ y INI lOI:G/O





29.7 1. 1 1-19_ C. 31 C:_ 0.2:15
	 -3.3
	
27.3	 1.0413 0.8212 0. 22.1
	 0.7
	




 C. !1144 0.23 -37	 :.3
	21. 	 1.0395 0.6104 C. 22 b1
	 1.0
	
19.3	 1.0225	 C .. 9u00	 0.2175	 1.3
	
17.E	 1.4113	 0.7994.	 0.2119	 0.6
1 L .4 1.5054 Y. 71 .2 0.2157 - -C.2
	
__12.4 3.;899 C. 77 31 _0.21 E8 
	 -0.6
	9.0 - 9760
	 C.75'L	 U. 2195	
-U.5
	
6.9 O. Q tE6	 C. - 1.. 5.2222
	 -1.9
	
16 .9 0.9563	 0.7332 0.2231
	 -1.5
	
4.5 J. 9441 _0o7127 L. 2314
	 -2.2
3.7 0.9415 0.69°7 _0.2405-2.4
	
1.8 0.9623 000913 _Ca 2510_
	 -1.9







-5.4	 .92;1 0.6or6 0.2760-C.9
	
-7.4 J.91 32 0. 651.3 0. 25 M9
	 -1.7
- -9.4 _'J. 0 ^20 J 000359 G.2btb -- --Z* .-?'2.-
	







	 G. t0 39 _____u- . 2852
	 -3.0
-IE.1 L.8932 0.:995
	 C. 2937	 -2.2
	
-17.4 4.6944 C.:9-6 0.29:7
	 -led
	
- 14.4 -1. 4 839_4.:179_0.3,;:9
	 -2.3
..T,_	 j990 O. 412 6.3018	
-3.1
	




- 24ci J.68°4 G.55 g 6 0.3268
	 -2.9
-2(. 7 • ,;.3751







-30.2 3.576 0.5293 0.3283
	 -Cob
-32.1	 0.6543
	 L. 522:	 C.3319 ----2.9
-31..3 _-1.9423
	 G.5^72	 0.3391 _. -2.8
-36.6
	 J-330	 0.,#5S^	 0..;479	 -2.0
	-38.9 d. 92 3 .4d:8 0.3486
	 -0.4












-49.5 Go 'll:,2 L. .616 L JLtl7 - -5.7




 959 0. 4331 0. 36 S8
	 -2.v
-5:.9 0.79E3
	 0. *3J2 _ 0. 36 L 1 	 -1.5
-59.2
	 0.7937 'C. 1.2E6 0.3671_
	 -1.5
-oG Z 0.7919 C.4168 J. 3751-0.1
-61.8
	 Z. 75F.-4	 C.4135
	 0.3730
	 2.4
-'cJ.4	 ;.7826	 :.4184	 G.3E22
	 3.3
	








	 0.41:0	 0.z6L8 -	 0.6
-71.0	 C.-,6;1	 C.4115 _ 3.3547
	 0.7




-69.	 775^	 0.40:3 0.3617	
-6.0
-67.• ].77 A ? 6.4332 -^.37;f-
 -4.9
	
_-EE .2 x.7843 0.:0 3 0 0. 3613	 -3.5
^0..3J . 7d19	 314	 04





























































0 .7012 	 3 0

















































6 IttpPODUCIBILITY OF THE
pMITINAL PpCF, IS POOR










	 •61.T 1 J.T911 -^^rvcu - G.;4^11
	 11.A55.3	 64.0	 -61.6	 0. 602.	 0.4573	 0. 3452	 3.6	 A
. a	 -61.0 3:7^TT-i^.:»  9^^^^ Eo-3:	 A
48.7













0.7676	 0. 1.21 C 9 	 4.3 468 	6.3	 A
+D . e9: 3-=-;3:0-D:7b 87-i^ 9 -^0.	 3. 2 	 A
37.9	 70.0	 -S2.4	 C.'691
	 0.4289	 0.3403	 -3.9
	
A35.5
	 7i.	 51.	 ., 1	 . +21x-6.3c;, - 4.33.3	 720
	
-51.6	 U. 7726	 0. 4230	 0. 34.98	 -7.6
	
A




	 74.0 _ • 51.3_0. 7818	 D.,1 75	 0.3543	 -0.1	 A26.7 - 75:0
	 ^^1 .1	 C. i 8760.4351	 0. 35 24	 X0.2	 A
25.4	 7o.0	 •^0.4	 U. 7962	 011490	 0.3493
	
- 4 .7	 A







21. 7-	 5Jd1 ---0 *-349J	 44.5	 A





19.7-`ill-..7- G.^17'9---0: 55t7-1i .321i- 3.1
	 -A-
18.1	 92.0	 -45.3	 0.'845	 0.5623	 G. 3222	 -5.1	 A
-4,-.9	 • . g^lb^.r o 	 -16.21C
15.9	 B4 .0	 - 44.5	 v. d99i.	 0.,5690	 0.33	 4	 -23.9	 A
1 43	 j.40of
	 ^^:730	 3.3331137 :V
14.4	 46.0	 -43.0	 0.9099	 0.57C:	 0.3386	 -53.3
	
A








11.4	 9C.0	 -40.9	 3.°190	 0.59!2	 0.3238	 41.3	 A
-
901	 92.0	 •,.C.7	 C.9279	 C. ,A 73	 0.5404	 -118.2	 A
--^1.-i91.0 - 4C969 .	 116-.6t^9.2	 94.0	 -40.0	 :..9389	 0.5575	 0.381-	 -102.5	 A
- 7 * 4	 S'5.	 -	 411	 ^.	 .3 0^8.	 A
6.4	 96.0	 -38.8	 3.9453	 0.>-*21	 0.4032	 -80.1	 A
6.0"'-- 	96.4	 - -3803-30- 'W7i	 -0:53P5 
1FILtERED' .iAJICM:- TEpSCNO c-	 SUN FOR
	 SL ° 	18	 JAN	 19 7 4	 OPUS 27PPE ;S	 TIM:	 T-AIR	 F-UP	 F-UN	 F-Ni-T
	 _ COCL
	 a-mix	 Q-HUM
(4 0 14 iti1	 (O FG . C)(LY/NIN)(LV /MlNIfLY/MIN)
	 (0EG/OA1fGM/KG1 -_
 (PC!
_996.1	 ^ .G	 17.7	 : .72 i-9
	 0._660 7 	;,. : b-2
	 C. 0 	 10.014	 80
974.6
	 S.J
	 18.3	 :.73:4	 O.h3 ?o
	4.:979
	 -9.3
	 9.585	 66053.9	 2 0 0	 1 8._4	 0.7 -59	 0.o32 3 	 0.1136	 -5.0
	 8.153	 5 9
-1 33.7	 3.0	 17.3
	 '3.575	 G.6290	 0.1279	 -3.4	 7.974	 60
913.4	 403
	 16.1	 do 7603	 0.62Z3
	 0. 13 de	 •2.9
	 7.-.45	 56
d92.9	 5.0





iFILTF9 f0 PAC 10lETFkSOe•0°	 RUN fOR SL" 16	 JAN 197 OPUS 26p  55 TILT T-AIR F - Ur F-11N F-N:T COOL Q-M IX R•MUV_
- '-	 lMIi1 ---T}'IM1 ( OEG	 C) ( LY/MIN! ( LY /MINI tLY / MINI 70EG /DAI'(Gr/ K61---(PC1
494.7 0.3 15.1 006080 0.50532 J.0549 0.0 6.939 82907:3-
 1z- c. 3 u.i. . I z '.M ^.:5'31 -0:1-8of0 66-
943. 1. 2.? 16.5 O.E504 G.5?6d 0.37'7
-2.6 9.29. 74
- 9:B:T-^;:2 ib.0__^:bSEJ^ :SoZ1^.^ti^J9 =2:5-10.254---- A2--
892.5 4.2 1:.0 0.6533 0.3575 0.0956 •1.1 10.417 or868.2--_I3.^i -3. oi.7a^»O.Oi'^.f-10.214
845.8 E.? 11.8 6.04660 0.5,.S9 G•0941 -0.1 9.146 89
--^24 6 a 7.2 999 ; . 0	 1 .3 3 ,Vb*-V1 &7-
$02.0 4.2 8.9 •9.6218 0.5254 3.0 0 65 -0.1 70403 86730.0 -	 9.2' --.- -7.6 0.o1.15 C.`i1 - 0919%2 -0.0 +7.536 85-
757.9 1002 5.9 Do 6371 0.5115 0.0556 0.0 6.273 64
- 736:2_11.2--3.7 O.E039lb.50AG --b .C959 _0.9 5.676 -83-
714.8 12.2 2.7 0.59N5 3.5025 0.09:9 2.9 5.253 a2694.1 13.2 1. x.5655	 0 . u8.3	 5.I-5.221 B2
673.9 14.2 0.3 0.	 802 0.i? A b 0.0516 4.7 4.915 84
-- 615.3 i5. 3-3:5907-150 5 c a- -09-6 -244-- 0.0 4.328 81-637.7 16.2 -2.5 C. 15937 005497 0.1440 •5.2 3.8 1 10 78_
-	 621.5-17.2 - :i:N- f.EC -3o CAS-t8a 3..7 3 •8^i- 3.^5-s^ 73
634.1 1It.2 -5.8 O.EGO1 0. 4945 0.1656 -7.3 2.599 61
5 OF .4 11.2 - 7 .7 0.5911 0 .40 .1	 41	 -4.6 1.14 ^-
565.9 23.2 -9.3 0.5743 0.4425 0.1316 -2.7 0.963 26
.-^ 21^-O.is54 •2.^3.315 - 26-
53105 22.2 • 11.8 J.5 4 63 0.4366 0. 1,. -3.3 0.73 2 2S
..i928-^-1595-=3:6--0:074 24-
499.9 24.2 -14.0 0.50499 0.3	 42 0.16;7 -2.6 M
- 16 4:. , .3 3 Z	 4.0 . 0 . r : D
469.6 26.2 - 17.6 3.`.405 0.3712 0.1b9 3 • 0.7 0.064 3
----- 53 :4 -2T.2 •I^.3-d^397-03oZ^ 3:i7t 4
436.1 28.2 -21.2 0.5316 0.3593 0.1723 2.2 0.622 1
- 421.5 20.2--=23:3-0:323T-D:357'^.-rf.0-4:3 ^-419.1 3	 .2 -24.9 3.50'5 C. 3531 0.1 ;.74 5.0 0.024 2
-3 .. _ -^. 66 C.35rC 0.1396 4.4 U.J Z5
395.8 _32.2 -27.8 0.48.5 6.3478 0.1327_ 2.7 00019 2373.1 3'•2 -29.7 -0..723 - 0.34£3--0.1270 -` 50£50 0.013-s
 2
360.0 34.2 -31.4 6. 46:4 C. 341i: 0. 12 41 0.9 0.019 2346.9 - ­ 25.2 -33.2 0.4603 0.3353 G.12E0 1.3 --33,..? 3E.2 - 15.2 0. 4518 C.3281 0.1237 2.5 0.02 4
-Z . - J . 3 z J
310.5 3-j.4 -39.5 .,. X2;0 J. 3213 G.IC 33 2.6 O.u43 10299.4 - --3S.2 - •L1.7 - .9.^14J ---GoU416-0.1046 - i.v -O.-2L5- 14 -
298.3 43.2 -43.9 9.	 083 0.3051 0.1022 a.1 00048 17 .^277.1 --4 1.2 -,c.l 6.39.7 --6.2943--0.16:4 -= 0:2--0-.-S-G3-^1 9-
266.9 42.2 -4 v .4 0.48iJ 0.2434 J.1L,.6 -1.5 0.036 20
-5.. 7 0. . ZTCZ Y• 10 i -4. Z
247.0 4:.2 -°.2.9 1.3637 0.25'_2 0.1134 -7.3 A
236.9 45.2 -55.1 0.37?3--D.2463-1:1320---4'4.6
227.1 -6.2 --7.1 J. 3841 4.23:8 0.1533 -7.5 A
216.0 47.2 -09.9 -7.3830_ - 0.22;9 -- 0.157 1 -- =E.4 A l
210.3 -q.2 -EC.1 3. 33 C9 C.22G6 0.1603 -6.2 A J
194.5 ::.2 -6C.1 u. 39 L.2 6.2329 C. 1673 -8.3 A
136.3 51.2 -63.1 3.3955 -7^0- 2014 - D.1971 x !1.6 ---il g G.1 °_?.2 -o6 .E J. -07-o G. 2015 0.2060 -10.0 A
1'2. 4 :'.2 -c:.1 9. 4 1:5 -"0:19£8-0:219T = 12: 1C--
1" .3 .-.2 -6:.5 :..•?10 C.13r3 C.23s7 -11.7 A
173.5 ":.2 -`il.8 0.+255 J.1729 0.2566 •2.1 A
1.7.7 7.Z •%.:.6 6.4253 Z.-174Z-7.Z:ZZ ..1.TV- -- -A--1 . 1. E :'.' -ti1.5 u. _1506 :.1733 0.2463 1.9 A Lll135 .4 • .: - i Z . o 3.4191 0. 1719-
 ^; Z47Z--T. S -131.7 '.? - 6 ?.9 0.-235 G. 1730 0.2505 -8.5 A
78
I	 ",	 I	 -.L. lllimw^ 	 I It
u
127.1 61.2- -62.7	 0.44 4 6 0.164 - -. -0	 2655 •8.1 A
121.9 62.2 -62.5 0..3 C. 1059 :.27	 5 ____ -2.^. A
117.3 t3.2 -62.4
_
U * 4313'- 0.1622 0.2691 7.2 A
112.7 "..2 -02:3 0.61P3 C, 161G 0.2573 11..6
_	
A
108.3 _ b^:l -62.6 j.4L71_ 0.1023 0.2. 1,40 13.4 A
133.9  E5.2 -63.8 . J._»07!
---
 0.1671 _ C. C,.;y_! _ 5.5 `_ __._ a
100.1
_ 67.t^•04.9 o..iC2 0.17;.6 C 234 0.4 A
96.1 .- 68.2 -65.^ 0..1'[9 0..172s__0.^ 4 J 4 •1.9_ A 
_
92.0 E9.2 -t6 .J 9 .4149 0.1717 D.Zb32 •t.7 A 
18.1 77.2 -6 3 .6 O.-l a g 0.1619 0. 2 4,49 -2 .7 A_
'	 84.6 71.2 - 64.v J. .1 :2 0.1691 0.24b1 -4.1 A
81.3 72.2 • 63.6 J.-207 0.1'32_0.2475 __ •S.4 A
7^.1 73.2 •os.o
_
0.4313 0.1775 4.2539 -14.o A
75.0 7+.2 -63.9 3.+•394 0. 1751_0.26.43_-21.9_ _A.
72.1 --- 75.2 - -64.3 ?. +.65 0.1648 4.2767 •31.5 A
69.3 76.2 •64.6 :.-541 0.1622 0.2919 -44.2
A
66.6 77.2 -64.8 C. 4737 G. 1571 0.3166 -53.4 A
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^CNCC,r	 SLrCk D•10Y n4c. OR DCrALnT
CONTROL	 -	 ----►-- -----
RAGS
I	 LALL
CA L. JA T
I _^
rTOr ry r R
•	 ^• 	 ^SEr 40
DATADfCI^
	
INPvr P?%TILE	 MKeoFnr vier
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ISubroutine MMMYZ
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YTMP • 7r r1P^0>< CHICFOR Nrld Vs-L LA "of OLDA.S. 
CALL	 i CALL SORT
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STAR? or	 ! START OF
0m cc, F, ON AN4ULPR LOOPPROFILeo	 QIF1tEUCuCY LCa0P 1 	 / \	 PRItiTCI ECR
	
1uITIALIRE
	 ----^ Do-it ( 	 I F' ,WEl4NT ON MlA p lN(r Abp I
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- 235	 ^^ BRI4NTNESS	 TAU FoR
	 Tpl! Fek COs
	
CODE	 Ni o VAPOR	 1	 F^EO^ Ew cI E,$FREQuC Nu [ 5^
OFF
sr( Ar /	 SET,n 
^;^^ / .^	 iaLac ► =255 	 ss' uP
^—"	 ^	 9l4NEL1 Gr.c^Or1 i 	 C! r[^




COMPUTt 	 CALCVLtATf	 iSET UP
PLAVCK OFF
	
GNrCK	 LOG ll) FOC	 STANOr.k0
ruwcr1ON	 I^, WfIG N t	 w,woew
	
w "^ sw vAL.I
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~	 PROGRAM Ra[)!ANC_lINF%)'T9 - OUTP , iT q PUNCH9T^PFIO.TAPEAMzINPt1T
Cp^r^pppppp^oo.o. o.. op^^^^^r^^^r^^^^po4...•ppno4.o..00.ouu000...00ppoao•
C	 f
- -L.-----	 RA(1lANCE VROGRAM
C	 UPWAH-i UH UOWNwAnU RAUlANT POKER
C	 BLACK HODY CALIRIATION
— --^	 --	 -	 -	 -	 USES bILL SMITH ,ND/ OR OLD TABLES—
c	 WATER VAPOR AnDEn UEC . 28. 1973
C _ _	 --	 _ — VROFI tR AUDED JANUARYS 1974
—.CA^1^^11u pup+pppououoppp^pp^pp0000e0op00000wopgo4o^o00000000000.OY4V4.OY0
COMMOPI w 1200• L)• F9 I200i 2 ) + T (200. 2)9 TO (Zoo$ 2)
- CUMMo, uELUC(2Obi2)• UDELUi2'0.2). DELUnZ(200-21—
CUMMOM XXDELU(2UU)• XUECUC(2nU)• XDELOZ(200)
COMMO ►, SECT (3) ; A II1 13)• W C (3)• THET A (3)
-
COMMOm INFLAG (JOT, - NAMES (T9T - i INPUT—(101
COMMO ►, TTK (4)• Xww (2)9 xPP (2)• XTT ())
COMMON- IFMT (9)
UIMENaIUN IHU (e• 4)
UIMENeIUN WSS (400)
COMMOot/MTW/XP(2U0),XT(ZUO)•Xr(200)•TA(2;0)
COMMO, /Hf.AU / ISTA, AUATE, NoA TE • WL10 T wL2 9 IFIo IF29 FNUIo FNU2 9
—	 1 NNAGr- • UNU• NP_w* IbRi TE
COMMUP, /XYZW /w X • wYo wit Cw (9. 120)
CUMMU ►, /XYZ /UU • UY• UL• CCU (9. 63)
CUMMO.,'/ALFLl k /AL tdev), FLr H (229)• DUMMY2" - '	
_
COMMO., /ALCACW/ ALC(L2y)•ALW( 229)•ALOZ(,>29)•OZMXR(19)•OZPRS(19)
CUMMO., /TRANS /IwAl, TNAO. NTwA• TT (So). TCOIo TCOD• NTCOo PC (714)•TU7I9ToZO9NTUZ•TTOZ(4t).__------ — . —	 - ----
COMMOn /IWT /X (3), WT (3)• XKl (6), XK> (6)9 SODDY (75)






COMMO.o / wATERP /NNUdS• F_ZWo , 4ZT• VLAMH
CUMMO., /UATT /NCA• NCb9 NWA• NWd• IPP• TSPRAU, IWIND T • NPAER• PLOW
I• PHIaH• CKNHGr ALO# - 2ER0j-CC2297 PUP, -- PMO• NKORS• - LCON , - LEVELS: -I lt ---
2 wA lT• NdbRAU. LtVUP• LC_ UUO, TI• TD. TF, NLINES
C- - -	 --	 -	 ----	 --
UIMENCIUN NNN(b)
Ec1UIVALtNCE ( TwwI • TWII )• ( TWAD. TWID), (NT w A. NTwI)
—^- UATA(.,Nro=0.U9U•-1• - 1q - 1)
UATA i WT = .by55b y555b • 9 88dnd8H8b9, .Sc;55555556)
--	 UATA '(X . - .774_b9bbb y2• - O• .7745966697) ---	 --	 —
UATA ( UtGTR AO : .U1745,im;)• TPI = 3.14159265)
- UATA ( ZEHO = 0.)
-- UATA 
-
( P = 3.7413E-12 ) • (0 = .`.4389) -	 ---- -- - ---------
UATA ( AK1 = .ld • .12; .u9, .,8• .U7, .07)9 (XK2 = 25.. 19.0 10.9 1
IU.• 1->.• 27.)	 -	
_
OATA(THU :8H WAILN oSHVAPOR,7H CARBON•74DIO X IDE•8H"— ^IIK•
1 3HUOuisdH	 F1L•jHTEH).
UATA (EP S = b.E-d)
UATA ( A = 35F.911083b)9 (DO n - 1.22646-40 9 4E • 4) •—T51^	 Z702ISB+-













--- NWA = bd0	 -	 --	 —	 —
NWS = 1000
HSG = e,.b7E • b / 98U.
	
--- -- NOATE s IDATt (AUUMMTT	 _
15OU FORMAT (IUF8.2)
NTwA * wTWA - 2
NTCO	 NTCG - 2
NAMES (1) = bHFNLQUENC_
NAMES (C) = bMAN(iLES
- NAMES (3) n bMFILTER --
NAMEC (4). = JMCUL
NAMES (5) = bMUrwAHU
—"" NAMES (0) s bMDUWNWARO--
NAMES (1) n /MPMUCLSS
NAME$ (b) s 4MSIUP
---- NAMES (9) -87 FHBG CALIS
NAMES (10) = 8HPIW UAIA_
NAMES (il) • 7MSTATIUN
NAMES (i2) s bMSWECTRAL
NAMES ( 13) n 8M1r1 wklGm
NAMES (14) n bHON WMTNt
NAMES (15) : 7MAEkUS6L' 	 ---
NAMES (16) n 7HdIGNELL
NAMES (17) - 6MIwbLtb	
--
__
	 NA MES 1 18) s bHNET TEMP_
NAMES (191 s SMULONE
NAMES ( LO) = BM wA TER VA










— IFI = IF2 3 1M-
NU1 = o
Nut = 2ebo
NU3 = 19	 _-
ALO = 0
AHI = 9V.
LEVUP - LEVG U = 1
PUP = 1u12.8
PLO = .1
— w Ll s le / 2280•







1F (NmNAMES .LT• -
 1) GO - TO-46;	 - -
UC 10m I = 19' NONAMES_
IUU
	
INFLAr (I) = U
46» CO NTI^ . U t 	-	 -"l---C^ o o O o o^^^ ^: ^ r o 0 0 o r^ r a o^^^^^^^^^^^ i , . o 0 6 tr a o e^^ e O w a o o e o v e o a e a e. o 0 0. e V e. e e o
C	 READ CONTROL CARDS
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145 NA = , U ,,dl TO N ( NU N AMt y_ O NWILS. INPUT. 601
r (CAHUe a r,CAHi?S w 1	 ^
WPITF (109 15N1IriPUi
GU 10 (LOB. 115. 2jus t40. t 5 9 255. 315. 265. 2159 180 9 300. 310.
1 165. 1(u. 1tl5. 1959 1u5. 14 • 150 9 155. 160. 305, 2b5) 9 Nx
- - - - l`FFUUFNCIES	 --------------------
20u
	
1NFLAr. (1) = 1
UtCOU9: the 1 6 10 9 INPUT ( 3) )N .1	 ----
UECOUr ( 9 9 1510 o INPU1 (4))N.2
UtCOUr (N. 1510+ INPUT (5) )No 03
1 1%1 u F URPAY ( 10
_ IF (N,,2 .EQ. 0) NUt = tttlA	 _---
I;F Mill .En• to) NU! = lv
FNUI - ' 40 -FNI)2 r NIJ2UN( ► = NU-1
t'.aw.YYYYYY^yYPOPYY YOUwYYpwY UETCR 1NE WAVELENG T H S --
MI L1 n LEY  / FNU2
1F (F.-U1 .E(). 0.11059 tl0
205 *I w L2 r eHlr•1FINI!Y
GO TO 1+5
210 WL2 = 1.t4 / FNU1




215	 INFLAr. (2) = 1	 -
UE000r (Be 1 5 1 49 INPUT (2))ArU
UEC( 1 Ur (r+. 15149 INPUT (3))A-41
-1514 FORMAT (F8.0IF -- - --	 --- ---1F iAil .EU. (r. ) lit) IU 12r+
IF (A,,1 .EU. ALO) GU TU 225
L2 = ( Aril . 01.0) 4+ .5
CC22 to
 
01 ° (SI N (UE (3 1HAU • (AHI - ALO))) •	 :
UU 22: K = I. 3	 - --
•
 -	 ^--- ---	 --
THETA  (K)	 Cl • X (K) • C2
a OrGTHAO Y (.META (K) - AIU)
COSY r COS (Y)	 ---	 -- -------------
WSC(K) = WT 1K ) • SIN (Y) • COSY Y Cl • .10966
22u SECT ( K) = 1. / CUy (ut_ tiTRAU • THETA (K))	 - —
NANGLvS = 3
GO TO 145
225 NANGLrS = 1	 —.
9r5C (i ) _ .10960
T HETA (1) = ALO
SECT (1) = 1• / CUS (ULUTRAO	 ALO)
AIII r2) = AIII ( 3) n u.	 -	 --
60 TO J45
C--------	 ----	 f1LTE	 ----------•-•-•-------------- -----
23u
	
INFLAr: ( 3) = 1	 — -
1F) s INPUT (2)
1F2 s INPI!T (3)
CALL nUMMYS
IF (I.,PUT (4) .LU. JM_Nt_w)235. 145








„LNPRNT - (iLTR9 lMU (1• 
a!) --.. -------- --- -------- -v0 T
C-	 -	 -----	 COP --•-	 ••-
— -	 240 INFLAr. (A) a I
IF (INPUT 12) .tU. 7HINCLUDEI NCOSW s 1
	
Ii	 !f (I ►,PUT l21 .GU. 7MLiLLUDE, NCOSW • PGO To 145	 --
C ------ -------------------- UPWAR I ,	 -•....------- -----
245INFLAr. (5) • 1
!	 IF (1• PUT' (2Ta0: T^MdEGi)V) -- iiECODE f8• 15141 - INPUT -1311PUP-
iF (1.,PUT (5) UU - OMLtVELS) DECODE (8. 1510• INPUT (6))LEVUP
IF (P,,P .EU. OItbU• 14b
250 -_. INFLAr (5)
----1-0-TO----145C-	 -_ _	
—. - -	 --=	
— ----•--------
	
1	 •-•--	 -• ^OwNW RD •..--	 -...--
- 25t^ INFLAr ' (61
	
I
1F (I^,PUT (2) .tU. SMdt(i1N) -iECODE (89 15140 INPUT (3))P00
IF (I•,PUT (5) .tU. 6MLtVELS) UECOOE ( B. 1510 9 INPUT l6l)LEVp0
----- 'iF (Pr0
	
i	 260 INFLAr (b) - 0
GO TO 145
c--------------- _____--= —PRacEss ___	 -	
__--
----•- --
31 0 M a M
G^+000+ae+oaYYYOOO^e^^^^^^• UET UV TO PRINT INPUT PARA49TERS
ryPAGE c 1
IF (I ►FLAG (V)	 * to. 1) GO T •) 330
— ^ TF (IFFLAG (2u) :Eu.---If - o;O--? 335
	
'i 	 'iF (1--FLAG (G1) -LU6- 11 GO fn 360
CALL rALw AT (X10 FX19 Z)
_.	
C++^^+++w+aooas+^^N^^^^^r dd CAA BRATE__-
	
-330 B ALL rALWAT (Xl • FXli ^!
GO TO ly5
COY4e0a00a0eYYeYeOYYeY0000Y RATER VAPOR LOOP
`	 335 )i l = , 01
E	
-	 -	
- - DELX - .0001A	 —
LL rALWAT (X19 FX1. 1)
_ !--	 CALL rALWAT (X1 • UELX• Fxll. 2)
F• PX1 - ( Fxll - I-XI) / UtLX -
X2 - vl - FX1 / FPX1
340 ul a v2 - xi
- - - - IF (Xi .LE. •0000) GO TO 350	 — -
CALL rALWAT (X2t FA29 i)
_-^	 IF (AoS (FX2) - EPb)35b9' 355. 345
345 CALL rALWAT 1X2 • uELX+ FX22. 2)
FPX2 - (FX22 - h_X2) / UtLX
AI c ( 2. + FPX2 • FPM ^
- 3. + (FX2 - FX1)	 01)	 DI
UI n Fx1 / FPX2
	 -.	
--
X3 n v2 - UI • (1_ • UI + AI	 FPX2)
i XI = Y -
--	 Fxl = FX2
X2 = v3
FPxI = FPx2
GO TO 340 --	 ----	 - -	 -
35U PR INT 1530





- G ALL i^ALWAT (.0U19 FXI^ 1) -
CA LL rALWAT ( . Ou,eb q hAl, 1)
PALL -ALWAT (.UUS, FX1, 1)
—"-- C -LL j-ALWAT (.00759 - FXIf --11-
CALL rALwAT (.0259 F119 11
GALL rALwAT (.0i0 s F X19 1)
	
-----60 TO 145	 ---	 -- - —
3S5 T = Tn (1)
PA : we (1)
`-- ESLN s A 00 / T -i -(T2'"• AtOT - (TT—i -TD3 ' --T-6- D2) •
L5 = i0. « EXP (tSLN)
w5 = oa • ES / (PH - ES)
RH = r2 / WS •—i-T ------- ---
PRINT 1 5320 HH
IS32 FURM AT (///« HGLATIVL MUMIUTTY n •,F7.790 ••/)
	
- - - 60 TO 145	 -- --- --	 -
C«Y«OOYOOtlOYY««00«Oy0«« «tl tlY T EMPE , ATURE PROFILER
3o0 CA LL nHUFILE(M•NPTotALO: NU3)
GO TO 145 - ------
C----- --	 -------- ----- STOP nR EOF -------------- - ---------- -----
265 HEWINr 10
_	 HINT 116 _	 -- -----
IS16 FUHM AT (*)LIST OF INPUT CONT,UL CARDS FOLLOWS•/)
IF (No-AHUS .L' T. 1) GO 10 470
	
UO 27= 1 s It NGARUS - --	 -
READ 410. 15[4)INPUT
PH • NT 151Hr INPUT





 --	 ---- -- ----
iF (I.+PUT (1) .tp_ 7MPHUCESS) PRINT 152^
PRINT It,22
ISY2 FORMAT ( • OENU OF - RUN«) 
GALL FAIT
C-------------------------- 06 CA.IBRATE --.-----------..........•....
275 INFLAr. (9) = 1
INFLAr. (19) = INFLAU (2u) s
UECODr (do 1514, INPUT•(3))T1
	
ULCOUF (d. 1514,--INPUT— (4))T
	 —`	 —
ULCUUF (B, 1514 . INPUT_ (5))T(i
GU TO 145
C-__	 ---	 --P r V- DATA	 - ---------	 -------------
2!)U I\FLAT. (10) = 1
EN COUF(72,1514, 1FM T ) (INPUT (1) •I=2.10)
290 HE A D i524, INPUT
1524 FORMAT (10AB)




IF (1..PUT (1) .tu. 7MP1w ENO) 60 TO 29S
M	 M • 1	 - -	 -	 -	 --	 ----
ENCODc(do,1514, INPUT) INPUT
UGCODF (80, IFMI• INPUOXP (w) • XT ( M), XW (M)
----- -- 
TA (M, = XT (M) 0-273.16 —- `--








---	 ESLN = A	 OO / T . 111 • ALO(; IT) • 103
a' LS = i0. • EXP (tSLN).
wSS (,•) = 621. • ES	 11+R	 FS)
IF (wcS (M) .LT. 00) wb5 (M) = 0. -
6U To 2VO
295 PAP Tw s M
('••••••••••p•••P OP OO..00 *PP PRINT F T w DATA
ORINT 152b • ( AP (1)• XI (I)$ XW JI )• wS5 (I ) o I	 1s NPTW)
1526 FORMAT (IH19bX91MP99AVlMT g 9X*1NW9 7 X q•W rAT•!12F10 . 2.2F10 . 4)) - ^-
--	
GO TO 145 -- -----_- — - - ---
C-------------------------- STATION ----- .•--	 "-"__ __-•--••+.
300	 INFLAr. (11) = 1
—	
---- ISTA s INPUT (2)	 ------_ -	 --	 --__
MOATE = INPUT_ (!)
GO 10 145
ILSI - SPECT ,AC RAOI4NCc	 •---••-^-- ---•:•---
31u ALO = 0.
ISPRAn = I
--• - - GO TO 225	 - --	 --- _-__ _-------	 __	 -- ----






C ----- -- ----------- W40.0-. dRIGr+TNE55 T EMPE aATURE --------••-
17u INFLAn (14) 1	 =+--	 -
IF (1,-RUT (4) .t6). THINCLUOE',1759 180
175	 IliAITc = ]GO TO 145	 --------------- -
180 16RITr a 2
GO TO 145
185	 INFLAf- t15) = 1
NPAER = 1___---
LNCOUc (32.3. INPUT (2) ) ( I NPUT -lY) -+I =295) ---
	
3 rVRMAT(4AR)	 -
UECOUc (32. 1500+ INPV I (2))&bSK• PLO W , PHIGH	 -
1506 FORMA T (EB.2.3Fd.1)__ -^_-.
	
— _-.	 _
IF (AnSM1 . EQ. 0•Y GO TO IYO
CKNkG = AHSK • MSG _—













C--------------------------  IARLE; -----------------
	
---------------
105 INFLAr. ( 17) = 1
IF (Io,.PJT (2) . N L. 4HL/5T) G, TO 110
tt	 3f 	 TALL tiL N PRN T (AL. IHU (1• 1))i^	 CALL %oLNPRNT (ALGO IMO 119 2))	 —
C ALL %#LNPRN T (ABM• IMU (1, 3j)
I ALL , L N PRNT (FCTi4 , IMU I1 o 4)){	 ------	 CA LL TWATER (A. 6)	 --__	 -1111	 GALL TCARdON (At d)
GO TO 145






v— 110- 1F (1^,PUT (2) .t6).-8NwATEp'-V,%)11S•-120
115 HEAU TSJ2, NA, &b -
1509 FORMA+ (215)
— ---- 
HEAD TSJ4, (AL--(NN) •-"Nit--s -NA NB)-"
1SO4 FORMAT (IOFB.2) 	 "--	 {
CALL vLNPpNT (AL• 1MU (t• 11)
GO TO 145	 - - -
12U IF (INPUT (2) .td. tlN_CAH80N 0125, 130
125 HLAO i5U2, NA, &b -
READ 1504• (ALIT-(NN)-i-NN'--s--N--, NB) -
CALL v0PRNT (ALC• 1HU (1, 2))
GO TO 1*5
13-U -- IF (INPUT (2) - .tti: bMwINDOWTl:15• 305
135 HEAU jti^,29 NA, NO	 —
KEAU ISU4, ( A L w JNN), NN a N,• NB)
--_ CALL GL NPRNT - (AL*#-iMU-'t- - 3y-)-- - -
GO TO 145
--------- NET TFMPERATURE --------------------------
-----
-
140 INFLA,: (18) 7 1	 --	 - ---	 —
tiO TO 145
C----- -------------------- OZONE --------- --------------------«....
150 INFLA,; (19) a 1 .._..._.. --- — -	 ---	 —	 —
IF(INoUT(2).EO./HINCLU UE ) NO/Sw=1	 j
1F(INaU1(2).GO.IMEXCLUUt) NO SW-2
60 TO 145 -
C --------------------------- WATER VAPOR ------------------------------
155 INFLAr, ( 19) = I eWLAG (9) a 0





--"" UECOOc 124, 150bi-- INPtrT-( 3)) VLAMB^_	 ^--_ -RNOBS 	 --
1506 FORMAT (FB.O,Flb.0)
GO TO 145
C------------------------------ PROFII:ER	 ------_ •^..-	 --
IbU
	
INFLAr. ( 21) = 1




C-------------------------- INCORRECT INPUT CONTROL ------ ------------
305 PRINT 1n2b g INPUT








----fUNCTtON MONITON	 (NX+ NAMES#	 1NPUT9-tUT
- C -
C THIS FUNCTIJN READS ONE CANU FRUM LOGICAL U o iI T LU.	 THE FIRST EIGHT
C CULU MNS CmNIAIN A SIRING OF	 B HOLLERITH CHARACTE R S.	 THIS STRIN G OF
-	 C CHARACTERC	 1S COMPANLU MIT; THE ,IST OF R-Ci4ARACTER STRINGS STORED IN--
C THE ARRAY NAMES.	 1F A MA T CH IS FOUND,	 THE VALUE OF MONITOR IS SLT
C EQUAL TO THE SUBSCRIPT OF MME MATCHI NG NA ME I N THE LIST.	 A MAXIMUM
-'
.0 OF NX NAMES WILL BE SEARCnE_U9 - ;f NO MATCHING NAME IS FOUND• THE 	 -'
C VALUE OF	 .,O-vITOR WILL dE	 Stl	 TO	 X	 •	 1.	 IF	 THE	 CARD WHICH WAS
C READ	 IS Ani LNO-OF-FILE CARD_• 	 THE VALUE OF MONITOR	 IS SET	 TO NX • 2•
—
C IN THE ARRAY - INPUT WILL - BE RETURNED -TEN WORnS OF HOLLERITH CHARACTERS
C RLAD FROM CULUMNS 1-40 OF i ►+E CARD *	THE ARR A Y	 INPUT MAY BE USED_	 WITH






ONE- TDN NA	 •	 1
i	 C
C F0 RmA-T 5
C












-- __ IF	 (EnF ( LU)) 1009"-105	 -	 -	 - -a•
C - - - - - - AN END-OF-FILE_ CARD	 AS READ.




NAME V* 	 INPUT	 (1)
IF	 (Nv	 *LT.
_
 1)	 60 TO
	
120
00 11- I s 19 -- NX	 _--






120 - CONTImUE	 •O
C - - ' - - - THERE WAS NO MATCHING NAME 	 IN T.+E LIST OF NAMES.
MONITOR = NX • 1
Lj -- ----' -	 -	 ---	 -	 -RETURr
![.IE C
-
-	 -	 A MATCHING NAME_	 WAS FOUND*
115	 MCNITnR	 =	 I
END
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE




SUHNO,iTINE CMLWA( (wv• FWZr ODE)	 -_— —
COMMOt w (200. 4)• PM (400. 2)9 T (200. 2)r TO (200. 21
-'	 CUMMOit UELUC(20Ur4)• UUELU(2'092)9 f)EL11nZ(200v2)
COMMO., XXUELU(25U) 9 XUELUC( 2 , 0) 9 XDELOZ(200),
CUMMO ► , ^jtCT (3) • AII1	 J)9 O-C (3)9 T HET A t3)
— "— - CUMMOno INFLAU (.,U) 9 NAMtS (36)9 INPUT (10) —	
-
COMMOn. TTH (2)9 Xww l[)0 XPP (2)+ XTT (?)
CUMMOm IFMT (9)
---" OIMFINcION FWLT (ZG09 Z) . r -- VNET -(200)--
C
COMMul•/r+TW/XP(2UO)rXT(2u0)rX (200)+TA(2n0)
—	 — COMMO+^ /HEAD / ISTA9 AU4IE 9 N,ATE9 WLI^
_
TWL2 ! -- IFIi -1F2•-rtNUIi^NU2^
1 NPAGcr UNU9 NPIW• WHITE
	
— — ----	 iI





COMMO, /XYZ /DX+ UY9 UL9 CCD ( 9r 63)
COMMOO'l /ALFLIR / AL (4C9)9 FLTR (229)9 DiiMMY2
COMMOm /ALCALw/ ALC(44y)9ALw(229)9ALOZ(729)9UZMXR(19)90ZPRS(19)
COMMOK /TRANS 1IWAI9 TWAD 9 NT WA• -TT (501t - TC0 19 TCOD9 NTCU9 TTC -11 —	
!I14)9T07I9T0Z09NT6L+TT0Z(41)
COMMOKi /XWT /X (3)r W T ( 3)• XK1 (6) 9 XKZ W e BBODY (75)
-" COMMO p /PAR AMT /Mi "NANGLFS •- -U1i- d U2r N i 13 • M K• - LUDO# --NC O Sw• 9 -0-f —
1PI9LUn• 14()ZSW	
ICUMM09 /WATERP /RNUbS9 FZw9 .•2T9 VLAMB
-	 —	 CUMaOr, /UATT /NCA9 NCd ► NWA+ NWd9 -- jPP9 TSPRAD• I W INOT• NPAER+ PLOW
19 pHIn H 9 C KNH69 ALO•'ZtH0 9 CC229 PUp9 pnO• NKORS• LCONr LEVELS, IR
2NAIT9 NoHRA09 LtVUP• LE V U09 TI• TU• TF 9 NLI NES	 -
COMMOp, /VALUt /All--`	
lUIMENeIUN NNN(6)
- EOUIVnLLNCE - ( TW A Ii T_N`I„1Ti—M;AD •— TWIDTi-'"TwAi -NTWII










1F (I,FLAG (20) .EO. 0) GO TO 105	 --




	 DO 10 r I= 1 9 M --	 --- -- --
Xw (I) = w0 n (AV (I) / XP (1)) n o vLAuB
IOU CUNTImUE
730 CONT I.,Ut
105 AWW (1) = Xw (I)
Xww (^) = Xw (M)
XPP (a) = XP (M)	
--	 - -- -- - --.
	 - .XTT (i) = XT (11
—	 XTT (^) = XT (M), 	 -
TTfI (i) = TA (11
TT6	 TA (M)
Ca000oonaoaoon000a^nawoeoaooroanea„aonnon0000prooa uoo0ora000ao^a000a0000






1	 _. ._	 --	 -	 ----	
••IF	 iM•.	 . L T.	 1)	 00	 IU	 73b
_60	 11"	 1	 =	 1^	 MM
____..._. N _ I
	
1	 ___	 -
AdSPP	 =	 AUS	 (XP	 (1)	 -	 XM	 (N))
AVPNS, (AP (I) • AP IN) 1°.0
-
_— - --	 - -Wr(AW
	 !	 .5 	 (XW	 (I)	 Aw	 (N))
IF (AV lHh-LT.UZPHS(0)	 4U TO	 16
OZBAH:OLMXRfl)
GO TO 17	 ---	 -- —
10 IF(AVrHS.GT.OZPHS(19)) 	 G0 TO	 18
OZ8AR_OLMXR(19)
-





^' 18 UO	 15	 Ju=1,ly
IF(AVoRS.LT.UZPHS(JO)) 	 VO TO	 15






17 XDELU7(1)=AdSPP°ULdAkl**00102 	 4
X0ELO7 (I) =AdSPP•UZbAH°. uu102 •.4
XA OELl,	 (I)	 =	 w8AR	 o	 AdSPP	 !--0010204
11U XUELUr	 (I )	 =	 At3 bPP	 °	 .[y8
73 5 eeCUNT I ­ Ut
Cna000tloeea^ennnnnoonawanoonnonoon ; °ootltlon ° oll'w^11^i^ eoaonoon00000coo^eoe^
C	 HEVtHSE Polewr	 ND U ARRAYS
Goaae. n .00noeneonono°°^°°°°° yr+°°°n^i°° w°°°°°°°°e tl a tlotl000000tln0000000tl °°---
NPTM1
	
:	 NPTw	 • . i	_._...- ,.	 __	 ^_
NPTP1
	
s	 NPTw	 •	 1
UUELU	 (NPTw+	 1)	 = UUELU	 (1. 2)	 s 0.
IF	 (NoTN	 .LT.	 1)	 GU T(7"740	
__.______	
—_	 •s
UO	 12 = 	1	 =	 19 	 Nrlw
JJ = "PiP1
	 - I(I)	 s	 w	 (JJ	 •	 2v01	 n 	 Xw	 (J")*--
PH	 ( I )	 =	 PR	 (ii	 +	 2uu)	 =	 xP	 (JJ)
I	 (I)
	 =	 T	 (JJ	 •	 [JO)	 n 	 1A	 (J I)
to
	 (I1	 = TO (JJ +	 eOU)	 a XT (JJ)__.----	 -	 -.^-





•	 200)	 =	 I	 (I	 •	 1)	 :	 .•;	 °	 (T	 (I	 -	 1)	 T	 ( I))
IF	 (I	 .EQ. NPTWF GU TO"120	 —	 --
JJ	 .	 -	 I( 1
UELUC	 111) 	 = UELUC	 lJJ • 200)	 =	 x DELUC	 (JJ)____	
_	
-




CONTI . ,uE -
CUNT I,,UL
125 IF	 (I,-PUT	 (2)	 .c0.	 5h5MITM)Il0.	 135





ASSIGr j1U TO NSMITM
14U




IF	 (1/FLAG	 (9)	 • t0.	 1) 145,	 1':0
145 GU TO b70
15u 1, F	 (IK.FLAG	 (5)	 .EQ. - 1)1. 55.	 170
15^ LUA - 1
1F	 (Tr,FLAG
	(6)	 •E0.	 !)160.	 1"5
101
16u LUB = 2	 ---- -	 -- -_
GO TO Ilb
16-j LU9 = 1
GO TO 175_
—_---
17J LUA a 1
LUB : 2
175 IF (L,,B .LT. LU A ) GO TO 745
UO 65¢ LUD = LUA9 LUd
LUDU	 tun • ILUU - 11
---	 MK I = I	 -	 -- 
...- .-
GU TO 1180. 18511 9 LUU_
180 LEVELc = LEVUP
---MKF = NSURS (PUFvp"1T-lli-NPTw)
GO TO No
185 LEVELc = LEVuO
- -	 MKF = N506S (POUT -pli--t 10 2) r NPTW)	 —
I9U MKF = MKF
MKL = MKF - I
--- IF (Ii.FLAG (C1) *EO: 1) GO-T,;-220"- 	 --
•iF ((,.P AGE .t0. 1) -ANU. (NLI NES •E0. 0))19 5. 215
195 IF (I.FLAG (2U) .EQ. 0)
.
 GO To 20 0
U ALL NEAUWAT (LU3)--
PRINT 15U0, VLAMd
150U FORMA T (90X9°LA MtlUA a •9 F6 .2)
f4LINEc = NLINES • 1"
GU TO 215
2UU GO TO 1110• tU51r IPW
205 PR INT 1502, ALO+ NUAtE —
	
-	 -	 ---
1502 FORMAT 11H1,VX,*AN(iLE '= o .F5,1,40X,*cOMoUTEO •,AB)
NLINEc = 1
GO TO 215	 - -- - -	 -- --- --	 -
21V (:ALL NE AUING (LUU)
NLINEe = NLINES • 1
215 IF (1 • -FLAG (l J) .EQ. - 0) - W T?Y'225 - - - —
220 MKN = 1	 -	 -
MKL = MM	
-^	
--_-GO TO 265	 --- -	 - ------	 --- - -
225 GU TO (C309 245)• , ItSHI T E
230 ASSIG-, e35 TU IdLACK
-- - TEMP - ?7U.	 —	 -	 -	 --
OU 24, J = It 7b
GO. TO 605
—_ 235 ddOOY (J) s 5UMb - -------	 ------	 --




24b ML =	 _-
MKO = 0	 -- -	 -	 --	
—
MKN = MKF -
25U TEMP a iTH
ASSIGoo 255
GO TO b65
255 GO TO 1260,
260 All = SUM6
ucx = 0.
UUx = 0!
gEPRODUCIPBA E ^ P00REORIGINAL
1
(LUD) - 213:16









— -- ASSIG•, 275 TU NdRITE--	 —	 --
GO TO bun
26b IF	 (It FLAG	 ( 1 8)	 .EQ*	 u)	 GO	 T	 270 --	
_
-' MK	 z ..KU	 •	 I
FNET
	 rMh+ LUU)	 s SUM6 • PI • 1.E • 4 / 699•
270
	
IF	 (.I,FLAG	 (13)	 .E4).	 1)	 GO	 T,%	 21:10





SUM7 T 5UM6 a Ct-22
PRINT	 1020.	 APP	 (LUU)• +	 XTT	 ( I UD)+	 XMW	 (BUD)• ZERO+ SUM7
L .LT	 HKATGOTO	 50 --- -- -
—	 28U - IF	 (Mii	 _	 -
MK=MKt
281 MKN = MKF	 - MK
-CtlpOaooaOaa„oYpuaaaYtln OO aYY p OA g o otlj^ooO qq O tro^•oo0aot aooa a g Y OO OOOUeooc.00•"—
C	 ANGULAR LUOP
C`oopOO•o00op00000o ao0 a li000000 a uuo oOppo YOOO p Ogo opoo1000000010po^ooe^o0ao
....-a.—^..z.a^.
'- 'Ld5 K=1
286 CTT	 =	 SECT	 (K)
MK 1 z MKN
M4	 pKL
CaOOOOOOOOOp0000000•000••000000000p0000000000«00000000•opo 0e000 oo000000•
C	 FREQUENCY LOOPCooaa000aoar0000000011•0••••••oopaa,ypppao•(Ft♦ ioraa•^oppp-ooipppppa000aa 000•. --..
SUM2
	 - SU M 3 = SU16 = SUM7	 =	 '.
5UMTA = SUM To z U.
290	 IF	 (Ni 2.LT. NU1) "GO-TO 760 ----	 -	 ----- —	 -	 •'








•E0. NUlV_:OR_--CT .EIT. NU21)	 FACT
UNUI EIF	 (I^ , FLAG	 (13)	 .GI.	 u)	 G_0	 T • i 	29 5
_	 l	 - - —	













FORMA T 	 ( 13XveA8 l *F,&9RE_ Q_UENCY .^l	 =	 0+F4.0.a(1{+9CM +1)•)
M K 1
	
= M K j
-
295	 UNU3 a UNU -
Cx = i X	 UUX z UCX
xUx =	 XCx = u.
PA	 =	 Tyr	 =	 PC	 z "TC =
ozx=XrZA=UOZxRO:
SUMTA	 =	 0.
3u0	 )Pl	 =	 1.
Go 10 NSMITH+	 (Ju5+	 J10)
303	 ASSIG., 355 TO	 INTH
ASSIG,o 4U5	 TU	 INTU
IF	 (OiNU	 .GE.	 202.5)	 .•►ND.	 OiNU	 .LE.	 797.5)!	 ASSIGN	 390	 TO	 1P!H
IF	 ((,.NU	 .GE.	 507.5)	 ;AND.	 (,',NU	 .LE.	 81*.5))	 ASSIGN	 440 TO - TPTO	 -
31u	 1THLUn	 z	 TO	 (MM - •	 It	 L.UU)	 •	 ;73.16
'
(^'
SUMS a SUM = u.
Cpoq Oa p tiaaa„ p aa p Ya O Y pOq OO p O p000tl Oagp0400ao0ao^opoObppoA0Ya000oacoo o^aoo•__.
C	 HEIGHT	 LOOP
CppaaaaYanagauoaooaaaYYaoaYaaYpoeagaoYOOnoo. . ogoaooaoonaoopa0000ugou0000e
IF	 (M,,	 .LT.	 MKl)	 GO	 (0'765	 --	 -- - -	 op
UO 55,	 J s MK 1 .—MM	
-..--- ---





XUX = AI r X • UIrtLU (it LUI))
XCX = XLX • UELUL (J• LUU)
XOZXz„OLA#DEL^jOLIJoLJU)
COOU OO O n a pq „Y UAr e q Un q• wOO ge •^rwwwe.wwwwwOOeewgewewe •ew• Oe Ow•wew • o• • o ooee
C	 CALCULA(t'tFFtCTIVE PRESSURE ANU TEMOERATURE
(;w0000neonnronppYYYnewpe•wYw••ewwp,Leo•ow••••^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•
UUCX	 UFLUC (J• LUU) ° CTT
UUIIX	 U10.1.0 (J+ LUU) ° CTT
000ZXrQtLll0Z ( J*LUU) •CT 1
Pd s , y • (PH (J• LU01 • PR rJ • It LUni)-----_ — --
	 -
31	 UUX a UOX • UI)UX
Pw a f.w • PH • UUUX
—'	 Tw : T W • T (J• LOU) • UUIIX	 —	 ---	 --
320 Ptw = PA / UUX
325 tEw z Tw / UuA
---330 UCX s UCX • UOCX	 -----	 -
PC a PC • Pli • UUCX
tC = TC • T (J• LUU) • UUCX
---335
 
NEC a PC / UCX	 -	 - -- ---	 ----
340 tEC c TC / ULX
OOZ A SI IU L X.000ZX




PRAT _ PH • .001
UX = .,X • UUUX	 (PHA f) • ° .AMMA
CA s rX • UUCX i (PHAI) o • 'b
0ZxsO-rX • Ur)t1ZA • (NHAj) *'i'
145 IF WY) J85• J659 J5U
350 GO TO IPTN• 1355+ 390)
355	 THAT m 193.1`► / f (Jr Luo)
IF(TRPT.LE.0.) bU TO J!"
Al z r.LOG10 (TRAT)
35b	 A2=TP-T-1.
C^^^•w •Yg e tl a e ngYa0000 tlpgp Oe p Yn OOww,^ Y OOOYO peoeuwee•••Yeeoao•oe^^^^^^^tleoo
C	 L0,(L) F'4 NA T FP VAPUK
^eeoew•Ye p aono g o p ono p ewwo e000 0ew•„ 0 000e•eo e a 0 0 0 ee••w+oeee eooeeeeewwww•e
i'F MY -LE * U.) 'GO TO Job




360 UUIF _ UNU - 15'05.
IF (Ilnlh)365• 3?Q, J/O
jh5 ACOEF : 2.4E-5
GO TO 315
37 V
 ACOEF = 1.75t-5
375 ww = r ° .1
IM c ,..w
ALAI = AL (lw • 1) • (MW - Tw) • (AL (tW • 2) - AL (IW • ll)
AALOG = ALII1 • Al - ACutF • A 2 • UDI F i • 2
Ceoeoe+ueoeaooaeeeooe••1ee+n oo weeweweeweeeee•pweee•e+e e•••ee eeeee eewpe••
c	 TALI F •H eATFR VAPOR
Ce••ew••ewwj.eaoeeeww•^^•oeeowee•ee„ee••eeeeep^eoee•eeeee•eeeeee•eee^•eee
ULOGw. a ALOu10 IUAJ






WW s	 (ALU - TaAI)	 /	 IwAU. _.__--
IW	 s	 IaM
lF	 (Ita	 .LT.	 U)	 GU	 TO	 :$bb ---^—,-
IF	 (I,. • 	 GT.	 NTWA)	 GO	 TO	 390
Q • TT	 (IW •	 1)	 •	 law -	 IW)	 •	 lTT	 (IM • 2)	 TT	 lIW •	 111
IF	 1T?	 . GT.	 1.)	 Tit	 •	 1*









---------------- SET UQ WITH SMITH TABLES •......----.-----.
--5




WY	 s	 A LOG	 (Ptw •	 .001)
wZ s eLUG	 (TEw % 213910	 "'    
T2 a	 tAUW	 (UwU)
C----




- - - -- - --- -
_....
395 TP2 =	 T2
Go TU	 (400. 430)+ NCOSW
400 GO TO	 INTO•	 (405. 44U)
405 IF (Cv .LE. U.) GO"TO 435---=-	 ---	 -- -. .- _.. --- - --	 -
iF	 (I	 .LT.	 NCA)	 GU TU 435
iF	 (I	 .uT.	 NLS)	 GU	 T 	 4.J5
C y YrYr Y Y y o aiyYPn y Yna{ieYra y YaYYeYe p YUGenaYYee a YpreaYP.00Pn p u O Oa0 00 OO n ree r• -
C LOG(L) FUR CARBON UIgAIDE
Cr^RrroYeonrraoaeaoee0000rao• r^eeoNM^1 ► eooeeee»Oeo//^e1 ► r000., c oo., a o oe•o . o ^o
UO I F = UNU - 661.J-----
1F	 ((In1F)41 09 	415•	 415
410 A COEF	 = 4.6E-4
GO TO 4L0
41y ACOEF s 3.4E-4
420 WW	 =	 T	 •	 .1	
-	 ---I w	 =	 ,., w
ALCIIT
	
=	 ALC	 (I w	 •	 1)	 •	 (WW	 .	 Iw)	 a	 (ALr,	 (IW	 •	 2)	 -	 A LC	 (IW	 •	 3))
ACLOG
	 =	 ALCIII	 Al	 ACOEF	 p A; •	 (COIF • •	 2
CYSUeYnaeeearereaonynaeararYeaeeaeperooaepoYryaaonneao.000anoaanaoot^aepo








ACLU . ULOGCU . ACLOG
WW	 =	 ( ACLU - TCUI)	 /	 TCUO
IF	 (Iw	 •LT•	 U)	 GO TO 495
YF	 (It.,	 .GT.	 NTCt))	 GO	 TO 425 
- Y 2 = TiC	 (Iw • 1)	 •	 (++s ^—Ir7^ ITTC	 ( 1 w-4 -21 	 TC -c I w- 4- ZTI-














430 UCx	 = u.k	
'' 435 T 2 C	 =	 1.
i Go TO 4.5
C--------------------------- SET U p WITH SMITH TABLES ------------------
440 IF	 (Urx
	
-LE*	 u.)	 GO	 10...4.35
i UX s	 ALUG	 (UCX)











Ul s ALUG (TLC / [7l.lb)	 - —	 --
T2C = TwUCU (UNU)
C-- n- 
---------	 ------_ ------------ -„- ^_ --
445	 1P[ = T
60 TO (192)•NOZbw
1 1F (UZr.LE.O. ) GJ TU 3
iF(I.i T.NOZA1) (i0 TO 3 - —
1F(I.rT.NOZ82) 40 TO i
I F(I., T.NOZBI) ” TO 41F(I.nE . NOZA[)-- if0 -T0 S
GO TO 3
C-^^fee • nenaoe4feo0 u nf rrrf ^^^f MOOOOef rf•f 0000ep^r^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^^•
C -	 LOG(LY FOR (', r) NF
^ooufe a naaeeMao p ououe eoe ea ooff^^^f p^roe000000000e-ueou000eeeoeovoeoueooe
4 UJIF=„NU-104.1.






--- GO T'0 1J
b ACOLFa4.E-4
GU TO lu
- 7 ACnEF=14.oE-4--- 
10 wwxlo.l
Iw:ww
AL071 i= ALOZ(1w • 1) • ( ww-lw)*(AIUZ ( Iw.2) - A( . OZ(Iw•1)) -
AOZLOn=HLOZII.AI-ACoLFIA2auD.F_o42













1FlIw.(il.NT0L) Go TO 11
T20Z=TTOZ(Iw•1)4(Mw-Iw)*(TT0 7 ( IW•2)-TTOZ(IM•1))
IF(T2nZ-GT.I-) 120L=1.	 -
1F(T2nZ._GT.1.E-10) GO TO 12
11 TP2=0,




(i0 (O 0v65. 450 ) . 1wlNu_T
C----- ------------------- 	 OIGNELL W INDOW ---------------------------
450
	 1 F (I - 700) 4 75r 455r 4_55 -
45n iF (I - 1200 ) 460. 4759 - 47S
4bo WW a 01 a (1 -'7UU)
iw = w
wU = ,..w - Iw
VALKI = XK1 ( Iw • 1) • 6+U ° (XK1
V ALK2 = XK2 ( I'W • 1) • WD ° (XK2
PdAR = .5 f (PR Wo LUU_) • P., (,1
DELP * AdS (PR W • It LUD) - PR
(Iw
	
- XKI lIw • 1))

















WdAR s .5E-3 • (w (J • 19 LUn) + M (J9 )-UO))
TMLN v MHAR a Pr$AR • Ut_LP • (VALK) • TT9 (LUD) / TSAR • VALK2 . .H
,_. JAR / .612) / XPr_ ( LUU) / 980,	 ----... ----------- - -SIIMTH a SUMTo • TMLN
T2w = EAP l - SUM10)
-- -	 GU TO 460	 - --
----------- !)TANJ^RD WINDOW ------- - -_-----.•.•.---_---
46D IF (I .LT. NNA) GU TO 415
-"	 IF (I .63T. NOS) G0 TO 4f5
C p OanO d a•a Y^^a napaa00Y • nY p•aaOn^y ••a•••aa•ap•• eo......t•o. u.......ouu..
C	 LOG(Li FOR WINDOW
' — C4 00 aa.0004btl•uno p e0n• • o u oaH•oa• o •i1^•ooe•rdr^7• 000uoop a oo.u.o.u.ouu000 ^-
1F Ill y
 -LE. 0 0 '(;U TO '75
jLOGWA s ALO410 WA)
- _ — WW s t_•	 - ---	 - - ---- -	 -	 --- ^- _- --_ -
.1-
Iw x wW
ALwIIT n ALW ( I w • 1) • (WW	 IW) • ( ALW (IM • 2)	 ALW (IW • II)
- - - AW LU : ULOGW A + ALWIZI	 -- - - —_	 --- --	 ----	 -
WW a ( ANLU - Tw1I) / Td1D
Iw a WW
IF (I,• , .LT. u) 6U TO 475
IF (Iw .GT. NTWI) GO T(1 470
Cooauo.inaaapoOpooao•a0000w•M•o•appao•a•aooa••^^^^^^aaoapeea•^^^•ooao•^po
C	 'TAU F R WINDOW ----
CYaa00 e 0eYO p OYYa 0A e1 0•N ••••r•• p00 y p eaa ypp pa epee0eO. py Yaaa POOaaae p •.00yy
TGw = T( (Iw • 1) • Ni - Iw) • (TT lI 	 2) -1 T T	 1w	 1))IF (TAW .GT. 1.) • T2W
IF (T->w .GT. l.t-lUl GO TO 4140
47u 1 P2 = 0	
--	 ----- .^.-._ -Go 10 46U
47$ T2w = 1.
48u 1PZ = T112 • T2W
IF (J - MK1)b159 5159 4d5
48b GO TO ( 490. b15)9 NPAEk
Oyu	 IF (Pci lit LUU)	 IJLU+IIb15• 4959 495
49:1 IF (Po (J• LUD) - PHIGH)50u 9 5009 515
C-----	 AEROS L CALCULATION ----------------------
500 UELP - AdS (Pk (.) + 19 LUD) - PR (J. LUn))
PUAR	 .5 • (PR (J • it L(Q) + PR 09 L6D)l	 _	 -
SUMTA = SUMTA • T Wt LUO) • UELP / PRAR
I PAER = EXP ( - dKNRG • SUMTAj_
- -	 IF (TrAEk - .01)5059 Su5 9 51- - - —
509 Mm = i - 1
GO To 290
- 510 P2 : TP2 • (PALR	 -	 ---- ----	 _.	 -
515 UT a TP 2 - TP1 -
TNI c Tr'2
GO TO ( ^25• t)20 ) 9 IPN	 -	 -	 --'-	 --
520 PdAH = •5 p (NR (it LUU) + P,+ (J • 19 LUU))
UTDLN0 = PBAR • UT / • (PH (Jt LUD) - PR (J + It LUD))
PRINT 1aU89 PSAKt T (Jr LUU).- OTDLNP --
PUNCH 1D10• POARt UTULNP
1506 FORMAT (1H09t8.49F14.19F23.5)
--- ISlu FORMAT (F7.1 tF9.4)	 -	 -	 _----	 - -
GO TO bD0
^.._^ 
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_S09_•01;9_-•-^i9t(vool) xanA9 - Iid) !1 CL •I f Nool 5nq On O0q
31IMPN % UflQ llolssd C65
' (SE4 'S6C) nl 00
	
(34) OsM . 1id = (N► IIId
	n6S
'669 / h•3• a Icf •Iid = (onl •lw► 13N!
	
-- - _-	
-I . l'r f lw	--
	
065 01 09 tO 'A3• (9T)	AT CRS *Mnl?M n9s
--	-	_	-_--	---11.91319•IZ3•9'47.a'7'Sl460MT) 1TWeDA ',TS 	- LM! •Xnn •11e. 'dm •'►lcl 1Nl^ld CLS
360w '(oac 'SLg) Ol o)
----	




I	O9S L'1 00 (1 603• (T7) Jd1!'•I► !i
.,PONN - Iid f ZM!
	
---585.01 00 l(0_•03! ttZl_'^d'1lNII_^-' Nd' (n •n3• (OZ) O1I4N!)) dI	- nNo , 12a!ns - Ewnc1	1id OLS
e1dt.•(Obo •OLC) of oc)
0000eeoee0epegAAAAgqqAAAqqOeqAq7AgpOp"oggA•gqpAAOAepApqAepApp4Aqp AOOp AA,
	
1100-1 AON3nA;8! Ao oNa
	a








IoV4 / Iid = IIM
wns - swns = IId OQS
adddsI_•(59S 409S) of 0'J . ---^._	
wns • Zwns zwns 555
ddI,•fSpC •SSc1 O1 Of)
__.}eeeeeeoeeeoeeeggqq•}••••••AA}AAgAee o•!••oeoeee000pgg0•Aeop•wAq•AAA••qA7 ._-	._
	






IOWA • iital'1 to la . :r	wns f wns S45
lO1[L•_.IIIa^1l^_Zdl-*_Ot1►
 . Ewns ° Ewns n*S.
	
-	--on
 n OId 5E5
oe5 O1 no
dX31._^..Id1 _j Emn A d - OIr-__	- `ES Ol of) (•Oh9 •30' 7m-d) !T





	f Ol On ..(ww '1l• 1 !t, . OES_
tt^t - ttbMdl 11X3) • Id) / EnNn • d f td (;nA9 011• IM-1d) !T = Id
-	
-	(M - — • At) VI
LA	t2 • all ti11I) • 401	MA) • (t • M11 ltll! = TIIMiI.! N'^ f M i







615 AF	 ( LMOA -	 l ) b2 ') •	 btu •	 b2S 
620 TEQHd a - 270,
U 625
GO TO bi0
TE0149	 s be	 •	 ILOUK - !l	 • 27	 • 5o	 • - (AII	 - A800r-(6OOK -	 -j.T---J`--V-
1dd0UY	 (LOOK)	 - ddOUY	 (LOOK -	 1))
630 TATM 
"
WO	 (M•	 LUU)	 -	 Tt_yMP
PRINT
	 15169	 IHEIA	 W. : M II, rCX• XUX, TFOdB#- TAT M ——
1S16 FORMAT	 (58X•F9.L,E15.4 •F 12'W E1303,2F8.1)
GO TO NdRITE•	 ib4u• 21W
635 PR INT IbIA• Tv^iA	 W. t'- A lI• RCX• XUX- 	 --	 --
NLINE t n NLINFS •	 1
151d FORMAT	 (5sx9FV.d9E15. 4 v F 12,4,E1 3 . 3 )	 w	 -—^
640 K=K•1
1F (K. I E.NANGLF.S)	 GO	 TO	 2d-,
C^^***r0000wonoaona0^•oww^r^^owwo^s**wln0000wu^owowna000nowo°-onu000noonwC_- ENO OF 
-ANGULAR LOOP
Cwo^^^^wownwoa000wow•I^^^^^^r^^^000°aw^^^^^^^^001►^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^^^^^f^^^•
GO	 10	 ( d 45,	 125)•	 IPO
--
--- 645 MKO : MKN
SUM7	 -	 A III	 ( 1)	 •	 AIII	 ( 2)	 •	 AIII	 (3)
MKOLUr• z MKU • LUUU
PRINT 15209 PR (MKULU01s -TO ---1MKOLUD): " MKOLU07i-DOELV-(MK0UUDTf
1SLM7	 .
1520 FORMAT	 (FA.19F11919F1J:49E1 2.39E 15. 6/)
	—	
—
NLINfc = NLINE5 - 1-----
1F	 (N( I N k:S	 .LT.	 Ju)	 GU	 TO 65
NLINEc	 = 0
NPAGF'	 a NWAGE	 •	 1
^ALL NE AUI NG 	 (LUU )MK2M
650 MK_MK•LcVELS	
-
_IF (MK, Lt. MKL)	 -	 GO--T O - 26l




65t) CON TIpUEF 745 CUNT I•.Ut	 _-	 *w
IF
	 ( I^ FLAG
	
(18)	 .EO• 0)	 GO T(i 725 `-
j MKK 	 = M 0. F •
	 1ju) IF	 IM V F	 .LT.	 11	 GO	 TO	 770
--
- -- ------	 - ----UO 66 ;^	 MK =	 1.	 MKF
MKP s MKK - MK
66U
770




1521 FORMAT	 ( • IPRtSSURE	 F_(NET)	 ATM* TEMP._ - CHANGE*/) -,
CONAT,,
	 =	 5880.	 I
PRINT
	
15249	 Pk	 (1,	 2),	 VNET	 ( 1),	 ZERO.
1524 FORMAT	 (FA.1+FI4e49F1J.1) 
PUNCH 1 26 • Mk	 ti t 2)9	 --(-ITO	 (1. 2), FNET o_lY FNET ( MKFi Z1^ ^INET
1	 M*) , ZERO
IF	 (M„F	
-LT.,	 2)	 UO TO	 775
MKF
ATMCM =	 (VNET	 (MK -	 11	 - VNET	 (MK))	 /	 (PR	 (MK -	 1,	 2 )	 - PR	 (MK,	 2)
1)	 * CnNATM	
--
PRINT 15249 PR	 IMK, 2)9 VNET	 (MK), ATM6 --- — -- -	 -
I MKP i MKK - MK
PUNCH 15269 PM- tMK• t)• TO	 ( •K • 2)9 FNET	 (MK, I)• FNET	 (MKP• 219 V
109
^a





tl tl Y O Y Y Y O tl tl tl tl Y tl O tl tl 4 0 0 Y 4°. tl r^ N tl Y o Y O tl^r Y tl o u o O tl tl^, u ^ v o° Y. . Y o o a a o u a a Y 0 0 0 0 0 o Y Y
C	 *LACK HOUY CALIBkATIJN LOJP
CtltltltltltlY00YtltltlOOtlOYOr^^^^^r^^N^^^tl..rtl9]tltltl^^tltltl^tl^9)^^^^^^rYYtl^^^^^^^rtlOtl^
670 ASSIGk, o8o TO lit •
- - NLINEc • 0 - -= -
NPAGE = 1
TEMPr II
_^_ ..-_•-ASSIGr 711y TO It SLACK '-"'-
675 GO To IST, (0809 bdy)
hdV ASS10o . ob ..) Tu IbT
-	 CALL wEADING (3i	 --	 -- -
PRINT 1528
152d FORMAT (* TLMPytl•bA9* 1RRADI%NCE •• gx9•RADIANCEo • 6X••RADIANCEO/
115X9uw/SO CM Q 9dA9*11/SV CM SR*95X9%(N0R4AL)•/)------ 	 -
665 SUM6 r su ms = 00
IF (N,12 .LT. NUI) GO TO 780
	 ••
--	 UO 70c I - a NU 19 NU29 .NU! - . --_-
UNU = I
PwR3 - d o UNU / (TEMP • 273.16)
Al _ 	— =-- -- — — -	 -- - -
IF (P^Wj .LTo 6y_0.) Al s P o UNU • ° 3 / (PI • (ExP (PMR3) - 1.))
' ^w = , • .1
I w s uM	 -	 -- —	 - ----
FLTRITI
	
FL)_K 11w • 1) . (ww - 1w) •(FOR (Iw • 2)	 FLTR (Iw •
11))
SUM66 = Al * FLIHIII tl UNU--	 ------	 -- -	 -- -
SUM55 = FLTRIII
690 IF (tr •E0. NU1J' -OR. (I ,EQ. NU2) )69S• 700
	
695 SUM66 = Sl)M66 .5	 ----	 ----	 --	 - _ _
SU455 = SUM55 tl :5
70U SUM6 = bUm6 • SU,^b6
SU45 - SUM5 • SUM55	 -'--- - --	 -
705 CONTI•,UL
7dU CONTI,-UL
GO TO IULACK9 ( IlU9 235-0-255)
71U SUMN	 bUM6	 SUMS
SUM7
	 SUM6 ° C1:22
- PRINT 15309 )EMP9 SUM79 --SUM6.-SUmN-
1530 FORMAT (F7.1rE1d.6,[Fl^► ,7)
NLINEe = NLINES •i I
IF (Ni I NES .GE. tW71SO-720 - ..----
715 NLINEc = 0
NPAGE = NPAGE • 1
ASSIG•, o8() TO IST----
72U TEMP = fEMP • Tu
lF (TFMP .LE. Ti)075. 725




----	 SUFRO. TINF TAHPMNT	 (AL*	 IHDAI )
CUMMO.	 /TRANS /(WAI•	 TMAU,	 NTwA.	 TT	 (50)9	 TC019	 TC0D9	 NTC09	 TIC	 (7
14)9T07I9T0Z09NT0L9TTU1(-*1)
liJ1 	 -	 UIMENcIUN AL	 (2[9)9	 1HUAL	 (21
UIMENeI ON	 IFKW	 l5)9	 VIAL	 (S)
ENTRY VLNPRNI	 r_
( 11	 PRINT 15009	 IHDAL	 --	 — ---	 ----
11	 1500	 FORMAT	 (IH19jbX •[A d //2X• 5( • 	FRED	 LN(L)°)/)
111111	 UO	 lOc	 II	 =	 I. 99 - 	 --
"'	 KK s T I
i	 UO	 10;	 JJ	 =	 I •	 5




J)	 = AL	 lKK)_- -
l0u	 KK	 = vK . 50
PRINT





60	 11c^	 11	 = Jot
- -5U ,-
_	 KK a TI
UO	 11, 	 JJ	 =	 1 •	 '_'
^i	 1FR0	 ^JJ)	 =	 (KK -	 1)	 °	 10
VA L	 ()J )	 s AL	 (KK) .-_u
110	 KK = KK • 50
PRINT
	 15029	 (jfK sj	 l09	 VAL	 (09	 I	 It	 ♦)(?	 115	 CUNTI•jUE	 _-
AETURw
ENTRY T n ATER
PRINT 1504	 --	 —
l 5 r	 FURMA	 (1H1r J 1X O•MA TER VAPORS►//7X9•LN(L)	 TAU*92(8X**LN(QO 	 T	 ___
ITAU ° ) ^ )	 ---	 -
GU 12^ I = 159 YO
I3 a T • 20
VLNA = I • . 1 -
 3-6 -- ----------	 -- -
VLN8	 VLNA • 2•
PRINT 15C69 VLNN9 IT 1119 VLNb9 IT (13)
1506 FORMAT (21X9k(F11_19FlU *4))
120 CO N T I r-UE	
__..
UO 12C 1 = lr lu
I 2 = T • 2U
13 s T2	 20 "	 -
VLNA	 1 	 .1 - 3.8
VLNH	 VLNA • 2;
VLNCa V LN8 • 2.
PRINT 150)4• VLNA9 IT (I). 9 VLNd9 IT (12). VLNC• TT (13)
1506 FORMAT l3(F11.1+F 10z^))	 -	 _-	 _
12i CONT I.,UE
UO 13 : 1 c 119 17
12 = T • 20	
_-	 —
VLNA a I ° .1 - 3.d	 — --
VLNH = VLNA • 2•









1S10 FORMAT 11H1+r9X 9•CARd0N DIDX•UE°//
-- 117 X••LN( L )°rSX 9 4 TAU •92(8 X 9• i'N ( L ) 	TAU*)/)_





-------	 UO 13c 1 = 1 • 2	 -	 -
VLNA =
	
1	 •	 .l	 - 5•^
PRINT
	
ISOH•	 VLNA ♦ 	 TTC	 (1)
—'	 -135 -CONTIt.UL
0 0 	14 " 	1	 =	 39	 110
12	 s •T 	 •	 0_-
- —	
-	 I3 = v2 - 30	 --.^---	 --
V'-NA
	
I	 e	 .i	 - 5.3
VLNH * VLNA • 3_
PRINT	 13089	 VLNwr	 TTC_	 (1)•	 V(NB.	 TTC	 (1;, )•	 VLNC9	 TTC	 (I3) ^i
140	 CONTI%,U L 	 - _ -	 _
---- --	 VO 14c 1 = 10 • 32
12
	 =	 i	 • 30
VLNA	 I • .1 • 593 ?
-	 -"—	 ' - VLNb = VLNA-• 3: -- '= --

















CY p YO^r000Y0Yp 000wY OO^^wOO^r^O p OO wO0YY0000r^r^00^^^^t•^OOp O^^^rY0 op000^•
c PRINT	 HLAOING
	
A' 1 U	 I' 4 PUT	 PMRAMFTFR)
C'ppyp7O p YYY 0 YY0Y YY Y p OO^rrk pO wO^r^^^O^0^000^^Owtl 0..000Ya 0Y O p O0Y GOYJO U Y 0000
C
COMMO ►- /HEAU	 / ISTA•	 14JAIEs	 N ATE.	 wLl.	 I w L2 9	IFIt	 IF2 9 	FNU1 9	FNU29




C DATA	 ( NHLAO s HH	 UPWAHU,	 8H ,UWK'WARD • 	6tH138 CALIS)
PRINT Iouo.	 ISTAr MOATt. NDVE, NPAGE
1500 FORMAT	 (1H19 p 5T A _IIU 14 9	 i. 9AArStq•oATE,	 •,A89b6X• •CALCULATED .	*.AA.
U '—1	 SXo O oAvE	 09131 PRINT	 1502.	 -ILIT-TwL2 .	 IF1^ iF215 02 FORMAT	 («owAVE LENGTH HLGIU`•I FROM w .F8,99 p	TO •.A9•




-	 —	 - -- -LL	 =	 i U''
PHINT
	
13049	 fNUlt FNU2t UNU• NHEAD	 (LLI. NPTW
1504 FORMAT	 (TXr pw AVt NUMdLKb FHOA • .Fd.29 <.	TO • 9-F8.29 • BY 09Fds2v2 8X9
-- -	 -
I	 AH. p RADIANT PueEH F_pK_ 	 o .I3. * LAYERS*)--
PRINT	 I5ob
150o FORMAT	 (IH09IlX •pw	O • 915x.+RA U TANCE•9I1x• owAr E R VAPORotgxt





--	 SURROIJI NE HtAO{NG (LUU)
Cou000aeeeegtluaeaeooe^eogoe^^^^e^e.^eotlouYUaYegeeeeeeee000naueaeoeaanu000
C	 PRINT HEADING AND INPUT PAaAMETERS
— C anoeeoYenu g oeunaoouo e oouo auon oeee;eaeeaeeeaa^e eeeaeeaeeooeoeeeoeou0000e-
C
COMMO .j /HEAD /IbTA • MUAIE• N.ATE, WLI• IWL20 IF1, IF2 9 FNUZ • FNUZ.




DATA ( NMEAD = dh UPeAH^!, BH.OWNWARD, RH88 CALIS)
PRINT 15009 1STA9 MOATG• NDA.t, NPAGF	
_-
1500 FORMAT (1H19 e ST AT IUN• i .AAgbvi'eUATE, e .48966X9 e CALCULA T E D. e.AB.
1 SXt*nA(iE a 913)	 --
_.	 PRINT 15029 WL1O' IWLes IF19 •F 2 	 `--	 --"r
1502 F_URMAT 10AWAVE LENGTH HtGION FROM *,FR.^. tl T_0 u.Ad•
l e MIrRUNS WITH ' FILTtH -: a92 -A3)
PRINT 1504+ FNUZ• FNU20 UNU• NHEAD fLL). NPTW
1504 OORMAT (7X9 aw AV t NUMdLHS FRUTA a 9F8.2, e TO e 9FF.2• o RY 09 Fd•2s28X0
_—	 1'A89e RAUTANT DUPER tVH -• 9I3. 0 LA YERS*)	 -- - -------
GO TO ( 100. 105 ) 0 IdHIlL
IOU P R INT 1-3Oa	 -
150b FORMA T (eOPRtSSURE e ,bAO*TEMP. e •SX• aMIX oATIOa95X.e0E6Ue95X,a1PRAUI
JANCEe.5X.eANVLEO,oA#*RAUTA14Cc_e9BX•eCO ;oa•BX, aH20 a •7X. a 8RIGHT	 ATM'




1508` FORMA; t*oPRESSUREa,SX, eTEMP - ,SX•aM1X-p4TI0e95X•eDELUe•SX9rIFtRAUI-
IANCEe.Sx•aANULE'!•5X ► "RAU TA NCP i► 08X.aC0 Po'96X•OH200






FUNCTvON NSUMS 1 0 9 04 9 NP)	 -	 --




SEnrcCHtS t' r(ESSURt AHHAY T O DETtHNINE SUdSCRI r T FOR
c	 SPLLIrIt^U*PRFSS AE
C	 P is THE SPEGIFIEU PHESSU•E
C_	 VP IS THE ARKAY OF P_ HLCSU^E VALUES
0	 NP I5 THE NUMnEH Uf WREyS'kE VALUES
c	 NSi,HS is ImE UL51NEU SuBS:RIPT
C^00 uOr^00RpiatlaOa tl OtldYpatlOtl OOOOaoyOio oo p p 000 0 00. vp 000 p oo p tl000 p ooew p wowo
UIMENCIU(v VP llu)
IF (No •LT..17_ U0 TO-110--- 	 7i
UO 10P 1 = i • N ►_'
IF (A ,aS (p - VP (l)) .LT. •U1) GO TO 105
	
[J	
` -I00 CONTIn,UE----.--^ -----	 -
110 CUNTI^-Ut	 ••
NSuss = IRETUR - -- - ----














—	 FUNCIvOr+ TAUW	 (VrvU) -""--
C	 MATtR TN A NSMITTNNCt FON NU =	 (2 e.59797.5)
	 B y 	5.
CUMMU.,:. /XY2w	 /Xi	 Yo It	 C	 (99 12a)
w	 (I)	 •	 C	 (1 9 	1)	 .	 Z • -(C' (4. I) • t_ 19-4 11	 -•^	 -X"tiZ -TZ^-
lI)	 •	 ,	 °	 (C	 ((..	 I)	 • C	 (a.	 1) •	 X)	 .	 C	 (79	 I)	 X)	 Y	 •	 (C	 (3.	 I)
2	 •	 C	 ( 5.	 IY •	 X)
---- WS = ( VNU = 202.5) • .Z---
-
----- --	
--- --- - --- -- --
IL = wS lwL	 s	 (IL	 •	 1)
TAUw s EXP
	






i—	 FUNCTION TAULU (VNU)
C CAHOUN UyOAjUE IHAwSMITTANCE FO+ NU a ( 5x7,5 9 8 17 .5 ) 9Y S.
COMMW- /Xy z /x• Y9 i t CCU (9 9 63)
`V	 W (I) = CCU (1 9 1) • Z —• (CC; (49 1)-..•	 • (CCD 161 — 1) - . - CCD (99-1-
1) to ZO . CCU (j• I) •	 X • (CCD 429 1) • CCO 15 9 1) • Y • X •
2(000 r79 I) *• C^J (1!- 	 . Y))
—__ WS = r VNU • b07.51 -
IL = w5
WL s M (IL • 1!
_WA : ^^L . (WS ￿ TL1—" (;^ (1Z^— Z7_= ^1C^





5U8ROi it l(:E UUMMY 1
CU(.jmo., /xYZw Iw A • wr• wL• Cw (9. 121)	 014314. 2. (0
DATA ( COO= b.12114* 0 9142, .9 11. - .43749 .049569 n.9 (	 t
1.)♦ 6 , 115. 1.026/. .-0 164. 0.'. .US400, .n9b99 .0"144• C (0. )
• 5.6194	 t
211 .9S+b9 .9169 U.9 .U7 U39. - .0841• .02;, 6b• 2 l0.), 4.69559 .9449
3.9591. y., .040 1 2• u.• .011779it (009 -,.3723, .84139 .82 57• - 1.2
40259 , 03251+ - 2111• .01391 ` - .0144 5 , 0.9 4. 87 15• .6 6
4 8• .bb2, 0
5.0 0 0-5 1019 .Ouv l , .uu-05G• - 10131, .1n Q59 3.8296• .6492♦ .6019. 0
6.•	 .21#76♦ .000969 0.9 .69852, 4.06399 .96489 .9847+ 0.9
7.01430 , 2 t0.)• q uil l" ; O.9 -.BO35 9 .32 ,199 .77419 0.9 .03037+ 00-
8.0154-,+ .01957• .5U33 i 9 5.47"%9, .797, .71 56. 2.1261, .023
499 .4997
9 9 .Oli.O-0r .03760. U.• 5.564; 1.0054. .'4 2 63 + 0.• •0610
6 . - .06111
A.0303-1 . 2 (U.), 3.5271+ .594'+ .6273, 0.9 - .011289" - .1407, • ;Ol"
43135,	 11%.), 4.G3;t69 1.0235, 1.03b1, .5153)
UATA((Cw ( 1)•l=ll J1 d?e)	 3
x'	 a .05416• -	 3529 .00AQ19 2 (0.)9 3.00329 .6 099 .-^,
1b1A4+ .+ 3 0 2. .UG13o• - . 1506. .00R929 2 (U.)• 3.90540 .A7b2• .896,
2 .37On, .026 5 7, - .1 0 1bo' 2 (",.)• 1.177419 4.06039 .4581, .5423. 0.
39 - .0 4 39 - .21149 - .01271. - .01834, 0.9 3.966, .bOOA• .5025. 1_.
4._3724. .0113 9 , .01319 .UO522. 2 (0.), 4.53b9• .9895, .b9699 .9405•
5 .06bnb9 0.9 .03U51, 2 (0.), 3.4817, .8n52 9 .7685. 1.0 7 41 • .621?,7•
6 0.9 .010619 2 lU.)9 4.1495+".8629, .86759 1.106 7 9 .U49?9, - .1472-
79 .Olr5o , 2 (009 4. 1!4699 .7^Y4+ .6012, 1.35789 .031059 0.* •01193
89 2 (-.), 3.dU7G9 . d /14+ .90.1 2. 1.493+ .03579 4 10.1+ 3.49579 .970
97, .8(,4, i.h1499 .07145. 0.9 -- .02854, - .01295. 09, 3.5555. 1._0590 	 I
A69694. 1.317 1 • .UIU4 b 9 ._0567 . .03 5 22, 2 (U. ), • 3.4 4 24 9 .71249 .6663
811 1.06 4 , .03905. 0.i
u_aTAt(C«(1)91=2Glr3341
X	 = .013-029 2 ( .), 4.1125. .78879 .7497. 1. 863
3 + .03
1729 9 , 0722'+ .UlSlh, L lu.)• ^.b1488 9 	 4,59 .8726 + 1.4606+ .050949
- 20.9 .;. 2G2+ - .024b7 9 4._+3 . 5 369 .9852 9 .W Z• 1.05759 .0 7
3939 0-•
3 .0331b 9 - .ul5d5, 0.11 3.)583 9 .7363, .7083. 1.6959. .033d4, *034 6
49 .01118 5 , 2 (U. ). r 3.2U4G, •8".07* .7648, 1.5694• .05701. 0.9 	 ,
5 2 (0 )9 4.76?79 .659# .7921. 2,5143, .141539 0.+.nl9 6 1• - 01034
69 0.+'3.113% .S^be, .Stl26, 1 610 7 9 0.• .005br - .003Z 8 9 0.• 0.9 2.
750799 .9242• .9658 9 I.bd9e 9 15049 9 2 ( n .) • .022929 0.• 2.200 4 9 .8
80729	 7417. 1.3 6 -09 • .05 379"0.• .Ol c)6 4 , 2 (0.)• 2. 9 0 269 .73429 ,b7
95 1,1 7 1 719	 .u377b, U.9 .015)7, 2 (n.), 2.31689 .58719 .5 7 869 1.71
A7Z. .;2019, - .1343 9 '006. 2 (0.)9 2. 2 1 129 • 7 1559 .6467 9 1.5 b4 9 .0
" 84 1749 u., .014919 C !U.)• 1.,742)
5ATA(,CN(I),1=335,441)
X	 = .1339 .6939. 1.126, .010959 .20049 .0155
2 0 •00321
I t - .A3 479 2.12260 .72559 .6.79, 2.1164, .032579 - .1092+ .014789
22 (0.19 3.529 1+ .6962• .6676, 2.4 1J57, ..129189 .0462, .009779 2 (0.
3)9 1.c,393 9 0 186+'.Ut 39 2.2b3r .058249 .1459 .02125, .04745 9 0.9 1
4.48b14'. .9428 ' 	G.U49d9 .Ob54 9, - .1 4 45+ .00"11R, 2 (U.)r 1.59
5111, 175, .9429. 1.4G1d ♦ 	 66:12• - .1 430+ * 00204 ♦ 2 (0.), 2.1667,
6.4856. .45279 1.14929	 U1137 4- - .0804, .00441, 2 (0.)• 2. 5673 , .69
7db, .;758, 2.73 '2 5 . .uld.6, .1562, .00325, .033429 n.9 1.6 673+ .729-
bj 9 .bnbl• 1.165 1!• .05 756 ♦ U.' •006079 .n443d r 0.• 1.b1 7 69 .71529 .
9 69 52, 1.3619 .0502b9 0.• .00 . 119 2 (0.), 1. b2379 .7975, .74719 2.4
A456,
	 0 4 3929 - .-J Udd• .ul379 . 2 (0.), 1.96329 - 0- 6293, .613 0 + 1.28b3 -
8, .03118 4 . 0.* .G6S5d • 2 10.1)
UATA((CA(l)91=44G*54U)
X	 = 1.4/169" .75.49 .7019 . 2. 83889-.06191+ - .2999	 OU5
1440 .Ad199 .5211+ ldti 4 l, .7415. 716 3 , 2.71529 .05552 , - .16379 .
20638. .01725 • .308059 1.275;, ,679. .6232. 1.6932+ .0373 5 9 -0797,
3 .013 4 . 2 (U.), 1.3 4 13+ 81119 .77119 ?.37459 .0533 4 9 - .3?19 iuo --
4433• Uel3• .h82529 1.4635+ 7618• .6937' 9 2.4619 .16784. - .35459
5.00!049 .03859, .Lbdtli 	 1.!3049 . 659 .6^5 9 9 1.45779 .038229 002319
b .0ll 4 9 2 (U.)•	 9-039 9 .14646 9 	 d ill, 1.8684, . 051379	 . 369 9 
70519 ,0 0 30 5 . 1.PU5y3# 1.4496; .6704, .6?15 9 1.1994, .033219 .06699
b .30611• + 2 (U.), 1.005-0 i .63i9 .751, I. g I38+ .06045, - .3055+ .OU4
96-0. .-S ob59 1.4/1119 1.196!+ .6433, .6hQ. 2.2477 9 .n57349 - .1C479











ISl13M)OINF UUMMY2CUMMl1+,	 /XYZW	 /W i t	 wr•	 WZ•	 CW	 (9.	 12n)UATA(lCw(j)•1=5419bbu)X	 =	 l.7vl y 9	 ,73179	 .b852,	 1.48129	 .044929	 0.9	 .01091• .-
1	 U.9	 , 03921.	 1. 35 •	 .1119	 .68; 3 9	 2.0314•	 .040189	 0.9	 001015.	
2	 (0.)
-29	 1.014*9	 .75649	 .bts4l•	 3.641 9 9	 . 07 20 8 •	 -	 943569	 .U11459
	 .034529





.817.	 3.41 6 2+	 .052 ,•5.	 0.9	 -	 .AlU d5.	 0.9	 0,9	 .95C6•	 .62.17
59	 .57oJ9	 2. 4 0Ub9 	.09'!21.	 0.9	 .00692 9	2	 (O.)•	 .13579	 .88329	 .7762•




2.0572•	 .06975.	 4	 (u.)9	 .59;,9,	 .84(,1•	 .7347.	 1.75329	 906
47 7#	 4	 lO
b.)•
	 1 . 43939	 .663d•	 .6314,	 2.;433•	 .959 21 . 	 4	 (0.)9	 .6297,
	
.73ub,	 .6
9532.	 7.19389	 .0°5 5 7•	 t	 (0.)•	 .0 4 1 9 4,	 0.•	 .0917,' -98421•	 .729.	 2.314
A5 9




01b04r	 4	 (U.)9	 1.v6749	 .6348,	 .6092)
UATA((CW(I)91=6 011
X`	 =	 1.39389	 .04"tb7.	 2	 (n.).	 •026799	 0.9	 .4668•	
._865•
1.1523.	 3.210 9 •	 •0574 1 •-	 .?7	 d,	 2	 (0.)•	 2.049•	 .73819	 .7151•	 .6861
29	 2.9r5d9	 .0452 0 .	 0.0	 _U1002.	 2	 (0.)•	 • n4349	 .642,	 .5703.	 2.10750
U.9	 .8748 9	3.41669	 0.9	 .ld33.0580-9	 2	 (0.)•	 -Uo3! 4; 	,00 3 9	 .9233.
499	 -	 OJ7029	 2	 (1!.)•	 1.116`!•	 .6576,	 .64119	 1.4402,	 .062979	 .1755•
5.002419	 .05 4 1 9 •	 .	 0 4571^be	 .27699	 .7363,	 .75! 4 #	 208ASI.	 0.9	 -	 .237•
6	 -	 2	 (0•)9	 .176.e,	 ,6	 319	 .6424,	 2.80559	 .06562•	 -	 -1129.0..0i 63 39
79	 0.9	 - ' • 62 1b•	 .99479	 .8931,	 2.iTO49	 .033179	 -	 . 1 44
.	 3	 (U.
.05670,
8)9	 -	 04059	 •Hblb9	 .1101.	 1.1. 9 24• 	.08775.	 4	 (n.)•	 .3 7 229	 .6929,	 .6
9308.




-	 .^u	 d•	 -	 .0106 :9 	.02441.	 2, .016969	 .033b•	 .62969
	 .S66
-air	 2.9144,	 .050409	 a	 cu:1)
UATAI)C w (1) 91_7U #86U)
m	 /•	 129	 .0114.	 .7898 9	.70n5.	 3.084,	 90916X'	 .Ubll.28




2(u.)•	 -	 .U9255i	 .165.-9	 .7703,	 .96179	 3.122 7 ,	 .092099
	 2	 (U.
.062439
3,9	 .0r6 o5.	 0.9	 .bbdU•	 .872	 •	 .749R•	 1,31769	 .06 ,425.
	 0.9	 -	 • 0153,
4	 u.9	 .•	 -	 •041%)	 ,80139	 76-/6.	 1.56919	 .10389•	 -	 .5763•	 U.•	 0.9
	 1
5.2119-p •	 -	 .1 6 63 • 	.68661	 .587	 •	 .9089•	 . 1 78 1 2 9 	 -	 .2 6 2 5 •	 -	 .01
9469	 .
-	
31550	 1.32279	 .07789.	 0.9	 0.9	 .0376j17b7.	 .321 3D •	 .80849	 .757A #
.14759	 .66 1 4	 9 9509,	 .074 5b, 	4	 (0.)r	 -	 . 294 6 9	 .793
- 70H• 0 • -	 '.1179
81 9	2.Ub1J•	 .0?39	 -	 ,4	 35 9	-	 .0164 8 9	 0.9	 .23329	 -	 .bOn d r	 .60.bed*,
9b9,	 .i2v6,	 1.2601 ,	 .09244,	 -	 2658 9	-	 .n1069	 0.9	 U.•-	 1.21509	 1.0
A442.	 .273[•	 .02129 9	-	 . 0 5 b 7 9 - .0I 1639	 0.•	 0.9	 .03449	 .10869, 410H,





.69649	 .6444.	 2.13 9 2,	 .A`-X '	 .Odjtl3•	 .94146•
	 .1 4 31,
1d169	 -479b 9 	-	 .01772+	 0.9	 -653b7,	 .09129	 .69680	 .531
8 9	 2.3108•	 .
-
2U8782.	 -	 -	 .111 059 9	 .093279	 0.•	 -	 .5859	 .8702•	 .758 9 .	 2.3439.2 71 4•
39	 .08n2b,	 -	 • 5944+	 U•9	 U.•	 1	 88005,	 -	 .1019	 .6293,,59
6 7.	 1.38229
n.9	 .59d3,	 .729•	 .602,	 1.09824.074249	 -	 .20939	 -	 .51 9 74,	 .-14689	 -
59	 -	 .61 50 9	 -	 .01065.	 0.9	 1.913•	 -	 1.24431	
.9d6.	 . 6 53 4 9	 .b7
.07091•
612,	 -	 .L9jtl•	 3	 ( 0.)•	 -	 1.28099	 . 9b •	 .8614 9	1.0 699 9 	.Ub60bs. 7 36769
7	 -	 3	 (U.)•	 -	 . 914b + 	 .76c y ,	 .6462•	 ,79839	 .06223#	 -.3^9








.1076•	 .6013,	 3.2u329	 , 08244 9	-	 .54029	 -	 .01 9 2 4 .	 0.9	 0._+	 •
68597,	 ,d5b4•	 .7451.	 1.11239	 , 104•	 -	 .2107)
_--._..	 -	
-----
UATA((CW ( I)•I=9dd910tl0) ----	 --
_	 -	
.UUtio5,	 0.•
	 0.9	 .6Px'	 -	 S29	 .7274,	 .W i9 2.0429	 .
-	 1.2 4 69	 .9611,	 .8279107252.	 -	 .8034+	 .623;9,	 -	 n6718,	 1.3x,2989
29	 1.7005•	 .0022+	 -	 .0189,	 -	 ,00129	 -	 .070 9 2•	 .93989,	 -	 1.
556	 .o
31019	 U.•	 .060959	 -	 .U , 269	 0, 9	0.,	 1.409429	 -	
).2179	 .92089
, 8169,
4.7144.	 .b10 4 9	 .U9U.179	 -	 .129 4,-	 .00574.	 0 9 9	 0.9	 -	 1.34419
	 .9229
57482,	 1.1841•	 .0103tl•	 -	 .678n,	 -	 .004 29 9	 -	 •0595.	 1.039039	 -	
.68r





.015979	 -	 .022!29	 1.70037•	 .1.783•	 .6493.	 999J59	 .	 -	 .5105•
821459.	 -	 1.50339	 1.000tl9- 1 9U .-460	 b	 (O.). --	 19212 59 	.978•	 ;7274^^1.7-





A	 .5669. 2.2743 9 - ' 003- 89   -	 •3331• - . 02609 . 0.9 0-)
-
-	 Et p - --	 _-
REPRODUCIBILYN OF THE119	
UIUGINAL PAGE IS POOR
L?4.,_.._
SUBROotTINE UUMMYJ
CDMMO, /XY1 /UX• UY, UL• CCU (99 b3)	 17329. 0.9 0., .019227•
DATA ( CCO a - 14.55'3 3, 1.2'3109 0.9 0.9 ..
1.0465. - 9.U 04 ts • d (0019 - .1 3531• .41099 .12205• .034M6• U.• - y.
21021• U.9 U.+ 3.ut4/• - .135 . 6. 0.9	 134289 .036523. 0.• - 7.5255•
3 - 0 5.,549 - .20 0 . 3.1339. O'• U.9 ,18?()1 • •018729• U.• - 7.63he•
44 (0. 1 9 .77HIs .1191[• .012147. 0.9 - 11. 474 1+ 1.337 4
9 - .19u69 3.
55957+ 3 (0.)9 .u1v534• d.• - 1.9647, 0., 0.+ 3.5359. 0.9 U .• .1240	 Il
699 .OjJ9769 U.9 - b. / l'O• .7b499 0. 9 .44721 - .0469. 2.799 .047699
7.0190119 .339u3• - 9.1dt4, 1-13989 0.9 1.7502. 0.9 2.3209. 0 • 0 .01
BU6069 - .28919 - 10.2404 9 1. :744, 0. 9 4.656 . 3 10.1• .014
9 81 0 0.9
A;59
 H.li•7 y • .S1u49 3 (U.)r 2.1 t l • .07902.. - U
 144119 - .209929 - 889
7 , .75ON 9 0.9 U-011 y • 0.• ^ .30379 ;0555 7 • .013929 O.• - 8
0 0989,	 t_^
d1.125ti• - .UIu7+ 7.dv*Ot .04 21. 001
UATA( ( CCD(Ii9I = 1159tU5)
x	 = 0. • . 0640/, - .056194 - 6.929do .d9 14r 0. • 6.6R"
1129 0.• .4470• .022799 .0120+'3 , - .11 62. - 6 .229 6 9 .9"75+ 0.+ 51yh
2Z19 .rJt999 U.• U._• OU4 6 1589 - .06665• - 5.65, 1.068 b 9 .0281 .
 6.'13
319• ,;3vd5, 0.9	 .Ol/yl• •O 52449 - . 01,1 9 4 • - 4 . 9295, 
. 99659 .1yh
49. 5.14'3S, .06444• - .0155+ ' .0215, o.• - .0515
7 , - 4.0119 .9665.
5 ,151 s, 4.21 `b s .uOd4 1+ - .0 799 - .028n6, - .0018
H 2 1 - .u35 66, -
63.41279 .9529 .16499 4 .02979 .05547 9 • - .3231• - .022
b6•	.001121•
7 .022-3 3 9 - 3.24049 - 8 106 9 .24.3. 3.0533, .072 4 1• - .20819 - 
.02456,
H - .0.,4 1 359 .020 90 9 - 3.2611, 9 8686 9 .244 5
9 2.5396+ .0049 - .1455,
9 - .OtH03, - .063b, . 014499 - 3.35099,4 495• .215+ 2.77139 .07479
A- .19 749 - .U23?4 9 - .0113601. 9 01b829 - 1.51269 .dl2t• .2711+ 2.72
4953, . ^ blb, - .3U399	 .,^44181
UATA((CCD(0*1I' 40600dy5)	r
X	 = - .uu/887 9 .01559 - 1.9539 .84639 .2533 . 2.83429
1 .Ohbn1 , - .t87 ► - .032439 - .OU5339, .11 959
+ - 2.13b4 , .903 7 9 .26
- 24d , 2 . 5 6989 .08u17, - .4002• - .031219 - •OOb357• .013059 - 1.5345
39 .H441• .31'399 G.1101^ .070.,1• - .1432, - •_02476, - .005 5 04 • .010
459 9
 - 1.0136, ./'3b3+ .1x27• ;.4426, .04^ 6y •	 .06759 - .01575• - .
bUO34809 .005 4 9 - . 55db; .69649 .41349 1.01279 .03247. 0.9 - •01025
69 - .nul6769 - 90043 4 •	 .01.6 ► .7242+ .4053+ .64149 .038
7 2. .0339
79 - .n11539 - .303u2• - .OU7n1• .0036• .69379 .45019 .0877+ .03599
d .01 8 . - .00161+ - .001986 - .00745• - .114• .6918• .4622• --0206+
900 .01b04 9 O.• U.• - .000959 U.• .2529
, .b*759 .42169 - .36109 .02
A348 9 , 0'3069 - .4105429 - 0.•	 .000459 1.363 d• .5246•.
434 • ;_0 24 7 • .0
du662+
	










	 .uvb"t	 .3;9	 .5234•	 .1 97 •	 •12529	 •023229	 -	 .0779 -
1	 -1019	 .0018[7•	 u.•	 . O hy 3. 	 .6726•	 .4055 9	-	 •15329	 .033 6 69	 .0044.01
29	 -	 .00, 4evr	 -	 .0023-r	 .016,	 .69339	 .4873,	 .0948 9	.02865•.1)0^7 8 '0
390179
0
	.00024•	 -	 .001utb,	 - -00338,	 -	 .i3J9•	 .66339	 .4754•	 .2516+
u 4.0298,•	 .0231,	 .00073. • .U00 3T *	-	 .00	 2•	 -	 .5269.	 .66729
	 .45869
51.0?4i9	 .03113+ ' 0.9	 -	 .U015.)'	 -	 .001029.	 0.9	 -	 .93769	 .69439-.4371
6s	 1.5x6 4 ,	 .037419	 -	 .00Vb+	 -	 .00634,	 -	 ,0020239	 -	 .00233•	 -	 1.4106"
79	 .7579	 .3dl 4 9	 C•2olt' r	 .0494'9	 -	 .0849,	 -	 .01173+	 -	 •0031 04 9	 .0030
i Ol t 	- 1.96239	 .8[l y r	 .3t/•	 2,tAU369	 .067310	 -	 92116+	 .01492•	 -	 .00
94dal,	 .015699	 - 2.54b•	 .879.	 .2d63,	 2.91 8 • -.077769	 .25689	 -	 .021
A24,	 -	 . 0 0544o,	 .Udd2ls	 -	 1_b	 5 r 	 .30439	 .28039	 2.96139	 .060999	 -	 .2
Bb369
	




X	 s	 -	 i.427.	 . 9 581+	 .3n5P.	 2.4273•.5335,	 -	 .30810
1-	 -	 000bUibo	 .Ut179	 - 3.3026•	 .A657•	 .2736.	 2.41579	 •07142 -.04ti729
- 29-	 -	 .018249	 =	 .0033 : 59	 .01325,	 - 2. 9 767,	 .84249
	 -.2488.	 2,
.TU62,
1) 341319	 .,16911+	 - ' 6197 4 9	 -	 .01)779	 -	 .004164 0	 •027169	 -	 3.0163 0	.874
41,	 .2c97,	 3.13811	 0 066di,	 -	 "3219	 -	 .02105 9	 -	 .0042519	 •J121 4 9	 - 31 1
5.169L.
	
.90789	 .2253.	 3•'1 284•	 06231,	 =	 .171•	 -	 .02 9 819	 -	 .0435419
-	
- -060.9	 - 4.0999	 .9514#	 -lid711	 43132,	 ,08R^7•	 -	 .2173•	 .02 7 16 1
- 4.b73or	 1189	 5.36019	 .00576#	 -	 .0199	 -	 •02.236704737.	 u.9	 .?d319
^^
89
	 0.•	 -	 .0432. 89	 -	 5./t1 9q	99489	 .U4849	 7.2499	 .03511 9	0.9	 -	 •00974
99	 .U0^046•	 .Outl19	 - b.b114,	 .9978.	 0.,	 8.04789	 .04310	 0.0	 U.•	 •0
A05b37.	 .07Db59	 -	 7.4021.	 1.05819	 n.9	 x.1331,	 .045669	 0.9	 0 . 9	 .00
84861•
	 -	
.08853•	 - 7 9 8783•	 .8;91)
UATA((CLU(I19I=4eU95o1)
X.	
a	 -	 •;3a1,	 6	 57199	 .01215+	 •63839	 .n4162 ♦ 	 .n12539,
1
- 1	 -	 - 8.35 3 7•	.'6929	 -	 .0411,	 7.,879#	 0.0	 U.9	 .03817•
	 .0140
.179 0 3•
22'9.;	 •	 .u51949	 -	 9.0114.	 .963,	 -	 .08119	 x.03 5 79	 .01224.	 1. 0 10	 .0277
37#	 .OT413 H 9	 -	 .CC55do ' - 7.44.69	 .96950	 n.9	 4994939	 .021640	 1.0906•




59	 -	 .I*e*V9	 -	 7.16)5,	 .5334•	 .?2D79	 10. 4 273 #	0.9	 6.81679.00 m 7 47 9
6.01 9 2:0	 0.•	 - .141049 - 8.845.	 1.00659	 -	 •4464. 8.25 680	
.16741• -
-	 7.8311.	 .009 7 3,	 -	 .000534, -0'.7 . - 797552,	 .5169 0	 3	 (0.)9 - 2. D 19 - 	 .8595
• 869	 .011044•	 -	 .4d1539	 = 8.31. 0 0	 .6049+	 6.9	 -	 .80629	 -	 .03048 .	3.U9
995•	 .53329
	
90106669	 .3415, • 9.4568 .	 1.03049 0•r 6 9 349d0	 3	 (09)
--	
-
At	 .01r,1040	 0!)-- ---
END
--	 SUHROOINE DUMMYS	 `-
CU MM O..	 /ALFLTN	 /AL	 (229)9	 FLT R	(22.9)
DATA	 IAL	 =	 1910•	 ]'..40•	 1.a29	 1.909	 2.04.	 2.20.	 2.30.	 2.40.	 2.47.	 2
1.559
	 ;.009	 2.65+	 2.619	 2.6d,	 2.68.	 2.69,	 2.69,	 2.67.	 2.65.	 2.63#
-2 .-
2.b1•	 ->.^ N	 2.539	 Z.4dr	 9.45.	 2.40.	 2.35.	 2.30.	 2.239	 2.15.	 2010.	 2
3.039	 T. 9 6i	 1.979	 1.dU9	 1.72,	 j -* 659	 1.57.	 1.50.	 1.42,	 1.30.	 1•20,	 1
i 4.120	 7.03,	 . 1 59	 .610	 .17•	 ;6;9	 .600	 .57,	 •420	 .339	 .23+	 .15,	 .OS#






	 -	 1.42•	 -	 1.55,	 -	 1.66,	 -	 1.7 9 9	 37	 l	 -
-	 -7	 8.001)
UATA((AL(I)+1=11u9l1b)
X	 =	 11	 (	 -	 8.00)9	 -	 .65•	 -	 .500	 -	 .269	 -	 .139	 .U59	 •2`
-	 109	 .3c9	 •509	 .639	 .7 39	 85+	 .97.	 1.07.	 1.17+	 1.279	 1.37,	 1.45.	 105
25.	 1., 4 .	 1. 75 .	 1.64.	 1.95.	 2,059	 2.15•	 x.28.	 2.409	 2.469	 2.42.	 2.2
38 9
	2.ib•	 2.019	 1.75.	 1.57 9	1.48.	 1.569	 1. 6 7.	 1.839	 1.98,	 2.0d9	 2.1
4b,	 2.	 29	 2.2d •	 t.299	 [.Y8,	 2 - 26+	 2.23.	 1.179	 2.12.	 2.0 6 .	 1.9 7 +	 1•R
50 •	 l.io9	 1.6 0 ,	 1:SU9	 1.3d•	 1.27.	 1.14.	 1.039	 .919	 .820	 .719	 .619	 .
6 5 09	 .410	 .31+	 .G2•	 .141	 .07#	 -	 .029	 -	 .129	 -	 .219	 -	 .289	 -	 .409
	 -
7.49 9
	.59,	 -	 .bb•	 -	 . /b,	 -	 ,b6• -	 .96 9-' --	 1.079	 - 1.179	 -	 1.28i-
81.40,
	 -	 1.50 •	-	 l.oj,	 -	 1.76.	 -	 1.8,0	 -	 2.009	 -	 2.149	 -	 2.29)
UATA((AL(j)+1a217i2Gy)
X	 _ ._	 __999_9___	 s-'- 2.420 - Z
-5S-f-.i- 2-;7Lvq 	- 2:179- --1.03	 -3:201
1	 3.38.	 -	 3.559	 -	 3.69#" - -	 3. 8 5 ,	- 4.03+	 -	 4.220	 - 4.41)
DATA












CUMMO., /AI . CAL+./ ALC(92y)•ALwf229).ALOL("29)•UZMXR(19)907PRS(19)
CseoaOrf fff^fffffrrrffffffff i ffiffrffo y Offfff pfffffff•ffffffffffffOOOOO.
C	 OU(L) IAdLt5 1 O cop  'vINUUw. ANn ulOwE (FWo xt EL5A55ta)
Cf•r 09pYyyY pr r Ar r4YYrrre r YYYerO r Y ey ffrfYYOe•fpr•••r•rrffrf lff if ••••r000.
vATA (ALC • 5b (U.)• - -..97 9 - 4.45. - 3.30• - 2 .639 • 290 b • - 1.5
--- 109 - T)Gbo - .610 - .21• .16. 9389 .43. .329 0.9 - .349 - .729 - 1
2.089 - 1 0509 • l.dd• - G.2% 9
 - 2.67• - 1.0d+ - 39529 - 3.939 - 4.3
399 - 4.639 147 G.) )
- -- DATA IALp • 68 (0.)9 - .819 - ,719 - .739 - .759 - .769
	 .779 -
17do - .bO. - .dl•
	
.b!• - .'49 - .R69 - 9879 - 0890 - .919 - .92.
2 - .4,,• - .9bo - .979 - .999 - 1.01 9
 - 1.029 - 1.049 - 19116+ - 100
379 - T.Jtl• - 1.109' - 1911 1, - 1.129 - 1.149 - 1.15• - J 	1.170
4 - 1.i7• - 1.18• - jolt!• - 1.209 - 1.2(j. 4 (
 -1.21)9	 1.22+ 5
5- 1.2i)• - 1.2U9 - 1.1`!9 - 1 189 - 1.16. - 1.14. 109 (0.))
DATA (AL07= `17(u.)•-L.C•-1. 4. - • B••.4•-• 59.29.39.5•-.19.59.339'- _.-
•• .7• • ^.t5•-1.39-1.19-1.•-1.3,-2.5. 114 0.))
C919)•ta9)•ffra0engnsYrYfffrYOnal ►ffffr„ffffrnoorfa•••ff•••^•fO.pupo^or••••••
C	 .,ICING RAT10 VS. PHESSU E T AdLFS FOR OZONE
('. reOrf tl tleffglYtlnOY00r r Y0YY•Of rff ffY •• •f tlff•ffgrf rfffffro000000opOO^a00ao
-	
(BATA (OLPFS=IJ5U.91U1dt'9615.we06.935699194.99145o9103.95S.•29s9
• 23.7,10.091 3 .9 6 . 8




• 1154, 91160:!lluJ.91i'r 3^. 9 702	 *y9_, 500. 07009o)END-- -	 - 
-	 SUBROsiTINE UVMMY7	 _- -----
COMMO. /TRANS /IwAI 9
 TOAU. NtwA9 TT (50)• TC019 TCOO• NTCO• T_TC (7
14)•7O7I9T0Z0•NT01•TTu2(*I)
'C ro y o aoa onoponeYYOYOf f 0 0 00 f f fY fooay o rrraooae g r000ffrorfrsffresroffffeao•-
C	 TAU TABLES FUH HeJ VnPO.r• CO!_. ANn OZO.vE (FRUM ELSASSER)
(`fffff•YeOYpfffOr YY On YaO tl 0000Jpypy ^0•oeY000•ff0000nO0efffre000000r•f 000•
DATA ( THAI = - J.7)9 (IwAO a .1) 9
 (0 W A = 50)	 '-
DATA ( TI = 1.9 .9999 .'1967 9
 ,99329 .9997• .98339 .97729 .9705• .'16
1339 .n5D69 •`1475• .93d99 .97;8. .92;10• .90949 .8978, .6A51 9 .87119
-- 2.855x•.e+3134• . 8 19.9 .19R4• .7753 9
 , 7 5 0 . 972259 .69289 .66109 .6--
32729 5 9 15. 955419 .2♦ .4 •, 509 .4138, .3919 9
 .34979 .307. 6 9 02601
49 .22g	
515
8o.1614• .151d9 .1198. .0920, .0% 47 . 00500 9 .03579 •0250. 9
50169• ..)1039 '.00499 .J)'	 ---------	 --
uATA (TCUI = - t^.e)9 (Icon 	 .1)• (NTC0 = 74)
VATA tTTC = 1.9 .9997• ' .9991. .9992 i .9 1)70 9
 099559 .99379 999169 .
i- 198929 .9tlt+S+ .9d35o, ,98. 02. .,7669 .9727. .`1685• .96399 .959 9
 .9538 --	j
29 .94629 .94e2• .93511• .979• .9218. ,,^1q ^ .'00599 .8972• .88799 .8
37d• .nb/4 9
 .07619 .d449 .831, •8179 .8419. 978569 .7689 .7491 9
 .72
- 4U8o 
.-PO/l• .b g 39t .b'-)9ee . 0 33• .6053• .5762• .5459• .51429 .4UI59 -
5.4479. .41339 .ilbe•
	 34299 .30759 .27279 .23899 .20b6• .17639 .14
6b4 9
 .T23• .1UUe+ .U d Jl; .062:9 .048, .016• .02669 .0196 9 90179 90
-	
7113• .0Jb9• .UO / 1• .UO*u• *0 - 42; .0028. - .0014• .0)
	
_.-
UATA (Tull=-4.3)9(TUZU = .1)9( TOZ=41)
DATA (T107= 1 . •.N9 e ..904 9.97,,.9689.96•.952999449.93b9.9279.917 0	f
1'•9069.894•.8d1••Zb6•.8v9..83.•8C9•.7t36,.761-1.7349.7059.6739
•.6839,6•.559•.yib..4b8;.4116..36b•.312•.2579.2029.151•.lOti.
• .U74r,U^d9.O199901b9oUUb•0.0, 	 }
tNp	 --	 -- - ------	 - -_	 f
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
pRMINAL PAGE IS MOR
1
122
— SUNR00 ( NE PMOFILL ( r49NPTM 9 AL,'19NU3)
COMMO., /PARA r)5 /I0	 (b)•	 XM1N.	 XMAX•	 VMI ►,•	 YMAX•	 NCYC
COMM0•40Tw/XP(2uU)•XT(200)9X	 (2U0)vTA(2n0)
_—
CUMMO,./ i*4EA 14S /P13AH (IST • I dAR ( I5) • IHEAD (8)
COMMO., /PROF	 /•i AUC	 (!$T•	 WAD-,	 (15)•	 NFAnL	 ( )•	 NF ROU	 (15 ) •	 NFRO
()IMENc10N'XX	(19)•	 UX	 (IS)•	 F.E	 (15)•	 XPt	 (19t	 TAE	 (1S) ♦ XWE	 (1S)
--- UIMENcI ON KX	 (1Y1•	 PdAK	 (15).	 TdAR	 t15)
DIMENc1 UN xTM	 (!b•	 lb)
A=357.9110d3b
— 3bu KX	 (1j	 a	 1
KX	 (2)	 a	 1
KX	 l31	 •	 1
—
'- KX	 (41	 a	 0	
-
KX	 (S i 	 a	 10
KX	 (61	 =	 500




	 1	 36•	 IHEMD—_-	-
153b FORMA.	 (1H1.3UX•dAlu/)
BEAU :5349 XMIN• XMAX• YMIN• YMAX
IS3b FORMAT	 (1PF8.2)	
-
HEAD : 5»n• NCYC
1540 FORMAT	 (11)













365 READ	 75-649	 XPE	 (ME),	 T_At_	 (ME19	 XWE	 (ME)




IF	 (xcE	 ( ME))37 o 9	 375.	 37n
370 Y A E	 (••E)	 =	 TAE	 (ME)	 •	 273.16
PRINT
	 1	 480	 XPE	 ( M E)r	 (AE	 (M^)o	 XWE	 (ME)
ME _	 E
GO TO 305
375 Mt	 _	 . , E	 -	 1
ME 1
	
= M4 - 1
IF	 (MFI	 .LT.	 1)	 60	 TO 475
UU 3Mn	 1	 =	 It	 Mt1
PHAR	 ( I)	 _	 .5 °	 (XPE	 (I)	 • XPE	 ( I -4- 1 ))	 --------
380 YAAR	 ( 1 )	 a	 .b	 °	 (TAE	 (1)	 •	 TAE	 (I	 .	 1))
475 CUNTIo,.UE .	 - --	
we












	 (NoT «	.LT.	 1)	 GO	 10 480
--
UO	 39m	 1	 =	 It	 NPTw
PRINT
	
15489	 xP	 (I)•	 TA	 (I),	 XW	 (I)
154b FORMA*	 (/F9.1•F1Z.29F11 . 4)















15 5Z FORMAT (112H I,jX•VRLUULNCIEe•92X•RAnIAr,CE•/)
HEAD i 5^4, NFHO. NUJ
1554 FORMAT (1291 4 )	 ..
IF (NC k,+ .LT,. 1) (JU (U +oS
UU 4nf- 1 = 19 10WO	 _	 —
READ ;5y6. Nr ROL (1) . r*- ROU ( I) -j' RADO (I) —
1556 FORMAT (2I59FIb-9)
392 PHIt4T 155o. 1. nrkUL (I). NF.tUU ( I). RAMO ( I)




-- - N s M -1 -
IF IN .LT. 2) GU TO 4.90
UU 40A 1 • 2. N
XX (I
	
1) s TA t2T—'
405 UX (I
	
1) s 10_ ee
490 CON  I ^.Uti	 -.
—. V = 0 ._ ----
KX (7; s KX (81 s KX (9) s ri v (10) s 0
NITER
CALL TALC IXX. LEV Vi
ASSIfi• . 410 TO KWA7
6u TO 415 	 -----------.	 ^_._	 -
41U A SSIUp -*5( , TO KPkT
DU 45s 1 14ITER = 1. du	 ---
CALL r.INMYZ (XX• UX. N --'I#- ;:Et NFRQ,-Z,-KX9-11l,- XTM)
41S PRINT 1Db0. V, (KX (J). J 	 7. 10), NITER
156u FORMA T l//°	 - P*.4X. •_	 T	 U s •49.3*4I4910X9 40 NI TE R	 •^I2)
1
IF IN .LT. 2) GU Tr 495	 °O
UO 42 , 1 s 29 N
420	 TA (1) = XX (t - 1) .._-	 -	 --
495 CUNTIN,UL
lF (M .LT. 1) GO TO 5u#J
U0 43C I = 1 • M
IF ((? ,E0 9 M) .Uk, (I .EO. 1))425, 430
425 PRINT 1t,62• XP TI). TA (I) 	 -
`1562 FORMA+ (/F8.4921-9.2.F14.9)
%jO TO 4J5








1561 FORMAT(//° PBAk	 TdAR^)-` -`- -
14M s v - 1	 to
I F (M-- .LT. 1) bO TO 5J5 	 -
--- - DO 44- 1 = I t MM	 —
TttAR ( I) = .z ° (TA (1) • TA (I • 1)1
PRINT 1562. PBAH (I)+ (dAR (:)
440 CONTI,,Uc	 -	 -	 --- - eo505 CONTIt,UL





-445- UO TO KP RT. 141U9 4501
4 5U	 1F ((.I(ER 9_4T. ' 2) .ANU. (V ,LE. 1.E•9)) GO TO 4bO




455--CONTI •, Ut 	^-	 -










-- ' SURR010 INE CALC (X, t. U)	 --	 ----
CuMMU•./07w/X 3 (2VJ)•Xi(4JU)9X	 (200)9TA(2'N0)
COMMO. • / HfAU /ISI A ,	 MUATE, NmATE,	 009	 TwL29	 IF19	 IF29	 FNUI, FNU2,
---I NPAGro ONU• NPIw,	 IdHI(E
COMMO.- /PARAMT 2M9 NANU_IESr wUl- NUP9 N1139 MK• L0009 NCO:M• P• at
71 10I9LUmo,40ZSwCOMMO--
	
/wATER O /HNOUs )t	 VZW O 	.42T-	 VLAMB	 -	 -
COMMOm /PkOF /RAUC 	 (1b), RA00	 (IS), NFROL	 ( 1S)• NFROU	 ( 15)9 NFRQ
COMMO.o /VAL0t /Al l
UIMENcIUN	 X	 (15)•	 t	 (lb)
C
---^
Ns M - 1
1F	 (N	 .LT.	 2)	 0 1 )	 TO	 1141
00	 1UA	 i	 =	 29	 1
— T ;.	 fI1
	
=	 x	 fI-27




uoUhU = NU3 _-^ -' IF	 (N C R , ]	 . L T .	 1), 	G0	 TO	 115_
00	 10,	 NF	 =	 1 -	 NFr(U





NU2	 =	 10 ROU	 (wFJ.
HN OHS = RA DO	 (N► )
CALL	 rALwAT	 (x1;'FMZ+	 2).
-	 —" RADVAi	 = FwZ	 --
( NF)	 _	 II
(NFL	 • RADVAL
E	  
U = U • RADVAL •--41 --_-
105 CONTI-,Ut
115 CONTIk-Ut















— SUBRO,ITINE MINMV	 V9 UXs	 NN. E. MM	 K K 9 U#-XTM)- _______	 —
UIMLNeI UN	 X	 (15?•	 UX	 (15)•	 E (15)•	 EE	 (15)r	 KX	 (10).	 OE	 (1S)$	 DOE
1(15)•	 Alm	 ( lo.	 1b).	 ATW	 ( 15. 15)9	 XT nI A 	 ( 15o	 16 )9	 DEL	 (15 )• 	Y	 (15 ) (^^








(N	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 TO 450
60	 10n	 L	 a	 It	 N










KX6	 =	 KA	 (1)
Kx	 (7 ) 	=	 0
_ Kx (81	 = 0	 --
KX	 (91	 =	 1
Kx	 (1.)	 =	 0 _ -. I
- PER = 0 .1 • FLOAT -(KV -U T- 1
2M	 =	 l%.;oI	 a	 FLUAI	 (KX	 (5))
Z	 U-IER	 (LM, 49- 1•)
FM	 =	 r.
ULM	 =	 Kx	 (4)
IF	 (o l M) 110.	 100•
..	
----105 OLM	 =	 I Ju.
IlU IF	 (N	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 TU 455
•• ^.
UO	 19•,	 I	 =	 It	 N
IF	 Wv	 (I))115+	 19U•	 115	 - -
117 NUM s NUM •	 1
A
	 (I)	 =	 x	 (I)	 •	 ux	 tI)
_GA LL 	 rALC	 (X•	 EL_9	 VN) - --	 --
U	 z	 0,
IF
	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 TO 4QU —_	 —_ —_ •_
DO	 12-	 L	 =	 1.	 M
ATM	 (1 •	 NUM)	 =	 (EE	 (L)	 -	 E	 (I . )) /	 DX	 (I)
120 U = U • XT M 	 (L•	 NUM)	 • ° 2
460 E	 ----- C O N T I Po UL — ----	
---- • o
IF	 (o)Ie5,	 l!b.	 135






NUM = NUM - 1
GO	 TO	 IVO —,
135 IF	 (V ► 	 -	 V)l4u+	 1550	 105 - 	
140 IF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 T_U 4.6.5
OU	 14c	 L	 =	 19	 14 -	 -
_	
145 E	 (L)	 a EE	 (L)	 - — --.
	
---
465 CON T I P,,UE
KX	 (b 1	 =	 1










(drT - PE K )I V U•	 lbut	 150
—ISO -.- KX - (7 1 	- 1	 --- -- --------
GU To 1r0
—	
155 UX	 (I1 -	 	 Ux
126
-- IF	 (Ul M l Ib0.	 lbu,	 107
160 X	 (I)	 =	 x	 (I)	 •	 uX	 111
GO TO	 I )n
D - Y65 X	 (I)	 =	 x	 (I)	 .	 Ux	 (1)	 "	 ?.
LALL rALC	 (X,	 Et,	 VN)
U = 0
IF	 (M	 LT.	 1)	 GU	 TO 470
Il
UO	 17-	 L	 =	 1•	 MI)
XTM	 ( I r	 NU M )	 =	 ILE	 (L).	 -	 E	 11-)1	 /	 OX	 (I)
1TO U = D . XTM (L, NUM) • s 7--- 00
470 CONTI^iUt
IF	 (U)1159	 115.	 IdO
—T7S- X	 (I)	 i X -(I)	 - OX ""ITT
00 TO	 130
180 IF	 (V.-	 - V)1409 _ 1 b5•	 lbb
--
—165-- x 	 (I)	 =	 x - (I)_ 	ox-CI)
!L Ox	 (I)	 =	 OX	 (I)	 •	 .5
190 CONTIi,,UL o0
--455 - CONTI,UE --- ---- ---
lF	 (N„M)195+	 109 21u





C OR- GIN AL M1NMT UEI:K INSERtEO HERE.
200 IF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GO	 TO i15
--
2o5 EE	 (Li)	 =	 XTM	 (LL9	 NUM	 •	 1)	 n	 E	 (LL)
475 CUNT I o,,UE
GO TC 210
•°21U 1F	 (M	 •LT.	 1)	 GO TO 460
A
UO 22^ LL =	 1 •	 M	
--
--	 ---( 217 .-EE	 (Li)	 s	 ABS	 R - ILL),)







EMx	 z	 Et	 (M)
EIAN = EE	 (M • 1 - NUM)	 ---
IF	 (E,.N .EQ. 0	 GO TO ZZS `-----






(M	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 TO 40*00 2 3 ^ LL = 1. (4 -- -_. _--_.--- I
23,j EE	 (Li)	 =	 E	 (LL).
°,
^
46b CONTI • UL	 •	 ) -- - --------- ^
- GO TO 2a5	 - -	 -r I
234 Lx = 4.4077573 / ALOU	 (Lmx / EMN)	 1,
°aIF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GO	 (0	 490
-------^--00 25 • 	LL =	 1 •	 M
s IF	 (Art$	 (F	 (LL) )	-	 EMN)L509	 [ b 09	 240
240 FAC
	 -	 ( Ads	 (t	 ILL)	 /	 EMw )	 EX
IF	 (N,M	 .LT.	 1) ' GO	 TO 4_95
UO 24s KK =	 1 9 NUM
24t^ XTM	 (,L•	 KK)	 = hAC	 n	 X(M	 (LL,	 KK)
49* CONTI,,,UEU
XTM
	 (i L•	 NUM	 .	 1)	 =	 h,.0




(N, ,M	 .LT.	 1)	 GO	 TO b00
i
00	 26C	 1I	 =	 1.	 NUM
- — IF MOM .LT. Ill GO fu SOS--'- °'
00 26c	 J =	 I10	 NUM
AN	 (TI •	J)	 =	 O•
- IF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 TO blu i`M






°°91J -	 -	 --CUN1Ir,Ut
2ai XTN	 ( , I9	 II)	 s	 XIN	 (II•	 J)
••sub CUNTIwUL 111916
50O` CONTINUE ----------
°e27u IF	 MiM	 .LT.	 1)	 (W	 10 515





IF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 Go	 TO 520
UU	 27c	 11	 =	 1 •	 i4




— IF (WiM .LT: 11- 60 -TV -SZS_.
UO 28•	 lI	 . - It	 NUM
IF	 (Ni-M	 .LT•	 1)	 GO	 TO 5ju
-- -UO 2H •	 J = 1 + 1JUM - -




525 CONT I ,.-Uk
CALL r.AUSSEL	 (XTNA.	 !b9	 NUM•	 NUM	19	 LPL)
1F	 (Lr. L	 - NUM) 24 59	 2909	 285




17()0• NUM •	 LUL	 -





IF (N .LT. 1) 30 TO 535	 -	 _••
-	
----
- -- 0 0 	 30 c 	 K=	 1 • 	N	
_ I
UEL	 (K)	 =	 0.
IF	 (Dv	 (K))3u0• Ju59 - 3.0 0 -	 __-
300 NS c v S	 •	 1
ULMUX =	 ABS	 (UL M • UX	 (K))
UEL
	
(K)	 = CLOSE R 	I - OLMDX•	 ti T NA	 (NS• N6M •	 I) 9	 DL_M_D_X)
--







1F	 (N	 .LT.	 1)	 GO	 TO b40 °O
DO 31c K =	 It	 N ---
31:^ X	 (K)	 =	 X	 (K)	 • ZZ • ' -DEl
_(K)
540 CUNTI^,Ut
C ALL T A LC	 (X9 Et•	 VN)
8 a	 0^
C= U.	 ---- -	 -- ---	 -U a	 U,
IF
	
(M	 .LT.	 1)	 Gu	 TU 54b °o
UO 32a	 I	 o	 1 •	 M
=-0.
IF	 (Ni1M	 .LT.	 1)	 00	 TO bbu






















li)	 =	 (EL	 (1)	 -	 E	 (1)	 r	 •	 DE	 (I ) )	 /	 Z	 •	 °	 2
— A = A - * - DE (Il'tUUE__tf-/	 ---	 --	 -
b = B ° DE	 (1)	 4 UE	 M­ 0 2. • E	 (I)	 • DDE	 (I)
C	 =	 C	 °	 E	 (I)	 • 'UE	 (1)
- 325- l)	 D ° DDE "-tr)-+► n :--	 --- —
545	 CON TIt-Ut
A = 3.0 • A
U	 =	 D	 . 0.
ZP = - C / e
Q  33^	 1	 1,	 lu
_ OZ = '( C . ZP • - I y-z-2P-*-'tA .—ZP	 DT1TrtB^ 2P ^►-t (^^s-A^-3; ^- -
UP o n))'
ZV = 7P - DZ




335	 ZP = rLUSER	 IZM+ ZP;	 i_0
- -	 SOE = 0 :----	 --	 -
lF	 (M	 .LT.	 11	 GU	 TO b5!1, •^
00 34^	 1 =	 %9 M
-










MET	 =	 (V	 _VN)	 % V *-100-,
35U
	




-	 -- K X	 (8)	 s ]
IF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GU TO 56U °o
UO	 3br	 1	 =	 1 1	 M
--360 -
 E	 ( I )	 s EE	 (1)	 ----
560
	
C O NTIt UL •o
IF
	




KX	 (7%	 =	 1
KX6 x KXb - 1
-- -	 IF	 (Kv6)4109	 41U+	 200
37U	 KX6 =	 KAb -	 KX	 (2)	 .
1V	 (Kvo)4309	 43u•	 440
3T5-- KX 6 = KX6 - KX 10 -'	 --
1F	 (Kvb)4109	 41 U 9	 j8U
0)389	 1F	 (1nU.	 o	 (v	 -'VP)	 %	 V	 -	 PE-410,	 38 5, 	 385
- 385- ZZ = 7P - Z 	 ---
iF	 (Z7)j90+	 4 10.	 4U5
390	 7Z = - ZZ
IF	 (N	 .LT.	 1)	 GU	 TO 565 as
UO 39c K x It N
395
	 ULL	 (y..)	 n 	 UEL	 lKl
56S_ CUNT I •,UE - - -- --- ---- -	 a o
IF	 (Ni,M	 .LT.	 1)	 60	 1U 570
UO 40m K =	 It NUM
- 400
	




40 b 	 S Z7
.
Z




KX	 (1^)	 =	 100 0• 	 °	 (VU	 -	 V1	 /	 VO
pRIGINAM pAG'9 ISorY^R QU^I'Yi
129
u'





.LT.	 1) GU TU b7b
_
,•
—	 UO 4 2 c^ L = 19 N --	 --
425
	
Y	 (L)	 n 	 X	 (L), o„
575	 CONTI%,UFL
_^. U = v -- ---- —
w=z
HETUR-i •
4 31i 1F	 (N	 . L T	 I )— G cJ-TII'7a0'—
UU 43c	 1	 s	 lr N
43b	 X	 ( I)	 n 	 x	 cI) -	 Z • ULL	 (1)
+•Sbv	 CONT IT , (JE
_
GO TO 410
44U	 IF	 (1,00	 •	 (v -	 VP)	 /	 y - PE	 )43 u• 	 445 9	4 45 "]
























-SUbROiiT 1NE GAUSbEL- -i4.;-rnROr--"RRc--*CCi -W,;F) --
UIMENcIUN C (159 16)9 L 116. 2)
- NR = , RH	 -R-
NC = N CC
C	 4NITIALIZE.
--- NSF = 0 -
NHM = NH - 1
NHP = NH • 1
_ 0 = I	 -
LSD = 1
IF (Nn .LT. 1) 00 TO 225
'00 10; KR
L (KR. L) = KR
100 L (KR. d) a U
" - 225- CONTI^-UE
IF (Nn - 1)IUS9 1559 105
C	 ELIMIf, . AT ION PHAbL.
--
-105 -- IF (NoM".LT.-1) -GO - TO t40	 --
DO 15^ KP = 19 NHM
KPP = K 3 . 1	 -
-- -- Pm a :.	 - -
MPN a 0
SEAHCu COLUMN KM FROM DIAGONAL DOWN, FOR MAX PIVOT.
-- - IF (:vc .LT. KP) --00-TU 235
UO 11= Kk a KP9 NR
LKR = L (KR9 1)
-	
_ - Pi = .bs-1C--1LKrt9-KP)^--
IF (PT - PM)115 9 11D9 110
110 PM = PT






IF MAv PIVOT IS ZEHU9 MATRIX IS SINGULAR..
1F ( M r•N) 1209 215• 120
-- 126 - NSF = NSF • 1
IF (MpN - KP)1259 130 9 12S
C	 NEW Rn W NUMoLk KP HAS MAX PI'vOT.
- 225 LSD = - LSO	 -
L (MP, , * 1) a L (KPq 1)
L (KP. 1) = L (MPN9 1)	 ----- ---
C	 HowKOh KATIO N S P) U ZEH_0 COLUMN KP BELOW nIAGONAL.
13U MKP = L (KP9 1)^
P a C (MKP• KP)	 -	 --
U a 0 • P
IF (Nn .LT. KPP) 60 t0 240
- --- UO 15 ; KR = KPP9 NR -- ---
MKR a L (KR9 1)
0 = C (MKR9 KP) / P
IF (0)1359 1509 135	 -- -
C	 SUdTRACT 0 • PIVOT ROW FROM o0W KR.
135 IF (Nr .LT. KPP) GO 10 245
- 00 14 c LC = KPP 9 N C — - -.---- ---
H = 0 • C (MKP• LC)
- ---_ C ( M KD9 LC) a C (MKR9 LC)
131
w__
IF IAoS (C (MARI LC)1	 ARS (R)	 AT TS) 140. 1459
14U C IMKot LC) = 0•	
}1 45 CUNTIttUL	 _	 •,	 i74-.) COOT I? Ut
1 43 0 CUNT It UL
24U CUNJ Ir ,Ut	 _	 uo	
523U CONTI0-Wt
C	 LOwFH HIGHT HANU CUKNLK.
155 LNR = L (NR. 11
- - -- P = C (LNR. ivR)	 ----
IF (P,loo • 217• lou
160 NSF = NSF • 1	 :;.11
- U a 0 • P +► LSD-- .__
IF (No - NC)165 . 2109 lo5
C	 HACK cOLUTIO N PHASt•
-
T65 1F (N^ .LT. NRP) - GO -10725b'	 e
UO l y e MC = NRP; NC
C (LN-r MC) a C (LNR• MC)
-- IF (Nn - 0 17UO-190-ITu
170 IF (NPM .LT. 1) 00 TO 2^5
UO lbc LL = 1• N RM
KR a ii R - LL
MR a	 (KR9 1)
KRP = KH • 1	 i•IF (No -LT. KRP)----GO
L0
.
 18-1 MS = KHP i NF(
_	
LMS = L (MS. 1)	 _.
R = C (MR; MS_) It C IL-M5 -M(CT
C (MH O MC) = C (MR• MC) - R
IF IAoS (C (MH q MC)) - ABS (AI • BITS)175• 1d09 180	 --






lesy	 C (NIR'. MC) = C (MRS-MC)---/_C___MR,- KR) 	 •^
255 CONTIN-Ut
190 CONTItiUt	 -	 --•,
250 - CONTIt Ut
C	 SMUFF1E SOLU
-
1 ION HO w S BACK Tn NATURAL OaDER. 	 o0
1F (NrM .LT. 1) GO TO 205
DO 20c LL = 1 ivRM -
KR = ,..R - LL
MKR = L (KR• ?)
IF (MvN) 14b• 2U?^ j95
19 .3 MKP = L (KR* 1)	 ••
IF (Nr .LT. NkP) GU _ to 27 0
	—
UO 20^ LC = NHP9 N
U = C ( KKR• LC)
C (MKc• LC) a C (MKP. LC )
2UU C (MKP• LC) = d	 .o
270 C001--Ut
205 CONTI p iU t	_	 _------	 _	 --•o
267 CONTIKtuE
C	 14ORMAI NND SINGULAR ME(URNS * GOOD SOLUTION COULD HAVE Da0•
210 C (1, 1) a V	 -	
---
-GO TO 220 -----
215 C (19 1) = 00







































SUBROUTINE PTPLUT -(P ►' • Fs--fW"C)	 -- -	 - a^
CUMMO" /PARAMS /IU• XMIN• AM A X• YMIN• YNAX• NCYC
C0MM0ii/MEANS/PBAR(15)•tUAR(1c;)•IHEAO(B
C
UIMENCIUN IO (61• X$ (2)• YS ( 2)9 X9 (210 Y8 (2)
DIMENcIUN NXH (0) • NXI (6)• JVT (6)• NHT 1 6)
DIMENcIUN XN (200)• YN (200)
UIMENAION PP (240)0	 1200)
-DIMENiiow IVERr0rtimORIZ (3)!`--
C	 !
-	 UATA jXS"s --165:•	 ls:_1-^"'-IYS-s-I65;• =-TS •	 -1
DATA ( X0 • 0.9 lbU.)• lYB n -.• 150.)
DATA INXH s 1• it U• U9 '• 0. 11
0_ATA INXT = isi -to Of Oi Or -21 i t1VVr :^ • 1 t 0i—II9 erg^NNf—r-3•
1 1. 0. •i• 00 2)
UATA(YVERT R I UM	 P+VK9)OMFSSURE+1( +. 10H9Md+1)	 1




B ALL rHIPLT (XH• Yd• u• It I-)
c	 MEAUI GS	 -
--- CALL - e-H lP LT_' ( '1599 101.59-XT• IHEA •
BALL ^RIPLT ( - 15.9 5U.• NVT9 IVERT• 1^)
BALL rR f PLT ( 50 •• - 15.i NMT. IMORZ• 10)
—^--	 - --	 -=n—ri"A R
	
- —	 —




-CA LL rRIPLT (Oi --Ti 3M•ll­9 3rd) --
a0 lOn 1 s 1. 9
AX s T5 • I
- 
CALL rRTPLT (XX• 0.9 1. 1. 11	 -	 —





IF (NrYC .EO. 0) NVPATM n 2
--- 
GO TO (105• I10)r-NVPO
105 XVMAX = ALOGIU (YMAX)
AVMIN : ALOG10 (YMIN)
GO TO 115	 --
110 XVMAX a YMAX
XVMIN s YMIN
115 AV a i50. / (XVMAX	 XVMIN^__.._
tl^, _ - AV u AVM IN
CALL rRfPLT (0. O• jM*O • • 3. 5),
—	 P s Y.. I N	 ----- — - —
60 TO (120.135 ) • NVP_AfM
120 DP n n • .1
-1F-(NrYC .LT. 1!`(i0_ -^35
UO 13n 14 C = 1 • NCYC
UO 12. 1 s 1. 9
If ("Ci :EtJ:-^!1-,^pvD: rt!:EQ-NCYCTI--G0-TD-_r3
P = P OP




--.. YY. ^V «PV.oV--
(^ ALL	 IVLT	 1 09	 YY,	 10	 1•	 1)
TALL	 ^MIVLT	 (15099	 YY•	 1.	 1.	 1)
FW




UP s n °
	 . l
CUNTI' ► -Ut
235 CONTI ► -Ut
GO TO 145
--235
-UP 9, i 00.-
DO	 14a	 1 =	 1.	 6
P • P - up





140 C ALL	 PL^	 F T 	 ( 1___50 .9 	 Y T •	 19	 1 •	 1)
C -	 I	 A SCA,^ VALUES
145 OX	 s	 jXMAx - XM1N)	 .2
DO	 1S Z	I	 s	 It	 6
XV' i 'vMIN ^..^ I ^-Tj •-DX











GO	 TO	 (1559	 165), 9	 NVPArm
155 UY	 s	 i5v.	 /	 "Icy(;
--
_
NCP = wCYC •
	
1
P	 =	 Y " IN o	 lot
IF	 (NrP .LT.	 1)	 GO TO 2-0	 •o
—UO 16• 'L ; 19-^	 -
TV	 s	 • LOG10	 (P)
Yv s	 .v • YV • dV --- ' -
tNCOUF
	 (4.	 1b02 9 	III)P_
15j2 iORMAT	 (F6.1)
-- (:ALL rklPLT t • 12i-YY: NXM. 117• 10)	 -	 --T IOU CONTIsul240 CONT1 ► Ut	 ••
---	 - RETURk,
165 OY	 : TOJ.
I"0i.- P
UO	 17-	 I
YY	 s	 o -	 (I	 -	 1)	 • DY











.14I - GO TO (1759 180)-* MC ---- - --- --17:j C ALL rRIPLT	 (09'0.	 3M•OX•	 1.	 5)
Go TO Ii5
—160- CALL ^R7PLT^^i 3Fi^ODr • 51---I
Ibt) IF	 (M	 .LT.	 1)	 GU ' T_0 24_5	 •°
00	 2 3P	 1	 s	 1,	 M''
135
--	
-..1F (I .EQ, 1)190t-14
190 PVAL * NP (1)
TVAL e l (1)
--- GO TO 210
19b 1,F (I .t0. M)20J9 tub
200 PVAL *• NP ( I - 1)
GO TO 210
20b PVAL r PHAR (1	 1)
---._--TVAL-r. TEAR - (I --I)
210 AN (II • AM • TVAL • ON
GO TO (9159 z20)• NVPw(h
— 2I5—*N (Ti ' s AV -+"Ar-UGIU —ti VAUT
60 TO 2[5
22u YN (11 = AV • PVAL . by
-222 - B A LL i-R1PLT-IXN -tIT	 • Wit
230 CON TI0,,Ut
245 tONTIvUE
CALL O-R t PLT- V i -79-9TV" .
CALL i-RIPLT (XN• YN• M• 1. 17
RETURP,,
tNU
136
